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Abstract

As integrated circuit (IC) technology advances to the sub-100nm region, power and asso-

ciated thermal effects are becoming a limiting factor in high-performance circuit design.

In addition to battery lifetime for mobile devices, power and temperature are emerging as

concerns due to the strong temperature-dependence of leakage power, circuit performance,

IC package cost and reliability. In traditional design methodologies, a constant worst-case

power and temperature are commonly assumed, leading to excessive design margins (re-

sulting in higher cost) or degraded performance due to temperature or power constraints.

In reality, circuits exhibit strong workload-dependent variations (e.g. execution time, tem-

perature) at runtime. Therefore, dynamically adapting a circuit to the behaviors of its

workloads (trading off between performance, power, temperature and reliability) would

enable reclamation of design margins from previous worst-case assumptions.

In this dissertation, improved runtime techniques are presented to attenuate power and

thermal constraints on circuits by exploiting dynamic workload variations. These tech-

niques include efficient dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS) techniques, such as us-

ing feedback control and statistical information, to reduce circuit power consumption while

maintaining performance requirements. This dissertationalso explores the effect of tem-

perature variations on circuit reliability, develops a reliability model subject to dynamic

thermal stress, and investigates architectural techniques to maximize circuit performance

without violating IC lifetime specifications. It is shown that, using these power- and
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temperature-aware runtime management techniques, substantial power and performance

margins can be reclaimed from methodologies using worst-case power and temperature

assumptions. In addition, the dynamic models developed in this dissertation can also be

used for design time optimization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

With the advance of semiconductor technology scaling, power and thermal issues have

been among the limiting factors facing IC (integrated circuit) design. The power consump-

tion on modern high performance chips has reached the limit of heat dissipation capacity

of contemporary thermal package design. While battery lifetime is becoming one of the

major concerns for mobile devices with the prevalence of mobile computing technology,

the growth in IC power consumption has far exceeded that in battery energy capacity. On

the other hand, the resulting higher temperatures due to increased power consumption not

only degrade system performance, raise packaging costs, and increase leakage power, but

they also reduce system reliability via temperature enhanced failure mechanisms. In the

traditional design methodology, worst-case assumptions are used to ensure the system op-

erates normally in all corner cases, which results in excessive design margins by imposing

extreme design constraints, and, as a consequence, tends tooffset the benefits brought by

technology scaling. New design approaches are urgently needed to address the power and

thermal challenges and to reclaim the design margins.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

1.1.1 Power and Thermal Trend with Technology Scaling

In the past three decades, the performance (clock frequency) and functionality (transistor

count) of integrated circuits have grown exponentially as pushed by Moore’s law. However,

increasing on-chip power consumption tends to become the major roadblock for people to

realize continuing technology scaling [73], due to lack of cost-efficient ways to remove

heat from the chip.

This problem can be more clearly explained from the expression of dynamic (switch-

ing) power consumption [81]:

Pd = α
1
2
Ce f fV

2 f (1.1)

whereα is the average transistor switching factor in each clock cycle, a value between 0

and 1,Ce f f is the effective total capacitance on a chip,V and f are operating voltage and

frequency respectively. Circuit delay can be estimated by [81]:

D =
CloadV

Iav
(1.2)

whereCload denotes the output load capacitance, andIav the average transistor conducting

current.

With technology scaling, the dimensions (e.g. transistor channel length and width) of

transistors are scaled byS (S≈ 0.7) at each new technology generation, and the supply

voltage is scaled byU (U ≤ 1). As a result, load capacitance is scaled byS and, in deep

sub-micron (DSM) region (< 0.25µmfeature size),Iav is scaled byU [81]. Thus, the clock

frequencyf ∝ 1
D is scaled by1

S according to Equation (1.2). At the same time, individual

transistor capacitance becomes smaller (i.e. scaled byS), and transistor density (transistor

count per unit area) is increased by1
S2 (i.e., new technology enables more transistors inte-

grated on a chip.). It follows that the total effective capacitance is the sum of all transistor
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capacitance on a chip, which is scaled by1
S, assuming the chip size is fixed. According

to Equation (1.1), total dynamic power consumption is scaled by (U
S)2. With ideal scaling

whereU = S, one might expect slight power increase in each new generation due to the

increase of chip size. However, in practice,U > Sas certain noise margin of voltage swing

has to be reserved (in ultra-deep sub-micron technology, inorder to suppress the leakage

current, threshold voltage is scaled very slowly, which also reduces the scaling speed for

supply voltage). For example, it is predicted that the powersupply voltage for high per-

formance logic circuitry will be scaled from 1.1V at 2005 for 90nm technology to 1.0V

at 2008 for 59nm technology [6]. In addition, the request for higher circuitperformance

favors deeper pipeline architectures which enable greaterclock frequency scaling. For ex-

ample, Intel’s Pentium 4 processors adopted a 20+-stage pipeline to achieve multi-GHz

performance at 0.18µmtechnology at 2001 [109]. The combination of new technologyand

the adoption of deeper pipeline architecture brings exponential growth in performance at

the expense of similar increase in on-chip power consumption.

Consequently, chip temperature, which is proportional to power density, also increases

exponentially. On the other hand, the adoption of low-k interlayer dielectrics in future

technology to reduce the interconnect capacitance will further push upwards the temper-

ature envelope because these materials usually have worse thermal conductance. Further-

more, higher temperature will in turn increase another power component–leakage power–

significantly, thus the total power. It is even estimated that leakage power could be larger

than dynamic power in future technology nodes [38]. There are two major sources for

leakage power: sub-threshold leakage and gate leakage [81]. Sub-threshold leakage is a

leakage current flowing through the reversed biased diode junctions when the transistor is

in off state, while gate leakage is the current flow due to electron tunneling through the gate

oxide. Gate leakage is independent of temperature and can bereduced using high-k gate

dielectrics, while sub-threshold leakage is an exponential function of temperature. In addi-
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tion, leakage current is also exponentially dependent on threshold voltage (i.e. transistors

with smaller threshold voltage are leak), which constraints the further scaling of threshold

voltage, thus further limiting the scaling factorU of supply voltage.

All these trends suggest that the time has come that we can no longer afford the high

on-chip power consumption and high temperature for better circuit functionality and per-

formance. For instance, in less than 5 years after the debut of Pentium 4 processor, Intel

canceled the development plan of Pentium 4 architecture dueto its extreme high power

consumption and the inability to remove heat efficiently [109].

1.1.2 Power and Thermal Challenges

Power, thermal and reliability challenges are highly related. Higher power consumption

results in higher temperature, which enhances many physical failure mechanisms. Fur-

thermore, there exists a positive feedback loop between power and temperature–higher

temperature leads to higher leakage and therefore total power. With careless design, it

is possible that the increase in both power and temperature can be unbounded. This is

called “thermal runaway” [38]. Figure 1.1 illustrates thisphenomenon. The straight line
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of “thermal runaway”.
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shows the amount of heat (power) can be removed by the thermalpackage at each temper-

ature. All other curves show the dependency of total power ontemperature. For a given

dynamic powerPd, the interception between its power-temperature dependency curve and

the thermal package line determines the final power and temperature on the chip. When

the dynamic power is small, there are two interception points as the cases inPd = 40W and

Pd = 55W. The interception point with the lower temperature dictates the final steady state

of the chip. As can be seen from the figure, the final total powercould be much larger than

the dynamic power due the coupling between temperature and leakage. The temperature of

the other interception point is the thermal runaway temperature, because the temperature

and power will become infinite if the chip temperature/poweris accidentally brought to

above this point. Note that if the dynamic power is large enough, as the case forPd = 75W

in the figure, any temperature is virtually the thermal runaway temperature, which should

be prevented. In reality, runtime guarding mechanisms suchas dynamic thermal manage-

ment (DTM) can be deployed to avoid “thermal runaway”. When the chip temperature is

found to be higher than certain predefined threshold, the operations on the chip are slowed

down, forcing the power consumption within certain envelope. Of course, performance is

sacrificed.

High temperature will also degrade the circuit speed by reducing the charge carrier (i.e.

electron or hole) mobility, increasing the interconnect resistance. The combination of high

power and high temperature also create significant voltage drop across the on-chip power

distribution network, thus reducing transistor conducting current and signal noise margin.

Power and thermal issues have become the limiting factors for both low-end and high-

end applications. Most low-end computing systems such cellphone, multimedia player,

portable medical devices are powered by battery. Thus, longer battery lifetime, more func-

tionality and comfort (e.g. simple form factor) are the keysfor market success. Unfor-

tunately, the increasing power and temperature are opposing these goals. In high perfor-
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mance computing systems such as data centers, power and temperature are directly trans-

lated into operation cost – power equipment, cooling equipment and electricity consumed

in both computing and cooling have occupied up to 63% of the total cost of a data cen-

ter [12]. On the other hand, overheating has been identified as one of the major causes

for hardware failures [41], as circuit lifetime is exponentially decreased as temperature is

increased. For instance, reserchers in Los Alamos NationalLab observed, when the air

temperature was around 70-75oF , a Beowulf cluster composed of 128 processors failed

once a week and the failure rate doubled when the temperaturewas around 85-90oF [41].

Thus, overheating has limited the actual utility deliveredby the computing systems.

1.1.3 Existing Solutions

Many new low power design methodologies have been proposed to reduce circuit power

consumption at design time. In general, any low power designtechnique trades circuit

speed for energy savings. For example, designers can identify the non-critical paths in the

circuit, and build that part of circuit using low swing voltage and high threshold transis-

tors [80]. However, the critical paths could be workload dependent. Consider a general

purpose processor with a floating point unit and an integer unit in it. When floating point

applications are executed, the performance bottleneck is the floating point unit, and the

integer unit for an integer application. In design, designer has to treat both units as critical

components. Therefore, design time optimization is still based on worst-case in nature. As

the transistor size shrinks further, PVT (process, voltage, and temperature) variations be-

come more prominent and further attenuate the effectiveness of design time optimization,

as designers have to ensure correct operations in all cornercases.

In addition to low power design techniques by which temperature can be reduced, many

solutions are also proposed to directly address the thermalconstraints, and they can be
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generally divided into two categories from a processor’s point of view: 1. external cooling

mechanisms, and 2. internal cooling mechanisms. In the firstcategory, designers pay an

extra price for more efficient cooling packages, such that the temperature is guaranteed to

be below some threshold temperature all the time. However, since the cooling cost has

been expensive nowadays, with increasing power consumption in future systems, using

physical cooling solution alone is cost-inhibited. In the second category, people sacrifice

a certain amount of performance to maintain reliability by reducing circuit speed (result-

ing in temperature reduction) whenever necessary. Recentlydeveloped dynamic thermal

management (DTM) techniques (discussed in more depth in thenext chapter) belong to

this category. However, these techniques rely on a worst-case temperature-based reliabil-

ity model. Under such pessimistic assumptions, DTM coolingmechanisms may often be

engaged and performance penalties incurred unnecessarily.

On architectural level, the increasing power and thermal challenges also push the recent

shift in the industry trend from the pursuit of higher clock frequency to that of chip multi-

processing (CMP). In a CMP architecture, multiple functionalunits (cores) or processing

elements (PEs) are placed on a same die. By exploiting computation parallelism, the ag-

gregate performance of the chip is increased while individual PE is operating at a relatively

low speed thus consuming less power. The success of CMP architecture is dependent on

the inherent computation parallelism provided by the applications.

In this dissertation, we investigate techniques to overcome some of the drawbacks of

the existing solutions by exploiting application runtime variations.

1.1.4 Opportunities for Runtime Adaptation

At runtime, many workloads display strong phased behaviorsand associated dynamic vari-

ations (e.g. execution time, temperature), providing opportunities for runtime optimiza-
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tions which can hardly be achieved solely on design time decisions. As an example, simu-

lated power and temperature profiles for a high performance processor running a Spec2000

benchmark are plotted in Figure 1.2. The temperature and thepower of the hottest block

(i.e., the integer unit) are presented. In this case, the substrate temperature varies between

110oC and 114oC, and the maximum power is more than 1.5 times the minimum power.

One can see that for only a small portion of time is the programrunning at the worst-case

temperature. The advantages of adaptive runtime management are two-fold. On one hand,
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Figure 1.2: A simulated temperature/power profile for an integer unit runningmesa
Spec2000 benchmark. [61]

runtime management can adapt the system to the workload variations, reaching higher ef-

ficiency by reclamation of design margins. On the other hand,by monitoring the operating

conditions continuously, runtime management can avoid those extreme cases which rarely

happen, thus relieving the all corner case design constraints. The importance of runtime

management has recently begun to be recognized. As a matter of fact, in Intel’s next gener-

ation Itanium processor (coded Montecito) there is an embedded on-chip micro-controller

which monitors on-chip power and temperature, and adjusts the voltage supply accordingly

during runtime, known as Foxton technology [69].

In this dissertation, we study runtime management techniques to address the power and

thermal challenges by exploiting runtime workload variations. In order to reduce the power
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constraint, we need to identify opportunities in runtime toaggressively apply effective low

power technique. We also need to ensure that the quality of service (QoS) of the application

is not harmed by our runtime management. In order to reduce the thermal constraint, we

need not only reduce power consumption (thus temperature) but also investigate the effect

of temperature variations on circuit reliability in order to reclaim design margins imposed

by the existing worst-case assumption based DTM techniques. Our results confirm that

substantial design margins can be reclaimed from methodologies using worst-case power

and temperature assumptions and the increasing power and thermal constraints along tech-

nology scaling can be significantly relieved. We argue that by combining our improved

techniques with existing optimization techniques, we should be able to continuously enjoy

the advantages brought by technology scaling.

1.2 Research Overview

In the following, we briefly describe the approaches and methodologies applied in this

dissertation research.

1.2.1 Low Power Design using Feedback Control

A system is usually designed in such a way that it can provide the target performance even

in the worst-case scenario (e.g. a task to be executed has thelongest execution time). How-

ever, most tasks in the runtime will finish much earlier than the worst-case execution time,

which provides the opportunities to slow down the device processing speed, thus reducing

the energy consumption. Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), which will be discussed in depth

in the next chapter, is a powerful technique to exploit theseopportunities for energy saving

while still satisfying performance requirements (e.g. decoding throughput of frames in a

multimedia system), because of the super-linear relationship between power and voltage,
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as revealed by Equation (1.1) and (1.2). The key in deployingDVS techniques is to deter-

mine when and how much the supply voltage should be changed during operations, such

that energy(power) is minimized while QoS is not sacrificed.While many researchers ap-

ply ad-hoc techniques to scale the voltage, we believe that this problem is naturally suitable

for formal feedback-control theory. In our method, a PI (proportional-integral) controller is

used to control the voltage dynamically, while the user specified system latency in stream

processing is used as the set-point for the controller. Simulations, using traces from syn-

thetic and real MPEG workloads, show that the proposed scheme can effectively maintain

the average frame delay within 10% of the traget more than 90%of the time, while greatly

reducing the energy consumption [59], [60].

While the above technique can guarantee the average throughput of a multimedia sys-

tem and reduce the energy consumption, users generally prefer real-time guarantees for

multimedia playback. By modeling a multimedia system as a soft real-time system, we

extend our aforementioned technique and apply feedback controller to adjust the decoder’s

speed according to the occupancy of the buffer between the decoder and the display device.

The advantages of the proposed scheme have two folds. First,by controlling the display

buffer occupancy, one can avoid the explicit prediction of frame decoding time, which is a

commonly used approach by other researchers and has been shown non-ideal [23, 40, 67].

Secondly, our scheme allows the decoder to decode frames across the display interval

boundaries, with the slack times shared by the following multiple frames. This is an en-

hancement of those frame-based DVS techniques [62]. Furthermore, we implement our

technique in a DVS capable platform, and evaluate various low power multimedia decod-

ing techniques with a set of multimedia streams in various video compression formats.

Experimental results reveal that our technique achieves the best trade-off among energy,

playback quality, hardware resource and playback latency.
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1.2.2 Low Power Design using Stochastic Workload Information

Although a lot of research efforts have been spent on DVS techniques for real-time sys-

tems, we observe that the effectiveness of a particular technique is quite dependent on the

execution time distribution of the workload. And the previous feedback control based tech-

niques have yet provided a global optimal voltage scaling solution. Therefore we are also

interested in searching for a realizable optimal DVS solution using statistical information

about the workloads. The optimal DVS solution for single-task systems has been proposed

by other researchers [52]. However, their technique has various drawbacks in practical

systems because of their ideal assumptions (i.e. continuous DVS scaling). We propose a

practical DVS technique for hard real-time systems called “procrastinating DVS”, in which

a task begins its execution with a low frequency, and increases the frequency gradually as

the task progresses, such that the task can be finished beforedeadline even in the worst-

case [66]. Interestingly, an independent research performed by Xuet al.[113] tries to solve

a similar problem. With their problem formulation, the exact solution is NP hard, while

our approach is analytic in nature and can be solved with verylow overhead.

1.2.3 Reliability-aware Design for High Performance Systems

Higher temperatures reduce system reliability via temperature enhanced failure mecha-

nisms such as electromigration (EM). Electromigration is an aging phenomenon of metal

interconnects on the chip, due to self-diffusion of metal atoms by the momentum exchange

between electrons and atoms. Since atom diffusion rate is anexponential function of tem-

perature, increasing temperature by 10 degrees will approximately double the atom diffu-

sion rate, thus reducing the interconnect lifetime by half.

In addition to using more expensive cooling package for the chip, two strategies are

commonly used in current design flow to address EM issues for system reliability. In the
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first one, circuit designer designs the interconnects usingthe worst-case temperature, en-

suring reliability specification in the worst-case scenario. However, due to increasingly

higher temperature, the feasible design space for circuit designers shrinks, only allowing

more conservative designs (for instance, increasing the wire width, which may however

cause other problems such as power consumption and timing closure). The second ap-

proach applied to deal with the temperature-related reliability issue is DTM, which tries to

trade off performance with reliability.

It is observed that system temperature varies along time, due to workload variations,

such as the case shown in Figure 1.2. We first investigate the effect of temperature temporal

gradients on reliability. However, existing EM models assumes constant temperature and is

not suitable for dynamic analysis. Thus an efficient dynamicreliability model accounting

for runtime temperature variations is needed. In this research, we derive a physics-based

dynamic EM model, which can estimate interconnect lifetimein any time-varying tem-

perature/current profile [61]. This model is verified against numerical simulations, and it

reveals that design decisions and DTM techniques using worst-case models are pessimistic

and result in excessive design margins (i.e. system lifetime) and unnecessary runtime en-

gagement of cooling mechanisms. For example, calculationsaccording to our model show

that substantial design constraints on metal interconnects could be relieved [61]. This

model is also useful for temperature-aware dynamic runtimemanagement and it leads to

a novel view on system reliability by modeling expected lifetime as a resource that is

consumed over time at a temperature- and voltage-dependentrate. As a result, in stead

of controlling temperature as in DTM, one can directly manipulate system reliability on

runtime. Based on this dynamic reliability model, We proposea dynamic reliability man-

agement (DRM) technique for high performance systems. Simulation results using various

workloads demonstrate that, using DRM, the performance penalties associated with ex-

isting DTM techniques can be reduced while the required expected chip lifetime is main-
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tained [63,64].

1.3 Research Contributions

In this dissertation, we propose improved runtime management techniques to address the

increasing power and thermal challenges. Our results show that substantial performance

and power margins can be reclaimed by exploiting runtime workload variations rather than

worst-case assumptions. At the same time, we also develop design-time models suitable

for reclaiming design margins.Specifically, we make contributions in the following three

areas.

1. Architectural power managements using dynamic voltage scaling (DVS).

• Develop optimization algorithms to find the optimal intra-task DVS scheduling

using statistical workload information [66].

• Develop a modeling framework for multimedia playback systems, and propose

a feedback control technique to adapt the decoder speed to the required work-

load throughput [59,60,62,65]. To our knowledge, our result is among the first

who apply control-theoretic techniques to reduce energy(power) in real-time

systems [59,60].

• Implement an energy-efficient software multimedia player on a Linux platform

equipped with DVS-capable processor, and evaluate variouslow power decod-

ing techniques using a set of multimedia streams in different video compression

formats [65].

2. Chip interconnect electromigration reliability modeling in deep sub-micron

(DSM) design. Chip interconnect electromigration (EM) is one of the major tem-

perature enhanced failure mechanisms in DSM design. As technology advances, on
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chip interconnects are subject to substantial both temporal and spacial thermal gra-

dients. We are among the first to investigate the impact of thermal gradients on EM

reliability.

• Propose a new electromigration (EM) lifetime model for chipinterconnects

subject to temporal temperature and current variations. The model reveals that

lifetime can be modeled as a resource to be consumed at a temperature depen-

dent rate [61].

• Propose a method to estimate EM lifetime for interconnects subject to non-

uniform temperature distribution across the interconnects.

3. Dynamic reliability management for high performance computing systems.

• Evaluate the thermal impacts of different workloads on a high performance

processor using architectural performance and power simulators [63,64].

• Propose runtime lifetime banking techniques for dynamic reliability manage-

ment for high performance systems such that the performanceof the system is

maximized without harming the expected lifetime [63,64].

Note that, in the above research outcomes, the techniques for power management and

reliability management are complementary to each other. Reducing power (thus, tem-

perature) can relieve the thermal constraint on performance. With low power techniques

existing, reliability management techniques can further reclaim performance loss due to

traditional DTM techniques.
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1.4 Dissertation Roadmap

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter2 introduces some technology

background of this research as well as the state of the art in the related research found from

the literature. Chapter 3, 4 and 5 detail our power-aware runtime management techniques

for real-time systems, where battery lifetime is the major concerns. Chapter 6 presents a

new electromigration model to predict interconnect lifetime subject to temporal and spatial

thermal gradients, which becomes increasingly important in DSM technology. Chapter 7

applies this new EM model in temperature-aware dynamic reliability management tech-

niques for high performance systems where temperature is becoming the limiting factor

for performance. Finally Chapter 8 discusses the possible extensions of the techniques

proposed in this dissertation.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Research

In this chapter, we introduce the concept of dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS)

which serves as the basic vehicle for low power runtime management in this dissertation.

We will describe some related researches using DVS in different applications. Then we will

introduce the application of control theory in hardware optimizations. As for temperature

induced circuit reliability issue, we will introduce electromigration (EM) which is one of

the most important hard failure mechanisms facing modern ICs. We will also describe

current approaches for reliability managements.

2.1 Dynamic Voltage/Frequency Scaling

Circuit-level techniques have been a mainstay of power reduction for some years, but re-

cently much research attention has focused on system-leveltechniques. The benefits of

approaching power reduction at the system-level are typically synergistic with circuit-level

techniques, and higher design abstraction levels have moredirect knowledge about the

workload and can control large portions of the computer system accordingly. Yet for

real-time systems, performance should still be guaranteedeven when power reduction

16
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techniques are in place. Since task scheduling in computingsystems is a key lever for

both performance and power, it is a natural target for research on power-aware comput-

ing. There are two well studied power reduction techniques that have impacts on system

scheduling [49]: DVS (dynamic voltage scaling) and DPM (dynamic power management).

In DVS, different computational tasks are run at different voltages and clock frequencies

while still providing an adequate level of performance. DPMaims to shut off or change

the power/performance state of system parts (inside or outside the CPU) that are not in use

at any given time [11]. Execution bandwidth throttling has also recently been proposed,

in which the number of instructions fetched per cycle is reduced [87] or the frequency of

fetch operations is varied [30, 93]. Structure resizing forpower reduction has also been

considered [78].

Let’s define a variabler, the frequency scaling factor with a value within[0,1], which

represents the actual speed at which the processor will run (each speed (working frequency)

is associated with an optimum operating voltage). For example, r = 1 means the decoder

will run at its full speed, whiler = 0.5 is half speed. We adopt the approximate energy

calculation proposed in [92] in this research. And the dynamic energy consumption of a

task can be estimated by [92]:

E(r) = CV2
0 Ts fre f

[

Vt

V0
+

r
2

+

√
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( r
2

)2
]2

(2.1)

whereC is the average switched capacitance per cycle,Ts is the sample period of a DSP

system,fre f is the operating frequency atVre f , r is the frequency factor,Vt is the threshold

voltage andV0 = (Vre f −Vt)
2. For a DVS system,C, Ts, Vt andV0 are unchanged, and one

can obtain the following reduced quadratic power consumption model [92]:

E(r) = r2E0 (2.2)
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whereE0 is the energy consumption for the task executed at full speed, r is the frequency

scaling factor, andE(r) is the actual energy consumption at a speed specified byr with

the corresponding minimum operating voltage. Equation 2.2indicates that the energy con-

sumption for a task can be reduced using a slower clock frequency.

Since DVS is very effective in reducing energy consumption,the applications of DVS

have recently become a very active research field and varioustechniques have been pro-

posed. There are several ways to classify different DVS approaches. Depending on when

the DVS decisions are made, DVS techniques can be classified as static or dynamic. With

the aid of compiler analysis, some techniques identify the code portions in a program

where the CPU clock can be slowed down [42, 112] before the actual program execution.

While in many applications, detailed off-line analysis is luxurious, DVS decisions have

to be made on line [104, 119]. DVS techniques can also be divided by the performance

models assumed. Some techniques assume that the task execution time can be predicted

accurately [83], others take a more conservative approach by only using the worst case

execution time (WCET) [77]. Given that the former approach is not realistic and the latter

is too conservative, techniques using statistical information on task execution time are pro-

posed [35, 52, 115]. DVS techniques can also be distinguished by the granularity of DVS

decisions. Inter-task DVS techniques [91] execute the taskwith a single speed and may

change the speed at the task boundary while Intra-task DVS techniques [35,42,52,112,115]

change the clock speed along task execution. With coarser DVS granularity, DVS over-

heads (both energy and performance) are generally negligible compared to the task exe-

cution [62]. While in fine-grain DVS techniques, DVS overheads become significant and

need to be addressed carefully [66,72].

In a multimedia system, the decode time for each frame in a multimedia stream is not

necessarily uniform. For example, MPEG frames come in threedifferent coding types (in-

tra (I), bi-directional (B), and predictive (P)), each of which requires different decoding
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effort. Even within these coding types, frame decode time varies. Therefore, DVS is quite

suitable for multimedia systems. Simunicet al. [91] proposed achange point detection

algorithmbased scheme, which uses online statistical maximum-likelihood analysis to de-

tect changes in aggregate behavior for a stream with an exponential distribution in packet

arrival and frame decoding time. They evaluate the algorithm using a system model that

consists of an SA-1100 processor with an MP3 and MPEG workload. This work is sim-

ilar to that of [79], which implements the workload of an H.263 video benchmark with

frequency scaling on an SA-1100. Another technique for saving energy in multimedia

applications using architectural adaptation and frequency scaling was introduced in [44].

However, that technique uses profiling to predict energy perinstruction and instructions

per frame statistics. Architectural and frequency adaptations are then set to ensure frames

meet their deadlines by adjusting the frequency to reduce slack time between frames. Other

techniques focus on prediction accuracy on frame decoding time among which Chunget

al. [26] suggested the server side of the multimedia stream provides timing information

about decoding, and Choiet al. estimated decoding time for each frame by filtering [23]

and later with the help of performance counters [24]. In manyof these schemes, the effi-

ciency of DVS is largely dependent on the prediction accuracy.

The above approaches change the voltage/frequency at the frame (task) boundary. In

general, the actual task execution time is hard to predict, and therefore, the worst case

execution time (WCET) is usually used to find the inter-task voltage/frequency schedule

for real-time systems. However, this approach does not yield good energy saving, because

the task actual execution time is much smaller than WCET. To address this issue, Yuanet

al. [115] applied the intra-task DVS idea to a low power multimedia system in which the

distribution of frame decoding time is obtained in runtime during video playback.
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2.2 Application of Control Theory in Computing Systems

The design of control systems is a mature field with a history dating back at least as far as

the 1600s. Numerous textbooks exist that describe basic control principles, e.g. [33, 34].

Control-theoretic approaches have been applied to a varietyof computer system design

aspects outside the computer architecture realm, including CPU scheduling [56,100], web

server quality-of-service management [53, 58], Internet congestion control [39], and data

migration [54]. At the circuit level, feedback control is used for voltage scaling [31] and

current canceling for leakage control [110].

At the time when we tried to apply feedback control techniquein a DVS multimedia

system, the only use offormal feedback control theory that we were aware of in com-

puter architecture literature was some work on temperatureregulation [93] and cache de-

cay [105]. After our work [59, 60] demonstrated the benefit offeedback control in DVS,

there are several other papers using feedback control to guide DVS in various applica-

tions [90,104,119]. In a formal feedback control based DVS scheme, a PID (Proportional,

Integral and Derivative) controller is usually used for newfrequency/voltage decision. Be-

cause of the robustness of the PID controller, it can be well applied to those complex

systems even without accurate models. In the case for multimedia decoding, no explicit

decoding time predictions are needed in the feedback control based scheme, and the con-

troller can adjust the output to runtime variations of the working environment.

2.3 Reliability Modeling and Management

2.3.1 Interconnect electromigration

Due to increasing complexity and clock frequency, temperature has become a major con-

cern in integrated circuit design. Higher temperatures notonly degrade system perfor-
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mance, raise packaging costs, and increase leakage power, but they also reduce system

reliability via temperature enhanced failure mechanisms such as gate oxide breakdown,

interconnect fast thermal cycling, stress-migration and electromigration (EM) [10]. Be-

sides runtime efforts to reduce the power consumption of a system (therefore temperature),

special attention has to be paid for runtime management in order to guarantee the expected

system lifetime. Using electromigration as an example, we investigate how runtime param-

eter changes such as voltage and temperature affect the system reliability, and how to guide

runtime management to maximize the system performance without reliability violations.

EM is a process of self-diffusion due to the momentum exchange between electrons and

atoms in the metal interconnects. As a result of electromigration, short(open)-circuit fail-

ures will occur due to the formation of hillocks(voids) in the interconnects. Clement [28]

provided a review of 1-D analytic EM models describing the diffusion process. Several

more sophisticated EM models are also available [76, 88]. Inour research, we adopt the

EM-induced stress build-up model of Clement and Korhonen [27, 51], which has been

widely used in EM analysis and agrees well with simulation results using more advanced

models such as that by Yeet al. [114]. Historically, Black [14] proposed a semi-empirical

temperature-dependent equation to predict interconnect lifetime due to EM failures:

Tf =
A
jn

exp

(

Q
kT

)

(2.3)

whereTf is the time to failure,A is a constant based on the interconnect geometry and

material, j is the current density,Q is the activation energy (e.g., 0.6eV for aluminum),

andkT is the thermal energy. The current exponent,n, has different values according to

the actual failure mechanism. It is assumed thatn = 2 for void nucleation limited failure

andn = 1 for void growth limited failure [76]. Black’s equation is widely used in thermal

reliability analysis and design. For example, Hunter [45, 46] derived a self-consistent al-
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lowable current density upper bound for achieving a reliability goal by taking into account

interconnect self-heating effects using Black’s equation.

2.3.2 Thermal management in computing systems

As overheating induces hardware failures, thereby limiting/under-utilizing the possible per-

formance, the field of temperature-aware design has recently emerged to maximize system

performance under lifetime constraints. Dynamic thermal management (DTM) techniques

[95, 97] are being developed. Currently, DTM studies assume afixed maximum temper-

ature threshold, which, for example, is derived from Black’sequation to provide a life-

time budget. During runtime, when the predefined temperature threshold is reached, DTM

will engages certain cooling mechanisms, such as frequency/voltage scaling and throt-

tling. Therefore operating temperature is always bounded and lifetime is assured, at the

expense of degraded performance. However, Black’s equationassumes a constant temper-

ature. Thus, a worst-case temperature profile is usually used when predicting interconnect

lifetime, resulting in pessimistic estimations and unnecessarily restricted design spaces.

For example, circuit designer has to apply more conservative design methodologies, under

such pessimistic assumptions, while in DTM cooling mechanisms may often be engaged

(and performance penalties incurred) unnecessarily. To better evaluate different thermal

management techniques and to explore the design space, designers need better information

about the lifetime impact of temperature. To our knowledge,the only solutions currently

available to answer this question are simulations, which are very time-consuming and not

suitable for runtime reliability management [114]. Recently, Srinivasanet al. [97] pro-

posed an architecture-level dynamic reliability model, but their model does not have a

solid physical foundation on the impact of time-varying stresses on reliability.
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2.3.3 An architectural thermal model

While the dynamic temperature profile of a system is workload-dependent [95,97], several

efficient and accurate techniques have been proposed to simulate transient chip-wide tem-

perature distribution [21, 95, 107], providing design-time and runtime knowledge of the

thermal behavior of different design alternatives.

In this research, we use prevalent architectural performance and power simulators (i.e.,

SimpleScalarandWattch) [17,18] to observe the workload variations, and add theHotspot

model to obtain thermal variations during runtime.Hotspot [43, 95] is an architectural

compact thermal model, which is verified against using finiteelement method as well as

an industry chip design. It uses a thermal RC network to calculate the temperatures at

various locations of the chip. It is a highly parameterized model in the sense that it can

easily model different combination of materials, layout, or thermal package. It can be eas-

ily interfaced with the power/performance model and provide both transient and steady

state temperature. Its efficiency, accuracy and flexibilitymake it especially suitable for

architecture-level thermal analysis. Thus,Hotspotis chosen as the primary thermal analy-

sis tool in this research.



Chapter 3

Power-aware Runtime Management using

Procrastinating Voltage Scheduling1

3.1 Introduction

With the scaling of semiconductor technology, power consumption has become a serious

issue for both high performance and embedded systems [73]. Dynamic voltage scaling

(DVS) has become an efficient technique for power reduction due to the quadratic depen-

dence of circuit switching energy on operating voltage.

However, DVS trades off performance for energy. Many researchers propose various

voltage scheduling techniques such that energy is minimized while performance is still

guaranteed. One of the major difference among these techniques lies in their workload as-

sumptions. For example, Rao and Vrudhula [83] assume the exact amount of computation

is known in advance. In reality, different instances of the same task might have various

computation requirements. Therefore some work such as [101] uses the worst-case execu-

tion time (WCET) to schedule the voltage profile offline and reclaim the slacks on runtime,

1This chapter is based on the published paper titled “Procrastinating Voltage Scheduling with Discrete
Frequency Sets” [66].

24
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while others [62] and [119] use formal feedback controller to adapt the system to the work-

load variations in runtime. On the other hand, the amount of computation for the same task

could be well characterized by probability density functions. This observation inspires

probabilistic approaches in DVS studies [35,52,113,115,117].

Lorch and Smith [52] show that using statistical information in DVS is superior to

other heuristic DVS techniques whose performances are strongly dependent on the work-

load distribution. In DVS with probabilistic workload information, a good strategy is to

begin with a low frequency, and increase the frequency gradually as the task progresses,

such that the task can be finished before deadline even in the worst-case. In other words,

high voltage (power) operating points are procrastinated during task execution. Follow-

ing [117], we call this form of voltage scheduling procrastinating DVS in the rest of the

chapter. Jejurikaret al. [48] introduce the concept of “procrastination scheduling” which

is different from the subject studied here. They focus on inter-task scheduling policies and

look for opportunities to delay the execution of tasks such that system shutdown intervals

can be increased, thus minimizing leakage energy consumption, while we study intra-task

scheduling technique.

The optimal procrastinating DVS for single task is derived in [35, 52, 115] using an

ideal processor model. Our previous work [117]2 extends their solutions to deal with mul-

tiple tasks. However, there are several limitations on these prior works. First they assume

voltage/frequency can be continuously scaled, and have to round their solutions to the avail-

able frequencies in the real system. The rounding could result in energy-inefficient design

when the number of available frequency is relatively small [101]. Second, the overhead of

frequency/voltage transition is ignored, which is dangerous for real-time systems and leads

to non-optimality in practical systems [9, 72]. Third, system-wide power consumption is

2This work is done jointly by Yan Zhang and Zhijian Lu, with thetheoretical analysis carried out by Lu
and the experiments implemented by Zhang.
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not explicitly modeled. In this work, we try to address thesepractical issues. Recently,

Xu et al. [113] try to solve the same problem. They adopt a search-based approach to find

the optimal scheme, while our solution is analytic in natureand solves the problem very

efficiently.

Specifically, in this chapter, we make the following contributions. First, we derive an

analytical solution for systems with non-ideal processorswhen using procrastinating DVS,

enabling fast voltage scheduling with arbitrary workload distribution. Our analysis does

not assume any specific frequency-voltage relationship (i.e. analytic models), making it

suitable for various systems and different voltage scalingtechniques, such as combined

supply voltage and body bias scaling [9]. Second, our solutions minimize the total system

energy consumption by including both dynamic and static on-chip power as well as off-

chip component power. Third, our results indicate that all efficient operating points (i.e.

voltage/frequency pairs) in procrastinating DVS must lie on aconvexenergy-delay curve.

This interesting observation is helpful in low power systemdesign by avoiding inefficient

frequency sets. Finally, we find that, for a given deadline, asmall number of frequencies

are sufficient for forming a schedule to maintain energy savings comparable to that of using

all frequencies while avoiding unnecessary transition overheads.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section3.2, the system model is

described and the optimization problem is formulated. We solve the problem in Section 3.3,

and extend it to account for frequency switching overheads in Section 3.4. We present

simulation results in Section 3.5 and summarize this chapter in Section 3.6.
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3.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

3.2.1 Energy Model

In many low-power systems, there are usually two power states: active state and idle state.

In the idle state, the system is in a low-power mode with zero clock frequency, and no

useful work can be done. Therefore, we model the system powerby Psys= Pf +P0, where

P0 is the idle power which is a constant and exists whenever the system is powered on,

andPf is the power used for computation in active state, which is the sum of on-chip and

off-chip power consumption, including both leakage and dynamic power. In general,Pf is

dependent both on supply voltage and clock frequency. We define energy efficiencye( f ) =

Pf
f , which represents the energy spent on each cycle for computation. It is obvious that

energy efficiency is also voltage/frequency dependent. If atask withX cycles is finished

before its deadlineD, the total energy spent in the periodD is Esys=
R X

0 e( f )dx+ P0D.

The second term in the total energy is independent on voltage/frequency scaling. In the

following discussion, we will ignoreP0 as if it is zero.

The system is capable of operating on variable voltages/frequencies. Let

{ f1, f2, f3, . . . , fr} denotes the set of available frequencies, with total numberequal tor,

and we havef1 < f2 < f3, · · · < fr . For each frequency point, there is a voltage and

power consumption associated with it, and thus a corresponding energy efficiency un-

der that frequency. Therefore, we have a set of energy efficienciese1,e2,e3, . . . ,er , with

e1 < e2 < e3 < · · · < er . That is true because iffi < f j andei≥ej , f j can finish tasks faster

while spend less energy thanfi , and fi becomes inefficient and never used.Therefore, in a

usable frequency set, energy efficiency should be an increasing function of clock frequency,

or decreasing function of clock period.
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3.2.2 Procrastinating DVS

A task executed on the system has a deadlineD and its actual amount of computation

(clock cycles) is randomly distributed between 0 andXmax and governed by a probability

density function (PDF)3, which can be obtained, for example, from online profiling. Fur-

thermore, we assume frequency/voltage switching points can be inserted anywhere during

task execution. Figure 3.1 gives an example of procrastinating DVS along with its work-

load distribution.

Theorem 3.1. In the optimal procrastinating DVS, the operating frequency is non-

decreasing as the number of executed cycles increases.

We omit the proof for Theorem 3.1, because Xuet al.[113] presented a similar theorem

and proved it in their paper. Theorem 3.1 indicates that in a system withr operating points,

the optimal procrastinating DVS scheduling has at mostr frequency/voltage transitions, as

shown in Figure 3.1(b) for a system with 4 usable frequency/voltage levels.Therefore the

key for the optimal scheduling with discrete frequency sets is to identify the positions where

transitions from low frequency to high frequency occur.

Xu et al. [113] assume that frequency transitions can only happen at some fixed points

(e.g. every 10K cycles) and try to find the optimal scheduling by searching a space com-

posed of those transition points. We take a different approach. Observing that a task

usually has millions of cycles while the number of frequencytransitions is much smaller

(i.e. equal to the number of the operating points, which is usually less than 50), the number

of cycles executed on each frequency has much finer granularity and can be approximated

as continuous. For example, in Figure 3.1, we use real variablesXmax−X′
4−X′

3−X′
2, X′

2,

X′
3 andX′

4 to represent the number of cycles executed atf1, f2, f3 and f4 respectively. And

3We assume the number of cycles executed in each task instanceis invariable in spite of the operating
frequency. This is a reasonable assumption for CPU-boundedapplications. How to model the frequency
dependence of clock cycles in memory-bounded applicationsis left for future investigation.
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Figure 3.1: (a) PDF of task execution cycles. (b) Procrastinating DVS with 4 operating
points. [66]

the expected energy consumption could be modeled as:

E(X′
2,X

′
3,X

′
4)

= e1

Xmax−X′
2−X′

3−X′
4

R

0
(1−F(y))dy

+e2

X′
2

R

0

(

1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3−X′
2 +y)

)

dy

+e3

X′
3

R

0

(

1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3 +y)
)

dy

+e4

X′
4

R

0
(1−F(Xmax−X′

4 +y))dy

(3.1)

whereei is the energy efficiency (i.e. energy/cycle) associated with frequencyfi , as defined

at the beginning of this section.F(x) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of task

execution cycles. Therefore, the optimal procrastinatingDVS problem can be formulated

as a mathematical optimization problem:

Minimize E(X′
2,X

′
3,X

′
4)

Subject to Xmax−(X′
2+X′

3+X′
4)

f1
+

X′
2

f2
+

X′
3

f3
+

X′
4

f4
≤ D
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For simplicity, in the following, we use this example in our calculations, but the results are

readily generalizable to systems withr operating points.

3.3 Solutions for Discrete Frequency Sets

In this section, the optimal procrastinating DVS with discrete frequency sets is solved

without considering frequency transition overheads. In the next section, we extend our

discussion to account for those overheads.

3.3.1 Optimal Procrastinating DVS

We apply the Lagrange Multiplier Method to find the number of cycles executed with each

operating points. Let

L(X′
2,X

′
3,X

′
4,λ)

= E(X′
2,X

′
3,X

′
4)

+λ(
X′

4
f4

+
X′

2
f2

+
X′

3
f3

+
Xmax−(X′

2+X′
3+X′

4)
f1

−D)

We have
∂L
∂λ =

X′
4

f4
+

X′
2

f2
+

X′
3

f3
+

Xmax−(X′
2+X′

3+X′
4)

f1
−D = 0

∂L
∂X′

4
=

∂E(X′
2,X

′
3,X

′
4)

∂X′
4

+λ( 1
f4
− 1

f1
) = 0

∂L
∂X′

2
=

∂E(X′
2,X

′
3,X

′
4)

∂X′
2

+λ( 1
f2
− 1

f1
) = 0

∂L
∂X′

3
=

∂E(X′
2,X

′
3,X

′
4)

∂X′
3

+λ( 1
f3
− 1

f1
) = 0

(3.2)
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By substituting Equation (3.1) into (3.2) and after some simplifications, we obtain:

(1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3−X′
2)) = λ

(

1
f1
− 1

f2

)

(e2−e1)
(3.3)

(1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3)) = λ

(

1
f2
− 1

f3

)

(e3−e2)
(3.4)

(1−F(Xmax−X′
4)) = λ

(

1
f3
− 1

f4

)

(e4−e3)
(3.5)

Xmax−(X′
2+X′

3+X′
4)

f1
+

X′
2

f2
+

X′
3

f3
+

X′
4

f4
= D (3.6)

Therefore, given a deadlineD, the optimal procrastinating DVS schedule can be found by

solving Equations (3.3-3.6). Transformations of Equations (3.3-3.5) reveal an interesting

property of the optimal solution, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The frequency transition

points partition the area of the probability density function such that

area(II + III + IV ) : area(III + IV ) : area(III + IV )

= (1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3−X′
2))

:(1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3))

:(1−F(Xmax−X′
4))

=

(

1
f1
− 1

f2

)

(e2−e1)
:

(

1
f2
− 1

f3

)

(e3−e2)
:

(

1
f3
− 1

f4

)

(e4−e3)

Though it might not be straightforward to solve Equations (3.3-3.6) for any given deadline,

once the value ofλ is determined, solutions can be readily obtained. Here we discuss

several special cases forλ, which will be helpful for finding the value ofλ for a given

deadline.

λ1 = 0. It follows thatX′
2 = X′

3 = X′
4 = 0. Let D1 = Xmax

f1
. The deadlineD in this case is

equal toD1, and the areas of region (II–IV) are equal to 0.
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λ2 = (e2−e1)
(

1
f1
− 1

f2

) . As the deadline shrinks fromD1, higher operating points have to be applied.

The area of regions (II–IV) will increase from 0 and keep a constant ratio among

them. Finally, the sum of these three regions becomes equal to the total area of the

PDF. When this happens, there will be no cycles assigned tof1. Let D2 denote the

deadline in this case.

λ3 = (e3−e2)
(

1
f2
− 1

f3

) . As the deadline reduces further fromD2, regions (III and IV) keep increas-

ing and finally occupy the whole area of the PDF. In this case, no cycles are allocated

to f1 and f2. Let D3 denote the deadline in this case.

λ4 = (e4−e3)
(

1
f3
− 1

f4

) . When the deadline shrinks more fromD3, the area of region (IV) increases

and finally occupies the whole PDF. In this case, onlyf4 is scheduled. LetD4 = Xmax
f4

,

which is the minimum deadline this system can satisfy.

In other words, whenD1≤D, the whole task is executed withf1, andλ(D) = λ1 = 0. When

D2 < D < D1, all four frequencies are scheduled along task execution, andλ1 < λ(D) < λ2.

WhenD3 < D ≤ D2, only f2, f3 and f4 are scheduled, andλ2 ≤ λ(D) < λ3..., and so on.

Finally whenD = D4, only f4 is used to execute the whole task. The value ofλ increases

from its minimumλmin = 0 to its maximumλmax= (e4−e3)
(

1
f3
− 1

f4

) as the deadline decreases. In

fact, it can be shown thatdλ
dD ≤ 0. We will know the numerical range ofλ when a deadline

is given, by comparing the actual deadline toD1 throughD4, as well as the operating points

to be used in the schedule. In practice, we can represent thisnumerical range ofλ by a

set of constant numbers (samples of this range) and find the approximate numerical value

of λ very efficiently by the bisection method. Thus, the complexity of our method is O(1)

with respect to the number of bins in the workload distribution histogram and linear to the

number of available frequencies/voltages.
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Figure 3.2: Graphical interpretations of Equations (3.3),(3.4) and (3.5). [66]

The significance ofλ can be seen as follows. With optimal procrastinating DVS, the

expected energy is a function of deadline. It follows

dE(X′
2(D),X′

3(D),X′
4(D))

dD = ∂E
∂X′

2

dX′
2

dD + ∂E
∂X′

3

dX′
3

dD + ∂E
∂X′

4

dX′
4

dD

= λ
[(

1
f1
− 1

f2

)

dX′
2

dD +
(

1
f1
− 1

f3

)

dX′
3

dD +
(

1
f1
− 1

f4

)

dX′
4

dD

]

(using Equation (3.2))

= −λ(D)

(3.7)

Because of
(

1
f1
− 1

f2

)

dX′
2

dD +
(

1
f1
− 1

f3

)

dX′
3

dD +
(

1
f1
− 1

f4

)

dX′
4

dD = −1

, from Equation (3.2). Equation (3.7) reveals thatλ is the energy sensitivity over the dead-

line. For example, as we discussed earlier, whenD = Xmax
f1

, λ = 0. This means that further

increasing the deadline does not save energy anymore, whichis true because the lowest

frequency is already applied to execute the whole task.

3.3.2 Efficient Operating Points

As shown in Figure 3.2, Equations (3.3-3.5) implicitly require that, for fi−1 < fi < fi+1,

(ei−ei−1)
(

1
fi−1

− 1
fi

)<
(ei+1−ei)

(

1
fi
− 1

fi+1

) (3.8)

In fact, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2. In a system with a set of usable operating points

{ f1/e1, f2/e2, f3/e3, . . . , fr/er}, where f1 < f2 < f3, · · · < fr and e1 < e2 < e3, · · · < er ,

if there exists an operating point fi/ei such that Equation (3.8) is not hold, there will be no

cycles allocated to this operating point in the optimal procrastinating DVS.
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Figure 3.3: Proof for Theorem 3.2

Proof. For simplicity, assuming that we have 4 possible operating points: f1 < f2 < f3

and (e2−e1)
(

1
f1
− 1

f2

) ≥ (e3−e2)
(

1
f2
− 1

f3

) , one finds a voltage scheduling scheme including all operating

points as shown in Figure 3.3(a). This scheduling scheme allocatesX′
2 cycles for f2/e2.

Alternatively we can find another scheduling scheme which allocates∆X cycles fromX′
2 to

f1/e1, andX′
2−∆X cycles tof3/e3, as shown in Figure 3.3(b). In order to avoid the timing

violation, the transformation from Figure 3.3(a) to Figure3.3(b) also requires that the time

needed to finishX′
2 cycles is unchanged, and it follows∆X

(

1
f1
− 1

f2

)

=(X′
2−∆X)

(

1
f2
− 1

f3

)

.

Due to this transformation, the energy consumed by the∆X cycles is reduced by

(denoted byEde ): Ede=
X′

1+∆X
R

X′
1

(1−F(x))(e2−e1)dx≥(1−F(X′
1+∆X))(e2−e1)∆X. On the other hand,
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the energy consumed by theX′
2 − ∆X cycles is increased by (denoted byEin ): Ein=

X′
1+X′

2
R

X′
1+∆X

(1−F(x))(e3−e2)dx≤(1−F(X′
1+∆X))(e3−e2)(X′

2−∆X). And finally (e2−e1)
(

1
f1

− 1
f2

)>
(e3−e2)

(

1
f2

− 1
f3

)⇒ Ein
Ede

≤1.

In summary, if there is an operating point for which Equation(3.8) is not true, one

can always find a better scheduling by eliminating this operating point in procrastinating

DVS. ¥

Theorem (3.2) says that a usable operating point is not necessarily an efficient one.

As an example, in Figure 3.4, we plot the energy (per cycle) vs. delay (1/ f ) curves for

some existing processors with DVS capability including IBM PPC405LP ( [113]), Intel

Xscale ( [113]), ARM8 ( [47]), AMD Mobile Athlon (our own measurements), and an

ideal processor using the “α current model” [86]. (ei−ei−1)
(

1
fi−1

− 1
fi

) represents the slope between

two consecutive operating points in the curves. Equation (3.8) specifies that, in order for

all operating points to be efficient, the slope of the energy–delay curve should decrease as

the delay increases, or, all operating points should lie on aconvex curve.

As one may expect, the energy efficiency decreases as the delay increases for all pro-

cessor models, as illustrated by the curves in Figure 3.4. Inthe ideal processor model, we

also include the static power by assuming that it is about onethird of the dynamic power.

Figure 3.4 shows that the operating points of the ideal processor are strictly on a convex

curve. Xscale and ARM8 processors follow a similar trend withall operating points being

efficient. While PowerPC and Mobile Athlon have some operating points that will never

be used in the optimal procrastinating DVS, as indicated in the figure.

3.4 Considering Transition Overheads

In this section, we extend our analytical solutions to account for both energy and time over-

heads in frequency transitions. We first discuss energy overhead alone and then combine

both time and energy overhead.
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Figure 3.4: Energy–delay curves for different processors with DVS capability (The values
for each processor are normalized to its energy and delay at the full speed.). [66]

3.4.1 Modeling Energy Overheads

As pointed out in [72], the energy overhead due to frequency switching includes idle en-

ergy and capacitance charging energy. The idle energy part is already captured byP0 in

Section 3.2. For capacitance charging energy, it is true that Ei j = Eik +Ek j, whereEi j is the

energy overhead when switching fromfi to f j and fi < fk < f j . Let Etotal denote the aver-

age energy consumption with the existence of energy overheads, and, using a 4-frequency

system as an example, it follows

Etotal = Eideal+E12[1−F(Xm−X′
4−X′

3−X′
2)]

+E23[1−F(Xm−X′
4−X′

3)]+E34[1−F(Xm−X′
4)]

+E34[1−F(Xm−X′
4)]

whereEideal is the expression for expected energy without overheads (i.e. Equation (3.1)).

Again, using the Lagrange Multiplier Method, the energy-optimal voltage scheduling is
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obtained by

(1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3−X′
2))+

E12
e2−e1

f (Xmax−X′
4−X′

3−X′
2)

= λ

(

1
f1
− 1

f2

)

(e2−e1)

(1−F(Xmax−X′
4−X′

3))+
E23

e3−e2
f (Xmax−X′

4−X′
3)=λ

(

1
f2

− 1
f3

)

(e3−e2)

(1−F(Xmax−X′
4))+

E34
e4−e3

f (Xmax−X′
4)=λ

(

1
f3

− 1
f4

)

(e4−e3)

Xmax−(X′
2+X′

3+X′
4)

f1
+

X′
2

f2
+

X′
3

f3
+

X′
4

f4
= D

(3.9)

Usually the energy overheadEi j is small, e.g., using the data in [72],Ei j
ej−ei

≈ 7K(cycles),

thus Ei j
ej−ei

f (x) ≈ F(x)−F
(

x− Ei j
ej−ei

)

. Lettingφ(x) = F(x− Ei j
ej−ei

), Equation (3.9) can be

reduced to the same form as Equations (3.3–3.6) by substituting F(x) with φ(x).

3.4.2 Combined Overheads

Transition time overheads are hard to model using continuous functions. Eliminating an

operating point in the scheduling might increase the energy, but it also increases the allowed

execution time by releasing the transition time, thus reducing energy. When the number

of available operating points is small. We can adopt a brute-force approach. Using the

4-frequency system as an example, we first assume all frequencies are applied and the

actual deadline is adjusted byDactual = D− 3to, whereto is the time overhead for one

transition. We can find the optimal scheduling in this case byEquation (3.9). Then we

allow only two transitions to happen in task execution, and we solve Equation (3.9) for all

combinations of three operating points, similarly for one transition or even no transitions.

Finally we choose the schedule with the lowest energy consumption. This brute-force

approach requiresO(2r) (r is the number of potential operating points) iterations of solving

Equation (3.9) and is therefore not effective whenr is large.

When the number of efficient operating points is large, we propose a heuristic

search algorithm based on dynamic programming. We explain the key ideas behind
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our algorithm. First, we find a schedule using all frequencies by Equation (3.9),

with the deadline adjusted by the transition times. This is the baseline sched-

ule. Second, we defineenergyreduction( fi) as the energy reduction after the elim-

ination of fi from the baseline schedule. Whenfi and f j are not consecutive in

the baseline, it is approximated thatenergyreduction( fi , f j) = energyreduction( fi) +

energyreduction( f j). Therefore, ifenergyreduction( fi) < energyreduction( fk), it is es-

tablished thatenergyreduction( fi , f j) < energyreduction( fk, f j) when f j is not next to

either fi or fk in the baseline schedule. Thereby, we can reduce the search space without

examining the elimination of bothfi and f j from the baseline. The complexity of our al-

gorithm isO(r3). In the next section, we use this algorithm to find schedules with a subset

of frequencies when the number of transitions is fixed.

3.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we compare the proposed method with previous techniques. Since transition

overheads were not considered in most prior work, in our experiments, we also ignore

energy/time overheads for all schemes in comparison. The simulations use a processor

model that provides finite frequencies linearly spaced between 500MHzand 1.5GHz, and a

power modelP= a f3
op. We assume the maximum number of cycles in a task is 1,000,000,

and generate 5000 task instances for each different workload distribution. The PDFs for the

voltage scheduling are obtained from profiling those 5000 task instances using a histogram

with 10K cycles in each bins.

Figure 3.5 presents the average task energy of different task types (distributions) by

simulating the execution of each task with different scheduling techniques. The deadline

for all tasks is set to 0.00125s. Three techniques are compared: 1) DVS with continuous

voltage scaling between the maximum and minimum frequencies [35, 52], 2) Continuous
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Figure 3.5: Energy consumption by different scheduling techniques for workloads with
different cycle count distributions. [66]

scaling rounded up to the available frequencies, used in prior work [115, 117] to apply

procrastinating DVS in practical systems, 3) Optimal procrastinating DVS with discrete

frequency sets as proposed in this chapter. As indicated by Figure 3.5, the performance

of simple rounding method degrades very quickly as the number of available frequencies

is reduced. On the other hand, our solution is quite robust across different numbers of

available frequencies. On average, the energy savings brought by our method over the

previous rounding method range between 10% and 24% from a 15-frequency set system

to a 5-frequency set system. Table 3.1 lists the energy saving by our method over simple

rounding method.

workload distribution 15 freqs. 10 freqs. 5 freqs.
inverse exp 9.8% 13.0% 20.7%

exp 9.4% 15.3% 25.5%
uniform 11.3% 16.4% 23.0%
norm 8.9% 9.7% 24.2%

lognorm 9.8% 13.0% 25.5%

Table 3.1: Energy saving by our method over the simple rounding method with different
number of available frequencies.

For a processor withr efficient operating points, the optimal procrastinating DVS will

use by default all frequencies if necessary. A heuristic wayto account for switching over-

heads is to limit the number of frequencies used in the schedule by, say,i frequencies.
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Figure 3.6 plots the average energy consumption for tasks ofnormal distributions at dif-

ferent deadlines with the number of frequencies used in a schedule being fixed to 6, 4, 3,

and 1, respectively, though the processor is capable of 10 different frequencies. This figure

implies that, for a given deadline, a small number of carefully selected frequencies can

form a schedule achieving energy savings very close to that of a schedule consisting of the

full frequency set (as shown by the right y–axis). Similar results are observed for other

workload distributions.
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Figure 3.6: Average task energy consumption at various deadlines when the number of
frequencies in a schedule is fixed (The y–axis on the right shows the energy values normalized
to those of using the full frequency set (10 fs).). [66]

When the total number of efficient frequencies is large, it is computationally expensive

to find a good subset of frequencies for scheduling when the allowed number of transitions

is fixed. We compare our dynamic programming based heuristicmethod (subsection 3.4.2)

to a brute-force approach. For a system model with 10 total frequencies, experimental re-

sults show that our heuristic method is 5 times faster to find “good” schedules for different

numbers of allowed frequencies. The average task energy consumption using the sched-

ules found by our method is very close to that found by the brute-force method, and the

maximum deviation we observed is within 2%. In fact, the datapresented in Figure 3.6

are based on the schedules found by our heuristic method. Table 3.2 presents the com-
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putation time needed for the brute-force method and our huristic method to find a voltage

schedule for different task workload distributions, as well as the difference in task energy

consumption using the schedules found by these two methods.Our heuristic method is

very efficient and can find a schedule in which the task energy consumption is very close

to that of optimal schedule.

Runtime (s)
Workload distribu-
tion

Brute-force Heuristic
(DP)

Runtime
speedup

Energy diff.
(max)

inverse exp 870.1 169.3 5.1 0.000%
exp 505.0 90.3 5.6 0.025%
uniform 1493.9 265.9 5.6 0.151%
norm 663.9 128.0 5.2 0.274%
lognorm 651.4 120.0 5.4 1.390%

Table 3.2: Comparison between brute-force method and our dynamic programming based
heuristic method whenr = 10.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the optimal procrastinatingDVS for systems with discrete

frequency sets. Our techniques efficiently solve the practical issues encountered by previ-

ous techniques. The complexity of our method is O(1) with respect to the number of bins

in the task workload histogram, and linear to the number of operating points involved in

the schedule. We also find that not all available operating points are necessarily efficient

even though they consume less power. We extend our method to deal with transition over-

heads and find that, for a given deadline, a small number of carefully selected frequencies

may be sufficient to form a good schedule achieving energy savings comparable to that us-

ing all efficient operating points. We develop an efficient heuristic algorithm to find good

schedules composed of only a subset of available frequencies, thereby avoiding unneces-
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sary transition overheads. Thus, our techniques are readily applicable to various practical

systems.



Chapter 4

Power-aware Runtime Management using

Control-Theoretic DVS 1

4.1 Introduction

Low power techniques in real-time (RT) embedded systems become more important as

the performance expectations of these embedded devices continue to rise. RT embedded

systems such as on-board satellite controls contain hard and soft RT deadlines and a strict

limit on available battery power. A complicating factor formany applications is that tasks

or service requests are often unpredictable, and current solutions for power aware comput-

ing cannot provide the guarantees necessary for RT. Over-provisioning is an appropriate

solution for some systems but usually not for battery-operated systems where the battery

has substantial cost or interferes with the desired form factor.

Closed-loop feedback control is an attractive way to attain soft-RT guarantees. Feed-

back control defines target metrics and error terms for the system being controlled, moni-

tors the error, and continuously adapts the system to minimize the error. Feedback control

can adapt to a wide range of behaviors and hence responds wellto unanticipated work-

1This chapter is based on the published paper titled “Control-Theoretic Dynamic Frequency and Voltage
Scaling for Multimedia Workloads” [59].

43
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loads or behaviors. We use a simulated multimedia system to demonstrate the benefits of

feedback-control. Our technique is motivated by the approach of Stankovicet al. [99],

where a feedback control RT CPU-scheduling scheme is proposed; the design and per-

formance evaluation is shown in [55]. In our feedback-basedsystem, the CPU operating

frequency and voltage are scaled based on the current frame throughput.

Following [91], this chapter models an MPEG portable multimedia-playback system

with the content received over a wireless network. These multimedia systems require soft

RT guarantees on frame delay to maintain the throughput necessary for avoiding choppy

playback. We develop a formal feedback-control system to hold the CPU at the mini-

mum possible operating frequency while still continuouslyadapting to provide the desired

throughput. We evaluate the energy savings of our system using an analytic model for a

variety of synthetic workloads representing exponential,uniform, and normal distributions

of frame-arrival and decoding rates, and also real workloads on a Compaq iPAQ using

StrongArm SA-1100 processor.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses our control-

theoretic system, and Section 4.3 shows our results on both actual and synthetic workloads.

Finally, we summarize our work in Section 4.4.

4.2 Control System Design

In order to simplify our control system design, we model the multimedia decoding system

as an M/M/1 queue, as suggested in [91]. Thus, the following equation holds:

T =
1

µ−λ
(4.1)
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whereT is the average delay for the frames,µ is the frame decoding rate andλ is the frame

arrival rate.

This delay unit models that
 the feedback signal is the measuring of 

the previous operation of the system

u

u
Decoding rate

T0−T Sum
The output of 
this block is 

the frequency 
scaling factor

Specified 
Delay T0

−2

Ki
Gain of

the controller

1 

1−z −1

Integral 
Controller

1

Initial frequency factor

z

1

Delay Unit

Actual Average 
Delay T

1/(u−lamda)

 Nonlinear Model
(lamda is arrival rate)

Figure 4.1: Basic architecture of our control system. All of the functional blocks are shown
with the Z transforms of their respective transfer functions. [59]

Our goal is to adjust the CPU frequency and voltage such that the user-specified delay

(referred to as the controller set-point) will be satisfied with the minimum amount of energy

and the controller will stabilize quickly to provide a fast response time to variations in

delay.

The basic architecture of our control system is illustratedin Figure 4.1. A generic

control system architecture usually consists of an input set-point, a controller, a system or

“physical plant” that is being controlled, and a feedback path. Our system includes the

following components:

Input set-point: The desired average frame delay specified by the user.

Controller: An integral controller and its gainKi . The output of theintegral controller

is the current (new) decision for the frequency scaling factor, which will go to the

decoder system. At the beginning of the operation, we alwayslet the frequency

scaling factor equal unity, i.e, we run the decoder at the maximum speed. We force
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this initial value by adding a constant “1” to the output of the controller. We use a

simple integral controller in our system because it can guarantee that the final output

of the system will be equal to the set point when the system is stable. The value of

Ki will be discussed later.

Controlled system: The multimedia frame decoder which accepts as its input the fre-

quency scaling factor from the controller. A non-linear system model specified by

Equation 4.1 is used to model the decoder and it will be linearized for controller

analysis.

The actual frame arrival rate and decoding rate in the run time are unknown to the

system and can change vary rapidly. We only assume that thesevalues are less than

100 frames per second.

Feedback path: Because what we actually measure from the system is the average frame

delay under the previous frequency scaling decisions, we model this feedback signal

with a delay unit.

The controlled system is non-linear, but it can be linearized using first order Taylor

expansion about the desired decoding rateµ by the following linear equation:

T(k+1) = T(k)−T2
0 ∗ (µ∗ r(k+1)−µ∗ r(k)) (4.2)

whereT0 is the user specified delay andr(k+1) is the frequency factor (a value between

0 and 1) adjusted by our controller at timek+1. For example, the decoder will run at its

full speed whenr is 1. This linear equation assumes that the controlled system works at

operating points very close to the set-point. As long as the stability of our control system

is guaranteed, this assumption will hold. Note that this assumption is only needed for the

control-theoretic analysis.
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Using the system model shown in Figure 4.1 and substituting our linear model with

the non-linear one, we can find the stability criteria for thewhole system based on control

theory:−1 < 1−|Ki|T2
0 µ < 1 or |Ki| < 2

T2
0 µ

whereKi is the gain of the integral controller.

While a large value ofKi would make the system more responsive, the system would tend

to be unstable. Given that in our systemT0 is about 0.1 second and the frame decoding

rate is less than 100 frames/sec, and considering the sign ofthe gain value, we letKi =−2.

To show that the system avoids unstable oscillation, we use Matlab to simulate the system

shown in Figure 4.1 with a step input signal. The step response of the system is shown in

Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Step response of the system shown in Figure 4.1. Although we use the example
frame arrival and decoding rates shown in Figure 4.1, other rates yield similar results. [59]

As we can see from Figure 4.2, the system output converges to the set-point very

quickly (after about 5 samples(iterations)) We then make use of this fast-converging prop-

erty in our system to satisfy the RT constraints.

Besides the basic control architecture shown in Figure 4.1, we observe that the number

of frames in the queue waiting to be decoded is a good indicator of future traffic. Thus,

we feed the number of frames in the queue to a separate differential controller; the output

of this controller will also be used to adjust the frequency scaling factor assigned to the

decoder.
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The feedback signal to our controller is the average delay over a certain number of

previous frames (specified by ourwindow size). Since Equation 4.1 holds true only for

average values over a long time interval, larger window sizes can provide a higher-quality

feedback signal (i.e., provide a better estimate of the actual average frame delay in the sys-

tem). However, a larger window may increase the controller’s reaction time to a changing

situation (i.e., a different arrival or decoding rate). By simulation, we empirically deter-

mined that an average window size of 70 frames provides a gooddesign trade-off. Our

sampleperiod is five frames (i.e., the controller will determine a new frequency factor

every 5 frames), and frames in the same period will be decodedwith the same frequency.

In order to make the best determination of the working frequency for the next sample

period, we not only use the actual delay statistics from the previous frames in the window

size, but we also use them as training samples in our control loop. At each sample, the con-

troller will produce a new frequency factor based on the difference between the set-point

and the actual average delay from the previous frames. We then back-calculate for each

frame in the entire window how long that frame would have taken to decode had it been

processed using the freshly-calculated frequency/voltage setting. The new average delay

(a virtual value) is then fed to the controller again in an iterative relaxation process. Due

to the fact that our controller converges quickly, it can arrive at a very good decision after

only a few iterations in our implementation. There are two reasons for this approach. First,

we believe that the frames in the next sample period will havevery similar statistics to the

previous frames in the window. Second, the controller can apply better decisions directly

on the future frames, thus providing very rapid response to changes in the environment.

This “virtual training” scheme makes the controller fast; otherwise, it would take many

sampling periods for the moving average to reflect the new CPU frequency.

In order to keep the overall average frame delay as close to the user-specified set-

point as possible, we use a counter to accumulate the difference between individual frame
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delay times and the set-point. This provides a global picture of how well the controller

is performing and allows us to make the set-point adaptive. At each sampling point, if

the controller finds that the previous average delay is much higher than the set-point, it

lowers the actual set-point used for the next period to obtain better performance. On the

other hand, if the previous average delay is in fact lower than the set-point, the controller

increases the actual set-point to save more energy. This adaptive set-point scheme provides

the best way to meet the user-defined requirements. This mechanism is equivalent to adding

another control loop outside the whole system shown in Figure 4.1.

Though it seems that our scheme may consume a large amount of computation time

and energy, the computation required for our controller is less than that of the change-point

detection approach proposed in [91]. We compare the amount of computation needed for

both algorithms in the average case. In the change-point detection scheme, the algorithm is

executed for every new frame to be decoded. This algorithm assumes that there is a set of

predefined arrival/decoding rates. For example, there may be 10 possible arrival/decoding

rates. For each frame, the algorithm checks the previous 100frames to identify the possible

change point(i.e., the frame among the last 100 from which the arrival/decoding rates

appears to have changed) by comparing the statistical maximum likelihood with a certain

threshold. The amount of computation that this algorithm requires for each frame is about

(including both arrival and decoding rate detection):

2*10*10* 1
2*(2 adds + 3 multiplications + 1 logarithms) = 200 adds + 300 multiplica-

tions + 100 logarithms

In our control-theoretic scheme, the bulk of the computation is for the virtual training.

Since our algorithm is invoked every 5 frames and (for our initial implementation) we

use 5 iterations for virtual training, we have an average of one iteration per frame. The

computation needed to calculate the average delay for the previous 70 frames when a new

frequency is virtually applied is:
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70*(2 multiplications + 5 adds) = 350 adds + 140 multiplications

Our later simulations show that the number of iterations canbe even further reduced

while maintaining performance.

Once the new frequency scaling factor is obtained, we scale the system voltage to the

minimum that is required to maintain the new working frequency. The relation function be-

tween the working frequency and the respective minimum system voltage can be measured

in advance for any system under study.

4.3 Simulation Experiments and Results

We evaluate the performance of our control-theoretic approach on both actual and synthetic

workloads.

4.3.1 Evaluation Using Actual Workloads

We implement our control-theoretic system on a Compaq iPAQ running an SA-1110 Stron-

gARM processor. The iPAQ runs the Windows CE operating system.Running the control

based model requires the scaling of core processor frequency, which is discussed in [19].

With the direct hardware access techniques discussed in [19], frequency scaling is accom-

plished by writing the desired frequency index to the Phase Locked Loop Configuration

Register (PPCR). This allows for on the fly frequency scaling during program execution.

An open-source MPEG codec is provided by the MPEG Software Simulation Group

(MSSS). Four MPEG-1 video files were used as input to the MPEG decoder to produce

frame decoding rates for an actual workload. The four MPEG-1videos (three 900 frame

video files and one 1800 frame video file) yield frame rates of less than 1 frame/sec. This

is much lower than typical MPEG frame rates of between 15 and 20 frames/sec. However,

we expect lower frame rates from a device running Windows CE ona slow processor with
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a maximum speed of 221.2 MHz as well as a slower bus speed. Slowdecoding rates are

not expected from commercial MPEG players such as Windows Media Player, however

commercialized MPEG players are highly optimized and source code is proprietary infor-

mation not available to the public. Such commercial MPEG players provide a much higher

and predictable frame rate. Possible future work is to obtain source code for a commercial

multimedia player to obtain additional MPEG decoding rate trace data.

Using actual MPEG-1 trace files containing actual decoding rates, we tested our

control-theoretic algorithm on the iPAQ device. Evaluating the efficiency of our control

algorithm showed a total overhead of approximately 0.371 milliseconds per frame. Since

this is less than 1 percent of a typical decoding time, which is normally around 40 mil-

liseconds, we find that our control-theoretic approach is very efficient when running on an

actual system.

Implementing our control-theoretic algorithm on such a system shows that our model

is robust and capable of running on a handheld device with little overhead. Dynamically

scaling frequency on a handheld device allows the portable system to have extended battery

life while maintaining performance. A comprehensive evaluation of the real-world battery

savings and quality of service characteristics on the iPAQ as a result of these approaches is

the subject of future work; however, preliminary results indicate a strong correlation to the

simulation results shown in the next section.

4.3.2 Evaluation Using Synthetic Workloads

For experiments on synthetic workloads, we used Matlab to generate traces matching the

desired distributions (exponential, Gaussian, etc.) We have 1000 frames in each simulation

run, and the statistics of the frames (i.e. arrival rate and decoding rate) may or may not

change after every 250 frames.
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Figure 4.3: Frequency scaling curves for both algorithms inone simulation run. [59]

Figure 4.3 shows the frequency adjustment for one simulation run. In this simulation,

all frames have the same decoding rate–70 frames/second2. The arrival rate is reduced

from 45 frames/second to 5 frames/second after the 250th frame. From the 750th frame,

the arrival rate changes sharply to 50 frames/second. The frequency scaling curves in

Figure 4.3 show that both the change-point detection algorithm and our control-theoretic

approach can adapt to the workload changes very quickly.

Mattavelliet al.[67] have shown that multimedia frame-decoding rates cannot be mod-

eled by any simple distribution. In order to further evaluate the performance of the two

approaches, we use different random distributions to create our synthetic workloads and

divide them into 6 groups:

1. Both inter-arrival times and decoding times are exponentially distributed with high

2High decoding rates and arrival rates are used in this experiment to show the adaptive nature of the two
approaches.
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CPU utilization.

2. Both inter-arrival times and decoding times are exponentially distributed with low

CPU utilization.

3. Both inter-arrival times and decoding times are exponentially distributed with hybrid

(mixture of high and low) CPU utilization.

4. Inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed, anddecoding times conform to

Gaussian distribution, with hybrid CPU utilization.

5. Inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed, anddecoding times are uniformly

distributed, with hybrid CPU utilization.

6. Inter-arrival times are uniformly distributed, and decoding times conform to Gaus-

sian distribution, with hybrid CPU utilization.

High CPU utilization means the CPU will mostly operate at a speed close to its fastest

speed. On the other hand, low CPU utilization means the CPU needonly operate at a slow

speed in order to satisfy the delay requirement. For example, in Figure 4.3, the last 250

frames impose a high utilization on the CPU of the decoder, while the frames between

250th and 750th impose only a light workload for the CPU.

Each workload group is composed of 100 different simulationruns of 1000 frames. We

measure, for each simulation run, the average delay, total energy, and frame-delay variance.

We do not make measurements of the energy on the actual systemdue to the difficulties

and inaccuracies of doing so on the iPAQ. Instead, our work adopts the approximate energy

calculation proposed in [92] (i.e. Equation (2.2) in Chapter2) and use it throughout our

simulations.

At the same time, for each workload group, we calculate how many simulation runs

will lead to an average frame delay within±10% of the user specified delay (delay set-
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparison of the two approaches interms of average delay, en-
ergy consumption, and delay variance for all simulation runs in three workload groups (left
column: M/M/1 with hybrid CPU utilization; middle column: Exponentially distributed
inter-arrival time and Gaussian distributed decoding timewith hybrid CPU utilization; right
column: Uniformly distributed inter-arrival time and Gaussian distributed decoding time
with hybrid CPU utilization). The control-theoretic approach provides better timing guar-
antees with comparable energy savings. Similar results areobtained for other workloads
including uniformly distributed decoding times. [59]

point). Results for each simulation run from 3 workload groups are presented in Figure 4.4,

and similar results are obtained from the other 3 workload groups. The statistics (average

energy consumption and average delay standard deviation) for all 6 workload groups are

summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

It is clearly shown in all six cases that our control-theoretic approach outperforms

maximum likelihood detection in quality of service while providing comparable energy
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Workload
groups

Ratio of sample runs
near set-point (+/-10%)

Average energy over all
runs in the same group
(ratio)

Average standard devia-
tion over all runs in the
same group (sec/frame)

Group 1 0.40 0.68 0.12
Group 2 0.71 0.23 0.11
Group 3 0.41 0.48 0.13
Group 4 0.38 0.47 0.11
Group 5 0.35 0.43 0.08
Group 6 0.04 0.50 0.08

Table 4.1: Performance summary for the change-point detection approach [91]. The energy
column gives the energy consumed relative to no frequency/voltage scaling. [59]

Workload
groups

Ratio of sample runs
near set-point (+/-10%)

Average energy over all
runs in the same group
(ratio)

Average standard devia-
tion over all runs in the
same group (sec/frame)

Group 1 0.90 0.73 0.11
Group 2 1.00 0.28 0.11
Group 3 0.92 0.56 0.12
Group 4 0.94 0.52 0.10
Group 5 0.97 0.42 0.08
Group 6 0.94 0.45 0.10

Table 4.2: Performance summary for our control-theoretic approach. [59]

savings. With a minimal relative variance, our approach is able to provide smooth tran-

sitions to yield very consistent frame delays. Consequently, the average frame delay for

the control-theoretic approach oscillates around the set-point of 0.1 seconds with minimal

deviation.

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show that our control-theoretic approachcan guarantee the user

specified set-point with very high probability. Energy consumption increases only slightly

compared to the change-point detection algorithm. In contrast, the change-point algorithm

tracks the user-specified frame delay rather poorly. Furthermore, notice that although our

control system is designed with an M/M/1 queuing model as thesystem model, and that

assumption is only required for control-theoretic analysis, so it still performs well in the

cases where the decoding time is Gaussian or uniformly distributed. This demonstrates the
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robustness of the formal feedback-control approach.

Iteration
number

Average Frame
Delay

Frame Delay Standard
Deviation

1 0.099 0.100
2 0.102 0.099
3 0.102 0.093
5 0.102 0.092
8 0.102 0.095
10 0.103 0.097

Table 4.3:Impact of number of iterations of “virtual training” for a trace of M/M/1 Model with
average delay set point = 0.1 sec. [59]

Iteration
number

Average Frame
Delay

Frame Delay Standard
Deviation

1 0.105 0.102
2 0.107 0.110
3 0.11 0.110
5 0.107 0.106
8 0.098 0.094
10 0.103 0.106

Table 4.4: Impact of number of iterations of “virtual training” for a trace of exponentially
distributed inter-arrival times and uniformly distributed decoding times with average delay
set point = 0.1 sec. [59]

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate examples of varying numbers ofiteration cycles for the

”virtual training” scheme. In the M/M/1 model and in the exponential/uniform model, the

average frame delay remains steady with little variation. The number of iterations ranges

from 1 to 10. Therefore, the number of iterations in the ”virtual training” back-calculation

does not affect frame delay, and multiple iterations are used to achieve a responsive con-

troller.

Frequency scaling is done in a continuous fashion, though wehave briefly explored the

method of quantized dynamic frequency scaling described in[89]. Frequency settings are

linearly subdivided into 32 discrete levels in order to decrease the number of frequency
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transitions needed. We found that quantizing frequency scaling factors into discrete levels

has a negligible effect on performance since frequency transition time is small compared

to frame decoding time.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we describe a control-theoretic dynamic frequency/voltage scaling scheme

for a simulated multimedia portable device. Our control design uses virtual training and

an adaptive set-point to provide fast response and stable multimedia throughput, regardless

of workload behavior/distribution. This system provides comparable energy savings to the

change-point detection technique [91] but dramatically improves stability in average frame

delay. It is also not dependent on the assumption of M/M/1 queuing behavior. Overall, we

have shown that formal feedback control is a robust and responsive way to control DVS

settings for real-time response. The next step to extend this work is to fully integrate our

controller into a QoS framework, such as the case presented in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Power-aware Runtime Management for a Video

Playback System1

5.1 Introduction

While the continuously increasing computation power provided by technology scaling en-

ables more complex mobile applications, energy consumption becomes a limiting factor.

Since multimedia playback is among the dominant applications in mobile devices, it is

important to design energy efficient multimedia playback systems. Fortunately, due to the

variations in multimedia decoding complexity, the required computation power changes

during the playback, and dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS) is a powerful tech-

nique to exploit this opportunity to reduce runtime power bylowering down the circuit

speed (and thereby power) whenever possible. However, DVS multimedia systems should

be carefully designed to avoid causing large degradation inplayback quality. In this chap-

ter, we systematically analyze the design of such a system, propose a new design technique

and validate our design through a prototype system on a DVS enabled laptop computer.

1This chapter is an excessive extension from the published paper titled “Design and Implementation of
an Energy Efficient Multimedia Playback System” [65].
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Designing a good multimedia playback system using DVS involves trade-offs among

multiple contradicting objects and is subject to practicalconstraints. Techniques proposed

in [23, 24, 102] require perfect predictions for decode execution timing, which is not pos-

sible in some multimedia compression formats. The methods in [47, 62] exploit buffering

to improve the energy efficiency of DVS. However, smaller buffer sizes might increase the

frame deadline miss rate, while larger buffer sizes not onlyincrease hardware costs but

also increase the playback latency, which is unacceptable in many real-time applications.

In general, a practical solution has to seek the best trade-off between power consump-

tion, playback quality and hardware resources and, in general, has to assume no specific

information about the incoming multimedia streams.
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Figure 5.1: MPEG decoding power at different CPU speed. [65]

The DVS design presented in this chapter provides a good balance between all these

competing factors. We first create a model for the available design space. Then we search

the design space with two desired properties in mind: speed schedule uniformity and sys-

tem stability. Power consumption is a convex function of circuit speed. As an example,

in Figure 5.1, the MPEG decode power consumption of a laptop computer is shown at

different CPU speeds (i.e., frequency and voltage settings). Though each frame can be

decoded at a different speed due to computation variations,decoding multiple frames at a

uniform speed (i.e., the average decoding speed) provides better energy efficiency accord-
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ing to Jensen’s inequality [85]. Therefore, in an energy efficient DVS design, a uniform

speed schedule is preferable. On the other hand, due to the complexity in many modern

multimedia coding formats, a good DVS solution should not assume any prior knowledge

or rely on any accurate predictions about the decoding process. Therefore, the decode

speed decisions should be solely dependent on the results ofthe previous frames. Any

system working in this way is in fact a closed loop feedback system for which stability is

an important property.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses related work and

Section 5.3 presents the architecture of the multimedia playback system studied in this

work. In Section 5.4, we report some video playback timing characteristics from actual

measurements of video clips with various compression formats. Based on these observed

timing characteristics, in Section 5.5, we propose a generic architecture to model the dy-

namics of a variable speed video decoding system. Then we discuss the design of the speed

controller based on speed uniformity and system stability,and we propose an enhanced

feedback based speed control scheme. In Section 5.6, we describe our implementation

of various DVS techniques for video playback on a DVS enabledplatform. Finally, Sec-

tion 5.7 presents the performance comparison of different DVS techniques on a set of clips

with various video formats and shows the effectiveness of the new technique proposed in

this chapter.

5.2 Related work

Low power design in multimedia systems is currently a very active research field. The

major power saving techniques applied to multimedia systems include DVS and DPM

(dynamic power management). In DVS, different computational tasks are run at different

voltages and clock frequencies while still providing an adequate level of performance.
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DPM shuts off system parts (inside or outside the CPU) that arenot in use at any given

time. Structural adaptations for multimedia systems were recently proposed in [44].

Because a multimedia system has defined QoS requirements, it is usually modeled as

a real-time system with soft deadline constraints. Inter- and intra-frame scaling are con-

sidered to reduce the deadline miss rate in [44] and [23], respectively. Frame-decode-time

prediction techniques are used in these works to achieve a satisfactory trade-off between

the power savings and QoS. Chunget al. [26] proposed that the decoding time information

can be obtained from the multimedia content provider, such that the accuracy of the decode

time prediction can be improved, while Yuanet al. [115] used the probability distribution

of frame decoding time obtained during runtime to help determine decoding speed for each

frame. In all these works, the decoder is assumed to decode only one frame for each display

interval.

Other work [47, 57, 62, 102] showed that buffering can be exploited to further reduce

the decode energy during multimedia playback. Luet al. [57] used an off-line algorithm

to schedule the frame decoding rate and respective frequency, and they did not consider

multimedia streams that includeB frames. Imet al. [47] focused on the estimation of the

input/output buffer size for the decoder, and also proposedan on-line DVS technique. This

technique is essentially equivalent to a scheme we callpanic factor scalingin this chapter.

Tanet al. [102] proposed a technique to predict the frame decoding time in advance and

found the optimal decoding speed according to the predictions. In our previous work [62],

prediction is not used, and a PID controller is used instead to adjust decoder speed accord-

ing to buffer occupancy. A draining buffer indicates that the decoding rate is too slow, and

a growing buffer indicates that more energy can be saved by scaling down the decoding

rate. The idea behind this chapter is originated from this previous work, and extends it

from several aspects: 1. A new feedback control scheme is developed basing on a novel

modeling framework for multimedia playback system; 2. The new scheme is implemented
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and tested in a real hardware platform, while our previous work is based on simulations; 3.

Actual measurement results indicate that the new scheme is more advantageous over our

previous work in terms of both energy savings and hardware overheads.

5.3 Overall architecture of a multimedia playback system

Decoder
Display
Device

Buffer storing
decoded frames

Buffer storing
coded frames

Decoder speed
control

Frequency /
Voltage decision Buffer occupancy

information

Figure 5.2: Overall architecture of a multimedia playback system. [62]

The general architecture of a multimedia system is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Frames in

the decode buffer (or in disks) are fetched and decoded sequentially and displayed by the

display device with a constant playback rate denoted by1
T , whereT is the display interval.

Following assumptions are made for this multimedia system:

• Coded frames are decoded in their normal order, and a frame is always available to

be decoded whenever the frames before it have already been decoded.

• After a frame is decoded and sent to the display buffer, the decoder is ready for

decoding the next frame.

• Each frame has an associated deadline, which is the time to start displaying the

frame. The deadline is always a multiple of the display interval T. For example,

framei has a deadline ofi ∗T. The time needed to decode framei is denoted byci.

• The display buffer has enough space to hold all the frames which are decoded before

their deadline.
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With these assumptions, we state the following theorem [62].

Theorem 5.1. Let S be a multimedia stream including frames{F1,F2, . . . ,Fn}. If the de-

coder in the system described above never idles when there areundecoded frames left, S

will be schedulable (all the frames meet their respective deadlines) if and only if:

∑i
k=1ck

i
≤ T ∀i, 1≤ i ≤ n (5.1)

where ck is the time needed to decode frame k, and T is the display interval.

Proof.

1. “Only If” condition:

Let us consider a time interval[0, iT ], where 1≤ i ≤ n. Since all frames are decoded

before their deadlines, at least the firsti frames are decoded during this interval.

Thus:
i

∑
k=1

ck ≤ iT

2. “If” condition (proof by contradiction):

Let i be the first frame which misses its deadline. Therefore

i

∑
k=1

ck > iT

which contradicts with Equation (5.1).

¥

Theorem 5.1 shows that as long as the average decoding time ofthe frames (the first

frame, the first two frames, the first three frames, etc.) is always less than or equal to the

display interval, all the deadlines will be satisfied. This suggests that we can slow down
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the decoder such that some frames may even have decoding times larger than the display

interval, provided that they can make use of the slack time from the frames with shorter

decoding times. This gives great flexibility for DVS. In contrast, if a multimedia system

has no buffer between the decoder and the display device or the buffer can only hold one

frame at a time, the schedulability criteria must be reducedto:

ci ≤ T ∀i, 1≤ i ≤ n (5.2)

which is much more restrictive for DVS.

Let k j denote the decoding time for framej at full speed. Assuming that the actual

decoding time is inversely proportional to the decode speedu (this assumption is not ex-

actly true in practice, and will be adjusted later in the chapter), it follows thatci = ki
u .

Since uniform decoding speed tends to bring maximum energy saving, it is desirable to

decode continuousn frames using one single speed, denoted byuuni f orm. According to

Theorem 5.1, it can be derived that:

cuuni f orm≥
∑i

j=1k j

iT
, ∀i, 1≤ i ≤ n

or (5.3)

uuni f orm = max
i∈{1,2,...,n}

(
∑i

j=1k j

iT
)

In our previous work [62], we called the DVS scheme using thisuniform speed “optimum”,

because this scheme sets an achievable lower bound energy consumption provided that all

frame deadlines are met. In order to implement this DVS scheme, we also assumed that the

actual frame decode time information (i.e.k j in Equation (5.3)) can be obtained in advance,

for example, through profiling. Tanet al. [102] derived a similar formula in their work,

and they obtained the frame decoding time information by their prediction technique.
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5.4 Timing characteristics of MPEG workloads

In some previous work on power-aware MPEG decoding [47, 62, 102], a simple perfor-

mance model (i.e. frame decoding time is inversely proportional to decoding speed) is

assumed. Our measurements from actual decoding implementation indicate that this as-

sumed model is over-simplified. Choiet al. [24] reported similar findings. In this section,

we present the timing characteristics measured from actualMPEG workloads on a general

purpose processor.

Table 5.1 lists the information of a set of video clips of different compression formats

used in this work, among which, six are movie trailers downloaded from Internet [3–5], the

other two, (fs2003andfs2004), are home-made movies. For some clips, the normal play-

back rate (around 30 frame per second) requires little CPU effort. In order to effectively

compare different DVS schemes as discussed in Section 5.7, we use a higher than normal

frame rate for those clips (the 3rd column in Table 5.1). The new frame rate is determined

in such a way that the number of frames missing deadlines whendecoded using full CPU

speed is within 100 (out of total 3000 frames) at that frame rate.

As shown in Figure 5.2, there are two major tasks in an MPEG playback application:

frame decoding and frame display. Though different video compression formats have quite

different implementation details, there are several common steps in frame decoding: a.

Huffman decoding, b. IDCT and motion estimation/compensation, and c. frame dithering

(i.e., converting the decoded frame from the YUV plane to theRGB plane). The decoded

frame in RGB format is then sent to a graphics device that finishes the display task, which

is essentially the same for all movie formats. There are several frame types depending

on the operations needed to encode/decode a frame: I (intra-coded) frame, P (predictive

coded) frame, B (bidirectionally predictive-coded) frameand S (sprite) frame (coded using

global motion estimation) in MPEG4. Table 5.1 shows the composition of different frame
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types in each movie. This set of movies also present hybrid examples in frame size (the

10th column in Table 5.1).

clip
name

video
format

frame
rate

frame
type

fraction Mean (k)
(ms)

std (k) Mean (m)
(ms)

std (m) frame
size

average

display

time

(ms)

std. of

display

time

I 0.048 14.39 13.62% 1.61 3.34%
mission SVQ3 43.5 P 0.452 9.73 24.61% 2.25 6.55% 640x344 7.35 3.52%

B 0.500 6.72 27.20% 2.74 8.00%

I 0.018 16.48 49.10% 1.73 3.88%
game H.264 29.4 P 0.545 16.39 22.82% 2.87 14.26% 640x360 7.69 3.62%

B 0.437 13.29 16.68% 3.96 9.98%

I 0.096 8.70 6.86% 2.52 2.93%
skeleton MPEG4 43.5 P 0.499 6.85 10.89% 3.05 6.65% 720x420 9.46 3.68%

B 0.404 6.37 6.37% 3.75 8.56%

I 0.030 7.69 8.61% 2.47 3.71%
exorcism MPEG4 43.5 P 0.556 6.87 14.52% 2.81 7.52% 720x384 9.12 2.12%

B 0.413 5.93 7.37% 3.43 9.36%

I 0.047 16.55 14.51% 1.92 6.16%
fantastic H.264 29.4 P 0.488 15.50 17.51% 3.27 14.44% 852x356 9.90 2.76%

B 0.464 15.87 14.81% 4.39 12.46%

I 0.032 17.98 12.76% 1.97 5.23%
kingdom H.264 28.6 P 0.495 15.22 24.32% 3.32 12.46% 852x360 10.00 2.81%

B 0.473 15.83 18.47% 4.58 10.04%

I 0.005 11.18 4.21% 2.95 3.04%
fs2003 MPEG4 32.3 P 0.175 9.85 5.08% 4.04 3.51% 720x480 11.29 3.14%

B 0.604 10.65 5.38% 5.18 2.22%
S 0.217 17.54 11.59% 4.43 4.58%

I 0.063 10.31 2.18% 2.40 2.39%
fs2004 MPEG2 38.5 P 0.313 9.23 1.45% 3.14 2.86% 720x480 11.24 3.38%

B 0.624 7.90 1.15% 4.44 2.30%

Table 5.1: Characteristics of a set of video clips with different compression formats (each
clip has 3000 frames).

Figure 5.3(a) plots the decoding time (including dithering) of different frame types

versus the inverse of decode speed (i.e., CPU clock frequency). This figure indicates that

the decoding time of a frame is strongly dependent of the decoding speed and can be

modeled as

t =
k
u

+m (5.4)

wheret is the actual decode time at CPU speedu, andk and m are model parameters

representing CPU computation time and memory stall time, respectively, during decod-

ing process. Table 5.1 also lists the mean and variation ofk andm for each frame type
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in each movie (the 6th–9th columns). As shown in the table, the average value ofk

is usually several times larger than that ofm, which implies that MPEG decoding is a

computation-dominated application. Within one clip, I frames consume more computa-

tion time and less memory time than other frame types, because decoding I frames doesn’t

need any information from other frames and involves most IDCToperations which are

CPU intensive. B frames consume more memory time than other frames since motion es-

timation/compensation relies on other reference frames. Pframes consumes comparable

computation time as that of B frames. For all frame types, there exist large variations in

both computation time and memory stall time, especially forthe former.
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Figure 5.3: Timing characteristics of MPEG video playback.[65]

On the other hand, frame display time is almost insensitive to CPU speed as illustrated

by Figure 5.3(b) and only a function of frame size, which implies that display task is
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memory-bounded. Table 5.1 also indicates that there are small variations in display time at

full CPU speed (the last column) suggesting that display timeis highly predictable. These

two observations leave a hint on that energy saving opportunities are available during frame

display since one can lower the CPU frequency and voltage whenthe frame is sent to the

screen without affecting playback quality. Choiet al. [24] made a similar observation in

their study. They also reported that the time spent in frame dithering is also insensitive to

CPU speed. We plotted the frame dithering time at different CPUspeeds in Figure 5.3(c)

and found that the dithering time in the video clips we testedis actually strongly dependent

on CPU speed.

These timing characteristics for MPEG workloads need to be considered in seeking the

best DVS policy. For example, since the time for frame display task is highly predictable,

and a fixed low frequency/voltage can be assigned to this taskto save energy, in the rest of

discussion, we are only interested in finding the best CPU speed for the decoding process.

Therefore we would like to redefineT to denote the actual frame display interval subtracted

by the frame display time. Another interesting question raised is whether using uniform

speed to decode multiple frames is still the best way to save energy. Our analysis (see

Appendix A) shows that, given the MPEG decode timing characteristics listed in Table 5.1,

decoding frames using uniform speed still achieves near-to-optimal energy savings (within

5%).

5.5 Design and analysis of feedback based speed control

5.5.1 A dynamic model of DVS multimedia decode systems

Most existing online DVS decoding schemes [23,24,47,62] determine the required decod-

ing speed for future frames according to the decode timing information of previous frames.
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Basing on the system architecture illustrated in Figure 5.2,we propose a dynamic system

model, shown in Figure 5.4, to represent a design space containing many of these existing

schemes.

Frame decoder
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Figure 5.4: A generic dynamic system model for online DVS MPEG decoding. [65]

In order to explain this model more clearly, we introduce theconcept of frame slack

time, defined as the time interval between when the frame decoding begins and the frame

deadline (the time to display the frame). The slack time for framen is the maximum

available time for its decoding, denoted bys(n). As discussed in Section 5.4, the decoding

time of a frame can be expressed ask(n)
u(n) +m(n). Let T represent the frame interval during

playback (As discussed at the end of Section 5.4, in the rest of this chapter,T actually

represents the frame display interval subtracted by the display time), and we can update

the slack time for the next frame bys(n+1) = s(n)+T − [ k(n)
u(n) +m(n)], as represented by

the “Frame decoder” block in Figure 5.4. By modeling the decoding time for a frame as a

random variable, an MPEG stream can be represented by a sequence composed of random

variablesk(n) and m(n). Therefore, the MPEG decoding process can be modeled as a

discrete time system excited by a stochastic input sequenceas shown in Figure 5.4. The

feedback path in Figure 5.4 represents a generic approach todecode future frames based

on previous frames, as used in many existing online DVS MPEG decoding schemes. This

generic model makes it possible for us to explore the design space more systematically.

The major difference in various online schemes lies in the parameterr and the control

function y(). For example, in the frame based schemes [23, 24],c(n) = s(n)−m′(n)
k′(n) and
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r = 1, wherek′(n) andm′(n) are the predictions fork(n) andm(n) of framen, based on

previous decoding results ofs(n),s(n−1), . . .. In the scheme proposed by Im and Ha [47],

r = WCET andc(n) = s(n) whereWCET denotes the worst-case frame decoding time.

When a formal PI controller is adopted as the control rule as the one proposed in our

previous work [62], the control functiony() has the form:c(n) = 1
kp(s(n)−s0)+ki∑n

i=1s(i)−s0

andr = 1, wherekp andki are the proportional and integral gains, respectively, ands0 is

the set-point of the controller input.

5.5.2 Design of an enhanced feedback control scheme with speed uni-

formity

Since uniform speed provides better energy savings when thedecoding throughput is

matched with that of display, speed uniformity is an ideal property for a good DVS scheme.

Keeping this in mind and using the dynamic model shown in Figure 5.4, it is possible to

design a better feedback based speed control scheme for MPEGdecoding.

Assuming that the system described in Figure 5.4 is operatedunder a constant speed,

the expected value of random variables(n) (i.e., the frame slack time), denoted byS(n),

satisfies the following relation:

S(n+1) = E[s(n+1)] = E
[

s(n)+T − [ k(n)
u(n) +m(n)]

]

= E[s(n)] = S(n)

sinceE
[

T − [ k(n)
u(n) +m(n)]

]

= 0, which is required by the system steady state condition

that the decoding throughput is matched with the display throughput. Therefore, in the

desired DVS schedule, both the decoding speed and the average value of frame slack time

are constant. Since the frame slack time is observable in thesystem, we propose to use the

average slack time to determine the decoding speed, i.e., a control rulec(n) = y(S(n)) and
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r = 1.

Using this control rule, the feedback system can be described by a difference equation:

s(n+1) = s(n)+ [T − [y(S(n))k(n)+m(n)]] (5.5)

Assuming that{k(n),m(n)} are IID (independent, identical distribution) random se-

quences2 andE[k(n)] = K,E[m(n)] = M, one can apply the expected value function on

both sides of Equation (5.5).

S(n+1) = S(n)+ [T − [y(S(n))K +M]]

In the steady state,S(n+1) = S(n) = SandT = y(S)K +M, and it follows that the steady

decoding speed is

U =
1

y(S)
=

K
T −M

(5.6)

The expected value ofs(n) can only be estimated from the decoding re-

sults {s(n),s(n−1), . . .}. We adopt a simple moving average function,s′(n) =

s(n)+s(n−1+···+s(n−i+1))
i as the estimation of E[s(n)], in whichi is the window width of the

moving operation ands′(n) is also a random variable. During runtime, even if the decoding

speed is correctly chosen for frame n (i.e.,u(n) = K
T−M ), u(n+ 1) could be different due

to the difference betweens′(n+1) ands′(n). The variation ofs′(n) can be estimated using

the standard deviation of∆s′(n) = s′(n)−s′(n−1). Let σ() denote the standard deviation

2Frames in a clip are decoded in a predefined order specified by GOP (Group of Pictures). Therefore two
consecutive frames are not necessarily statistically independent. The IID assumption only serves to reduce
the analysis complexity.
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function, and it can be shown that:

σ(∆s′(n)) = 1√
i
σ(T − [k(n)

U +m(n)])

= 1√
i

√

σ2(k(n))
U2 +σ2(m(n)) ≈ σ(k(n))√

i
1
U

(5.7)

becauseσ(k(n)) is usually much larger thanσ(m(n)), as found from the timing measure-

ments of some MPEG clips in Section 5.4. Therefore, the variation in speed decision

∆u(n) = u(n)− u(n− 1) due to the variations in frame decoding time can be estimated

according tou(n) = 1
y(s′(n) :

σ(∆u(n)) ≈ −y′(s′(n))

y2(s′(n)
σ

(

∆s′(n)
)

(5.8)

If we can assume that the variations of the amount of computation in frame decoding is

proportional to the average amount of computation, we haveσ(k(n)) ∝ K. It follows that

σ(∆s′(n)) is independent ofs′(n) (i.e., current speed) because of Equation (5.6) and (5.7).

We would like to choose a functiony(x) such thatσ(∆u(n)) is also independent of the

current decoding speed ors′(n). According to Equation (5.8), this requires that:

y′(x)
y2(x)

= C

where C is a constant. Thus, the control functiony() in Figure 5.4 has the formc(n) =

y(s′(n)) = 1
as′(n)+b, wherea andb are two constant parameters to be determined. In other

words, we have derived a simple linear control rule to determine the next frame decoding

speed as

c(n) = y(s′(n)) = 1
as′(n)+b

and

u(n) = 1
c(n) = as′(n)+b.

(5.9)
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Essentially, this is a P (proportional) controller.

The parametersa andb can be determined according to practical constraints such as

available buffer size and decoding speed (clock frequency)range. For example, we can

conservatively set the full speed when the frame slack time is less than the display period

and set the minimum speed when the display buffer is full. LetB denote the number of

available display buffer sizes, we haveMax(s′(n)) = (B+ 1) ∗T. These settings require

that:










a∗T +b = umax;

a∗ [(B+1)T]+b = umin.
(5.10)

whereumax and umin are the maximum and minimum decoding speeds provided by the

system. The values ofa andb can be determined accordingly and obviouslya < 0.

5.5.3 Stability analysis of the proposed feedback control system

In the above analysis, we assume the input sequences{k(n),m(n)} are stationary (i.e.,K

andM are independent of time). During movie playback, we find thatsome clips show

strong phased behaviors. In order to provide both good playback quality and low energy

consumption, the feedback system should be able to adapt thespeed decision to the new

set ofK andM. This requires the system to have a fast response time and be stable.
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Figure 5.5: Modeling the transient behaviors of the proposed closed loop feedback system.
A pulse inputD(n) models the disturbance caused by the change in the required decode
computation power. [65]
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The proposed feedback control system can be analyzed using well established linear

system analysis techniques (e.g., transfer functions). Inorder to do so, we first linearize

the proposed control function (Equation (5.9)) using the first order Taylor expansion:

c(n) ≈ c(n−1)+ lc [s′(n)−s′(n−1)]

and

lc = y′(E [s′(n−1)]) = −a
E2[u(n−1)]

.

(5.11)

Second, instead of directly analyzing the signals shown in Figure 5.4, we focus on the

signal difference at consecutive time steps, e.g.,∆s(n) = s(n)− s(n−1), ∆c(n) = c(n)−

c(n−1), etc. In the steady state, the decoding rate matches the display rate, andE[∆s(n)] =

0. When the required computation power is changed during the playback (i.e., the values

of K (E[k(n)]) andM (E[m(n)]) change),E[∆s(n)] will become non-zero and break the

steady state. If the system is stable,E[∆s(n)] will converge to zero again and the system

reaches a new steady state. The block diagram in Figure 5.5 models this dynamic process.

The changes inK andM are modeled by injecting a disturbance signalD(n) (usually a

pulse signal) into the system, as shown in Figure 5.5.

One important difference between Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 is that the sequences in

Figure 5.5 are formed by applying the expected value function to those stochastic se-

quences in Figure 5.4, because only expected values of thoserandom variables are amiable

for analysis using transfer functions. Other differences between these two figures include:

1. the blocks “Frame decoder” and “speed decision” in Figure5.4 are combined into one

block denoted byS(z), and 2. one more block is added to model the moving average

function introduced in the proposed feedback system.

It can be verified that the transfer functions in Figure 5.5 are: S(z) = K
1−z, C(z) = lc,

andF(z) = 1
i

zi−1+zi−2+···+1
zi−1 . Consequently, the relation betweenD(n) andE[∆s(n)] can be
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created using theirZ transforms.

Z {E[∆s(n)]}
Z {D(n)} = S(z)

1−S(z)C(z)F(z)

= −Kzi−1

zi−(1−Klc
i )zi−1+Klc

i (zi−2+zi−3+···+1)

Therefore the characteristic equation for the closed loop system in Figure 5.5 is

zi − (1− Klc
i

)zi−1 +
Klc
i

(zi−2 +zi−3 + · · ·+1) = 0 (5.12)

The system is stable if and only if the roots of Equation (5.12) are within the unit circle.

The magnitude of the roots determines the converging speed (i.e., response time) of the

system.

Figure 5.6 shows the root with the maximal magnitude of Equation (5.12) at different

values ofKlc and i. As indicated by the figure, as the moving averaging window size (i)

increases, the system tends to be unstable and reacts more slowly. This is expected as the

new feedback signals are weighted less with larger window sizes.

From (5.11), we haveKlc ≤ K −a
u2

min
≤ −aT

u2
min

= umax−umin
Bu2

min
, because ofa = −umax−umin

BT from

(5.10) and assumingK ≤ T. Thus, the stability condition for the system under study can

be written as:
umax−umin

Bu2
min

< Pi (5.13)

where there are roots on the unit circle whenKlc = Pi in Equation (5.12).

Strictly speaking, condition (5.13) only guarantees the stability of the linearized closed

loop system shown in Figure 5.5 and, consequently, the stability of the original system

when the system is operating near the steady state. However,condition (5.13) does not

necessitate the global stability of the original system dueto the non-linear control function

(Equation (5.9)). The study of the global stability of the closed loop non-linear system is
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Figure 5.6: Roots with the maximal magnitude as functions ofKlc. (a) i = 1. (b) i = 3. (c)
i = 5. The plots on the left show the locations of the roots in the unit circle and those on
the right show the magnitude of the roots. [65]

outside the scope of this chapter. In practice, we found thatcondition (5.13) is sufficient to

ensure stability in our experimental system.

5.5.4 Real-time guarantee

High video playback quality is accomplished by ensuring that frames are decoded before

their deadlines. In a feedback based DVS decoding system (e.g., the system shown in

Figure 5.4), real-time guarantees are achieved by the control function c(n). Specifically,

for the proposed control function in Equation (5.9), we find that wheni = 1, no frames will
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miss their deadlines if the worst-case decoding time at fullspeed is less than the display

intervalT and:

B≥ umax−umin

umin
(5.14)

in whichB is the display buffer size.

When i > 1, condition (5.14) no longer provides hard real-time guarantee. But it still

provides helpful reference for choosing the correct designparameter.

5.5.5 Trade-off analysis on design parameters

For a practical DVS system providing variable speed betweenumax andumin and a target

display rate (or display intervalT), there are two design parameters for the proposed feed-

back based decoding system: display buffer sizeB and moving average window sizei.

According to Equations (5.8) and (5.9), the decoding speed variation can be re-written as

σ(∆u(n)) ≈ aσ(∆s′(n)) wherea is the control function parameter in Equation (5.9) and

σ(∆s′(n)) is defined in Equation (5.7). Equations (5.10) and (5.7) indicate that largerB

andi result in smallera andσ(∆s′(n)), respectively, and therefore smaller speed variation,

which is preferable for energy savings. In addition, largerdisplay buffer sizes help satisfy

the stability condition (5.13) and reduce frame deadline misses as implied by Inequality

(5.14).

On the other hand, there are disadvantages for larger valuesof B andi. Larger display

buffer sizes not only increase hardware costs, but they alsoincrease the playback latency

becauseB+1 frames are decoded ahead of displaying in the worst-case. This is especially

undesirable in some real-time multimedia applications. The disadvantages of larger values

of i can be seen from Figure 5.6. A largeri tends to increase the magnitude of the roots of

the characteristic equation of the feedback system, thereby increasing the system response

time. It also reduces the stability range ofKlc, causing the system to be unstable.
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5.6 Implementation on a hardware platform

Our prototype platform is a Compaq notebook computer equipped with a mobile AMD

Athlon XP DVS enabled processor. The CPU clock frequency can be dynamically scaled

to 14 discrete speeds between 665MHz and 1530MHz by writing the voltage/frequency

setting to a model specific register (MSR). The available CPU speed/voltage pairs provided

by our testbed computer are listed in Table 5.2. During the experiments, we pull out the

notebook battery and put a small sense resistance (10mΩ) in series with the laptop. The

voltage drop on the sense resistance is amplified and sampledat a 5K sample rate by a

desktop computer equipped with a data acquisition card and LabVIEW software. The

overall hardware set-up is shown in Figure 5.7.

Speed 1.000 0.957 0.913 0.87 0.826 0.783 0.739
Voltage

(V)
1.500 1.400 1.350 1.300 1.275 1.225 1.150

Speed 0.696 0.652 0.609 0.565 0.522 0.478 0.435
Voltage

(V)
1.125 1.075 1.050 1.024 1.000 0.950 0.925

Table 5.2: Available CPU clock speed/voltage pairs in the prototype platform computer
(Clock speed is normalized to the maximum frequency 1530MHz).

Figure 5.7: The prototype platform (the notebook computer on the left side) and the host
running the data sampling software (the desktop computer onthe right side).
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The video playback software is implemented using two processes and runs on Linux

operating system. One process of the software is responsible for fetching coded frames

from the hard disk, decoding the frame and putting the decoded frame in the display buffer.

The other process is responsible for displaying frames on the screen by fetching a frame

picture from the buffer and sending it to the X Window server.The display process is in

sleep mode most of time and is periodically woken up by a timerthat repeatedly times

out at the display interval (i.e., the inverse of the playback rate). Frame deadline misses

occur when the display process tries to fetch a frame picturefrom an empty buffer. When

the display process is woken up, the decode process is suspended and resumed after the

display process is finished. At the beginning of decoding a new frame, the decode process

determines the decoding speed according to the specific DVS scheme and changes the CPU

frequency/voltage using a system call modified from the opensourceCPUfreqdriver [2].

The measured latency to change frequency/voltage on the fly is less than 100µs. The buffer

management routines in the software created by Cen [20] are borrowed to manage the dis-

play buffer of our software. The display process is similar as that used inmpegplay [68].

The open source codec libraryffmpeg[1] is used in the decode process. Thus, video clips

with a wide range of different formats can be showed in our software.

5.7 Experimental results

We implemented various DVS MPEG decoding schemes in our hardware platform and

tested them on a set of eight video clips with different compression formats as listed in

Table 5.1. The various DVS schemes implemented are similar to those examined in [62]

plus the new feedback scheme introduced in this chapter:

• Full speedThe CPU always decodes frames at full speed just as in the systems with-

out DVS capabilities. The CPU becomes idle until the decoded frame is displayed. There-
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fore the display buffer size in the scheme is 1.

• Ideal periodUsing profiling information for the video streams, the processor calcu-

lates the correct decoding speed such that the decoding timefor each frame is exactly equal

to the display period and rounds up this calculated speed to the available discrete speed pro-

vided by the hardware. This scheme represents the best-caseof the scheme proposed in

[24] where predictions about frame decode timing are alwaysaccurate.

• OptimumAs presented in Section 5.3, if n continuous frames can be decoded us-

ing one speed without missing deadlines, the uniform speed is determined by Equation

(5.3). When the decoding process is pure CPU-bounded (i.e. decoding time is inversely

proportional to CPU clock frequency), decoding frames usingthis uniform speed results

in minimal energy consumption. Given that, in reality, someportion of the decoding time

is spent on memory stalls, decoding using uniform speed is not the true optimal solution.

However, as analyzed in Appendix A, given the timing characteristics shown in Table 5.1,

decoding multiple frames using uniform speed still achieves near-to-optimal energy saving.

However, Equation (5.3) needs to be adjusted to account for memory stall times:

uuni f orm = max
i∈{1,2,...,n}

(
∑i

j=1k j

iT −∑i
j=1mj

) (5.15)

Therefore, using Equation (5.15) and the profiled timing information for all frames (i.e.k j

andmj ), one can still find a speed schedule in which multiple framesare decoded using a

uniform speed without missing deadlines. We use this schemeto approximate the optimal

schedule and call itOptimum.

• PanicThis scheme is similar to that proposed by Imet al. [47], which tries to spend

the available slack time in decoding the next frame and assumes the decoding time of the

next frame is equal toWCET. However, the accurate worst-case decode time is usually

unknown in practice. Therefore, in our implementation, we use the longest decode time
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seen so far during movie playback as the prediction forWCET in future frames. Again the

calculated speed is rounded up to the next available discrete speed. The display buffer size

for this scheme is 5.

• Dead-zone based feedback PI controllerThis scheme specifies a region (dead-zone)

for the number of decoded frames in the buffer. A PI controller is used to pull the system

back to this region if the current number of frames in the buffer is out of the dead-zone.

Following the design in [62], in our implementation, the dead-zone is between 3 and 8

frames. When the system is within the dead-zone, the CPU is operated at a speed calculated

using the decode timing information from the previous several frames [62]. The display

buffer size for this scheme is 10.

• Linear slack speed controlThis is the enhanced feedback DVS control scheme pro-

posed in this chapter in which the decoding speed for the nextframe is a linear function of

the averaged available slack time as indicated by Equation (5.9). In our implementation,

the averaging window sizei is fixed to be 3, as it is a good trade-off between speed vari-

ation and system response time as discussed in Section 5.5. We also tested this technique

with different display buffer sizes and found that a five-frame buffer would be a good de-

sign trade-off. Usingi = 3, B= 5 andumax= 1.0,umin = 0.435 (the frequency range of our

hardware platform), one can verify that both the stability condition (5.13) and real-time

condition (5.14) are satisfied.

As revealed in Section 5.4, the time needed to display a frameon the screen is insen-

sitive to the CPU speed. Therefore, for the sake of fair energyconsumption comparisons,

in all of the above schemes, we scale the CPU speed to a fixed low frequency when the

display process tries to send the decoded frame to the screen.

Figure 5.8 plots the measured total system energy consumption during video playback.

As one might expect, all DVS schemes can save significant energy consumption compared

to the case without DVS, and theoptimumscheme achieves minimum energy consumption.
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Figure 5.8: Total system energy consumption for video playback with different DVS
schemes. The energy consumptions are normalized to those for the full speedsched-
ule. [65]

The proposedlinear slackscheme with buffer size 5 performs roughly equal to or better

than the rest DVS schemes in terms of energy saving.

video
clips

panic
(buf5)

linear
slack
(buf5)

PI
controller
(buf10)

mission 94 69 38
game 53 34 19
skeleton 29 0 0
exorcism10 0 0
fantastic 95 37 0
kingdom 77 4 0
fs2003 30 3 0
fs2004 172 6 0

Table 5.3: Number of frames missing deadline with differentDVS schemes. [65]

In the theoretical analysis carried out in Section 5.5, we assume that the worst-case

full speed frame decoding time is less than the display interval. However, during practical

video play back, there are some frames exhibiting extremelylong decoding times. In

addition, in thepanicscheme, accurate worst-case decode time is unavailable in practice.

Therefore, a significant number of frames might miss their deadlines. Table 5.3 lists the

number of frames missing their deadline in each video clip for different runtime DVS

schemes. Though both schemes have the same display buffer size, thelinear slackscheme
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does a much better job than thepanicscheme to hide those extreme large frames. ThePI

controller scheme can further reduce the number of deadline misses at the cost of twice

buffer size. Given that the total number of frames in each clip is 3000, the deadline miss

rate of thelinear slackscheme is around or less than 1% for most clips.
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Figure 5.9: Segments of the recorded power trace during playback of video clipfantastic
(H.264) by various DVS schemes.

Figure 5.9 shows the power trace of a 15-frame segment by different DVS schemes

during the video playback. The valleys in the power traces are due to the low CPU op-
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erating frequency for the frame display task. Theideal periodandpanic schemes create

large inter-frame decode power variations which is energy inefficient. On the other hand,

optimumandPI controllerschemes produce rather flat decode power curves which are de-

sirable for energy saving. The decode power consumed by thelinear slack controlscheme

is gradually increased in the second half of the clip segmentbecauseE[k] in the second

half of the clip segment becomes larger as indicated by the power trace of theideal period

scheme. This figure seems to suggest that thePI controller scheme might be superior to

the linear slack control scheme, which might be true only when the number of frames in

the display buffer is within the “dead-zone”. The disadvantage of thePI controllerscheme

could be found in the speed schedule of a much longer frame sequence such as those in

Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10 plots the speed schedule by different DVS schemes for video clipmission

(SVQ3). By knowing all frame decode timing information in advance, theoptimumsched-

ule can decode a large number of frames at constant speed without causing frame deadline

missing, thereby achieving minimum energy consumption. The ideal periodschedule de-

codes framen at speedu(n) such thatk(n)
u(n) +m(n) = T. Given that the variation ofm(n) is

much smaller thank(n), we haveu(n) ∝ k(n). Thus, the large variations in the speed sched-

ule of ideal periodscheme reflects directly the rapid changes ink(n) (CPU computation

time) of the frames due to strong phased behavior in the required decoding effort during

movie playback. Thepanic scheme slightly reduces the variations in its speed schedule,

therefore consuming less energy thanideal periodscheme. The proposedlinear slack con-

trol scheme does a better job to reduce the high frequency noise inthe speed schedule. The

speed variations in this schedule are largely due to the rapid changes inE[k(n)] at different

clip segments as illustrated by theideal periodspeed schedule in the corresponding clip

segments. Indeed, thelinear slack controlspeed schedule shows that the feedback system

designed in this chapter can effectively keep track of the changes of frame timing statis-
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Figure 5.10: Decode speed schedule for video clipmission (SVQ3) by various DVS
schemes.

tics in different phases during the movie playback. ThePI controller scheme generates

flat speed schedule for small segments of frames when the system is within the specified

“dead-zone”. However, when the system is outside the “dead-zone”, the PI controller plays

its role and try to pull the system back into the “dead-zone” with over-compensatedspeed

decisions. As a result, too aggressive/conservative speedschedules might be formed as ex-

emplified by the schedule for the frames before 1500, where steep change in frame timing
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statistics happens.
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Figure 5.11: Decode speed schedule for video clipfs2004(MPEG2) by various DVS
schemes.

The decoding process of moviefs2004(MPEG2) illustrates other situations in which

there are no significant phase variations during the playback, as shown in Figure 5.11.

It can be directly interpreted from the speed schedule of theideal periodscheme that

the average value ofk(n) (i.e. the required decoding effort) is rather consistent. This

observation can be further confirmed from the small variation in k(n) for this movie clip as
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indicated in Table 5.1. As expected, thelinear slack controlscheme finds a fairly uniform

speed schedule (the actual speed jumps between 0.83 and 0.87since only discrete speeds

are available) indicating that the feedback system is working in the steady state throughout

the movie playback. On the other hand, the speed schedule of thePI controller scheme is

less stable, again due to the over-compensation problem.

5.7.1 Goodness of the proposed scheme

Results from Figure 5.8 show that our new feedback based DVS decoding scheme con-

sumes less energy than theideal periodscheme which is assumed to know the full timing

information (i.e. k andm) about the current frame. In other words, even perfect predic-

tions on single frame don’t help. In some cases, one might be able to predict the timing

information for the future several frames [102]. It would beinteresting to see how well

the proposed feedback scheme performs compared to the situations when several future

frames can be looked ahead. As one extreme, theoptimumscheme gives the best speed

schedule when all frames in the movie clip are known in advance. In general, when the

timing information ofn future frames is available, the best energy-efficient decoding speed

can be found by using Equation (5.15). Figure 5.12 compares the estimated decode energy

by our proposed feedback scheme and those using different number of look-ahead frames.

The data shown in Figure 5.12 are obtained in the following way. We use our testbed

system to measure the averaging decoding power at each CPU speed. We find that the

measured power consumption is fairly consistent, independent of the video format being

decoded. For each different look-ahead number, the decoding speed for each frame can be

derived using Equation (5.15). Given a speed schedule for the movie, we can estimate the

decoding time for each frame using the profiled timing information, and further estimate

the total decode energy using the pre-measured decode powers for different speeds. Fig-
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Figure 5.12: Estimated decode energy consumption by the proposed feedback scheme and
the schemes with looking-ahead different number of frames.

ure 5.12 reveals that, for most movie clips, the energy difference between our scheme and

that knowing the next 5 future frames is less than 2%. This maysuggest that unless one

can accurately predict the timing information for more than5 future frames at a time, it is

unlikely that one can do a much better job than our scheme which doesn’t need predictions

at all!

5.8 Conclusion

Although many low-power multimedia playback techniques have been proposed, many of

them suffer from idealized assumptions or practical constraints. The work described in this

chapter seeks a balanced design by first creating a model for the available design space,

then identifying a preferable architecture based on desirable system behaviors, and finally

analyzing the design trade-offs using formal methods. The implementation overhead of

this new DVS technique is ultra-low and can be easily implemented in both software and

hardware based decoding systems.

We implemented the proposed architecture on a prototype hardware platform and com-

pared it with existing techniques. Experimental results show that the proposed new de-

sign achieves equal or better energy efficiency than the existing techniques, brings close to
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ideal playback quality (about a 1% deadline miss rate), and only requires a moderate buffer

size (5-frame buffer). Furthermore, our results from the tested real-world video clips sug-

gest that unless one can predict a significant number of future frames at a time, there are

unlikely other schemes which can outperform our scheme significantly. Therefore, the

proposed new DVS multimedia decoding architecture is indeed a good trade-off among

energy, playback quality, hardware cost and playback latency.



Chapter 6

Temperature-aware Dynamic Electromigration

Reliability Model 1

6.1 Introduction

Due to increasing complexity and clock frequency, temperature has become a major con-

cern in integrated circuit design. Higher temperatures notonly degrade system perfor-

mance, raise packaging costs, and increase leakage power, but they also reduce system

reliability via temperature enhanced failure mechanisms such as gate oxide breakdown, in-

terconnect fast thermal cycling, stress-migration and electromigration (EM). The introduc-

tion of low-k dielectrics in the future technology nodes will further exacerbate the thermal

threats [10]. In this chapter, we focus on temperature-related EM failure on interconnects.

Other failure mechanisms will be investigated in the future.

The field of temperature-aware design has recently emerged to maximize system per-

formance under lifetime constraints. Considering system lifetime as a resource that is

consumed over time as a function of temperature, dynamic thermal management (DTM)

1This chapter is based on the published paper titled “Interconnect Lifetime Prediction under Dynamic
Stress for Reliability-Aware Design” [61].
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techniques [95, 97] are being developed to best manage this consumption. While the dy-

namic temperature profile of a system is workload-dependent[94,97], several efficient and

accurate techniques have been proposed to simulate transient chip-wide temperature distri-

bution [21,94,107], providing design-time knowledge of the thermal behavior of different

design alternatives. Currently, DTM studies assume a fixed maximum temperature, which

is unnecessarily conservative. To better evaluate these techniques and explore the design

space, designers need better information about the lifetime impact of temperature.

Failure probability in VLSI interconnects due to electromigration is commonly mod-

eled with lognormal reliability functions. The variability of lifetime is strongly dependent

on the interconnect structure geometries and weakly dependent on environmental stresses

such as current and temperature [37], while median time to failure (MTF) is determined by

current and temperature in the interconnect. In this chapter, we use MTF as the reliability

metric and investigate how it is affected by temporal and spatial thermal gradients.

Traditionally, Black’s equation 2.3 is widely used in thermal reliability analysis and

design. However, Black’s equation assumes a constant temperature. For interconnects

subject to temporal and/or spatial thermal gradients, two questions need to be answered:

1. Is Black’s equation still valid for reliability analysis in these cases? 2. If Black’s equa-

tion is valid, what temperature should be used? Though in absence of clear answers in the

literature, in practice, Black’s equation is still widely assumed, and the worst-case temper-

ature profile is usually used to provide safeguard, resulting in pessimistic estimations and

unnecessarily restricted design spaces.

In this chapter, we answer the above two questions. We find that, for EM subject to

time-varying stresses, Black’s equation is still valid, butonly with the reliability equivalent

temperature/current density that returns from a dynamic reliability model [61]. For EM

subject to spatial thermal distribution, Black’s equation cannot be applied directly. Instead,

we give the bounding temperatures which can be used in Black’sequation to bound the ac-
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tual lifetime subject to non-uniform temperature distribution. Therefore, our results can be

seamlessly integrated into current reliability analysis tools based on Black’s equation [8].

In addition, while designers are currently constrained by constant, worst-case temperature

assumptions, the analysis presented in this chapter provides more accurate, less pessimistic

interconnect lifetime predictions. This results in fewer unnecessary reliability design rule

violations, enabling designers to more aggressively explore a larger design space.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces a stress-based

analytic model for EM, which serves as the base model in this chapter. In Section 6.3, we

extend this model to cope with time-varying stresses (i.e.,temperature and current) and

derive a formula to estimate interconnect lifetime, which we analyze in Section 6.4. In

Section 6.5, we analyze the impact of non-uniform temperature distribution on lifetime

prediction due to EM. We illustrate how designers can use ouranalysis to reclaim some

design margin by considering runtime variations in Section6.6. Finally, we summarize the

chapter in Section 6.7.

6.2 An analytic model for EM

In this section, we describe the basic EM model used in the chapter. In the following sec-

tions, we will extend this basic EM model to predict interconnect lifetime under dynamic

thermal and current stresses.

Clement [28] provides a review of 1-D analytic EM models. Several more sophisticated

EM models are also available [76, 88]. In this chapter, we only discuss the EM-induced

stress build-up model of Clement and Korhonen [27, 51], whichhas been widely used in

EM analysis and agrees well with simulation results using a more advanced model by Ye

et al. [114].

EM is the process of self-diffusion due to the momentum exchange between electrons
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and atoms. The dislocation of atoms causes stress build-up according to the following

equation [27,51]:

∂σ
∂t

− ∂
∂x

([

Da

(

BΩ
kT l2ε

)]

(
∂σ
∂x

− qlE
Ω

)

)

= 0 (6.1)

whereσ(x, t) is the stress function, and an interconnect failure is considered to happen

when σ(x, t) reaches a threshold (critical) valueσth. Da is the diffusivity of atoms, a

function of temperature.B is the appropriate elastic modulus, depending on the properties

of the metal and the surrounding material and the line aspectratio. Ω is the atom volume.

ε is the ratio of the line cross-sectional area to the area of the diffusion path. l is the

characteristic length of the metal line (i.e., the length ofthe effective diffusion path of

atoms).q is the effective charge.E is the applied electric field, which is equal toρ j, the

product of resistivity and current density. The termqlE
Ω corresponds to the atom flux due

to the electric field, while∂σ
∂x corresponds to a back-flow flux created by the stress gradient

to counter-balance the EM flux. And the total atomic flux at a specific location in the

interconnect is proportional to the sum of these two components:

J =

[

Da

(

BΩ
kT l2ε

)]

(
∂σ
∂x

− qlE
Ω

) (6.2)

Equation (6.1) states that the mechanical stress build-up at any location is caused by the

divergence of atomic flux at that point, or∂σ
∂t = ∇J. If we assume a uniform temperature

across the interconnect characteristic length and letβ(T) = Da

(

BΩ
kT l2ε

)

(which we refer to

as the temperature factor throughout the chapter) andα( j) = qlE
Ω , we obtain the following

simplified version, the solution of which depends on both temperature and current density:

∂σ
∂t

−β(T)
∂
∂x

(

∂σ
∂x

−α( j)

)

= 0 (6.3)
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Figure 6.1: EM stress build-up for different boundary conditions andα values. All pro-
cesses haveβ = 1 (α andβ are defined in Equation (6.3)). [61]

Clement [27] investigated the effect of current density on stress build-up using Equation

(6.3), assuming that temperature is unchanged (i.e.,β(T) = constant), for several different

boundary conditions. He found that the time to failure derived from this analytic model had

exactly the same form as Black’s equation (2.3). The exponential component in Black’s

equation is due to the atom diffusivity’s (Da’s) dependency on temperature by the well-

known Arrhenius equation:Da = Daoexp
(

−Q
kT

)

.

Applying the parabolic maximum principles [70] to Equation(6.3), we know that at

any timet, the maximum stress along a metal line can be found at the boundaries of the

interconnect line. Figure 6.1 shows the numerical solutions for Equation (6.3) at one end

of the line (i.e.,x = 0) for different boundary conditions andα values, all withβ = 1.

The three boundary conditions shown here are similar to those discussed in [27] for finite

length interconnect lines. It indicates that both boundaryconditions and current density

(α) affect the stress build-up rate (i.e., the larger the current, the faster the stress builds

up.). Also seen from the figure is that the stress build-up saturates at a certain point. This is

because, in saturation, the atom flux caused by EM is completely counterbalanced by the

stress gradient along the metal line. It is believed that theinterconnect EM failure occurs

whenever the stress build-up reaches a critical value,σth (as shown in Figure 6.1). If the
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saturating stress is below the critical stress, no failure happens. In the following discussion,

we assume that the saturating stress in an EM process is always above the critical stress.

6.3 EM under dynamic stress

In this section, we first show that the “average current” model can be used to estimate EM

lifetime under dynamic current stress while the temperature is constant. Then we derive a

formula to reveal the effect of time-dependent temperatureon EM. Finally, based on these

two results, we generalize an EM lifetime prediction model accounting for the combined

dynamic interplay of temperature and current stresses.

6.3.1 Time-dependent current stress

Clement [27] used a concentration build-up model similar to the one discussed here to

verify that in the case in which temperature is kept constant, the average current density

can be used in Black’s equation for pulsed DC current. As for ACcurrent, an EM effective

current is used by the Average Current Recovery (ACR) model [46,103]. In this study, we

do not distinguish between these two cases. We only considerthe change of EM effective

current due to various causes (e.g., phased behaviors in many workloads). This is because

the time scale of the current variation studied here is usually much longer than that of the

actual DC/AC current changes in the interconnects.

We numerically solve Equation (6.3) with different time-dependentα functions, and

the results are plotted in Figure 6.2. The stress build-ups for all EM processes in Fig-

ure 6.2 overlap before saturations (or before reaching the critical stress), since they have

the same average current. Thus, the EM process under time-varying current stress can be

3For example, the numbers after the circle represent the casein which α is a square-wave function and
varies between 3 and 0 with a duty cycle of 0.5. This representation of the time-dependent square-wave
function is used in other figures throughout the chapter.
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Figure 6.2: EM stress build-up under time-dependent current stress. In each EM process,
α (defined in Equation (6.3)) oscillates between two values with different duty cycles. The
time dependence ofα is given in the legend.3All curves have the same average value ofα.
The solid line is the stress build-up with a constant value ofα. [61]

well approximated by average current. Note that the curves in Figure 6.2 diverge after they

reach their maximum stress. This is because the time-varying current could not create a

stable counterbalancing stress gradient for EM. However, we are only interested in the EM

process before reaching the critical stress when EM failureoccurs.

6.3.2 Time-dependent thermal stress

If the temperature (β) of the interconnect is time-dependent, we can derive the EMstress

build-up expression indirectly based on the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Consider stress build-up Equation (6.3) with constant valuesfor β andα.

Let σ1(x, t) be the solution for the equation withβ = β1 under certain initial and bound-

ary conditions andσ2(x, t) be the solution withβ = β2 for the same initial and boundary

conditions. If the solutions for Equation (6.3) are unique for those initial and boundary

conditions, we have

σ2(x, t) = σ1(x,

(

β2

β1

)

t)

Proof. Since σ1(x, t) is the solution for the equation, we have∂σ1
∂t (x,

(

β2
β1

)

t) −

β1
∂
∂x

(

∂σ1
∂x (x,

(

β2
β1

)

t)−α( j)
)

= 0. On the other hand, letσ2(x, t) = σ1(x,
(

β2
β1

)

t), we
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have ∂σ2
∂t (x, t) =

(

β2
β1

)

∂σ1
∂t (x,

(

β2
β1

)

t) and ∂σ2
∂x (x, t) = ∂σ1

∂x (x,
(

β2
β1

)

t). This leads to∂σ2
∂t (x, t) =

β2
∂
∂x

(

∂σ2
∂x (x, t)−α( j)

)

, which demonstrates thatσ1(x,
(

β2
β1

)

t) is the solution for the stress

build-up equation withβ = β2, under the same initial and boundary conditions. ¥

Theorem 6.1 tells us that the stress build-up processes in the interconnect are indepen-

dent of the value ofβ in Equation (6.3). The value ofβ only determines the build-up speed

of the process. For example, at time
(

β2
β1

)

t, the stress build-up of an EM process with

β = β1 seesthe stress build-up of an EM process withβ = β2 at timet. In other words,it is

possible to use the expressions for stress build-up under constant temperature to describe

the EM process under time-varying thermal conditions.

Consider that temperature varies over time, and EM effectivecurrent doesn’t change.

We can divide time into segments, such that temperature is constant within each time seg-

ment. In other words,β in Equation (6.3) is a segment-wise function, described as:

β(t) =



















































β1, t ∈ [0,∆t1]

β2, t ∈ (∆t1,∆t1 +∆t2]

. . .

βi , t ∈
(

∑i−1
k=1∆tk,∑i

k=1∆tk
]

. . .

We denoteM0 as the metal line of interest. Imagine that there is anothermetal line,

denoted byM1, having the same geometry and EM effective current asM0. M1 has a

constant value ofβ equal toβ1, while M0 will experience a time-dependent function of

β(t). Let σ0(t) andσ1(t) be the stress evolution on metal lineM0 andM1 respectively.

During the first time segment, the stress build-ups on both metal lines are the same. Thus,

at the end of this time segment, we haveσ0(∆t1) = σ1(∆t1). M0 will continue to build

up stress withβ2 during the second time segment. According to Theorem 6.1, the stress
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evolution ofM0 during∆t2 will be the same as that ofM1, except that it will takeM1 a

time period ofβ2
β1

∆t2 to achieve the same stress. Similar analysis can be applied to other

time segments. As a result, at the end of theith time segment, the stress build-up inM0 will

be equal to that inM1 after a total time of∑i
k=1(

βk
β1

)∆tk. In other words, we can convert the

stress evolution under time-varying thermal stress into EMstress evolution with constant

temperature.
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Figure 6.3: EM stress build-up at one end of the interconnectwith different time-dependent
β functions (square waveform). The solid line is the case witha constant value ofβ equal
to the average value ofβ in other curve. [61]

It follows that at the end of theith time segment, the stress inM0 is specified as:

σ0(∑i
k=1 ∆tk) = σ1

(

∑i
k=1(

βk
β1

)∆tk
)

.

As ∆ti→dt, βi → β(T(t)), we obtain the integral version for the stress build-up func-

tion:

σ0(t) = σ1

(

(
1
β1

)
Z t

0
β(T(t))dt

)

(6.4)

If we assume that the stress build-up reaches a certain threshold (σth) at which an EM

failure occurs, we have:
Z t f ailure

0
β(T(t))dt = ϕth (6.5)

whereϕth is a constant determined by the critical stress (i.e.ϕth = σ−1
1 (σth)β1). If an
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average value ofβ(t) exists, we obtain a closed form for the time to failure:

t f ailure =
ϕth

E(β(T(t)))
(6.6)

whereE(β(t)) is the expected value forβ(t), andβ(t) is the temperature factor, as defined

in Equation (6.3), having the formβ(T(t)) = A′
(

exp
(

− Q
kT(t)

)

kT(t)

)

whereA′ is a constant. In

comparison with Black’s equation, Equation ( 6.6) indicatesthat the average of temperature

factorβ should be used.

One way to interpret Equation (6.5) is to consider interconnect time to failure (i.e.,

interconnect lifetime) as an available resource, which is consumed by the system over

time. Then theβ(t) function can be regarded as the consumption rate.

Let MTF(T) be the time to failure with a constant temperatureT. We haveβ(T) =

ϕth
MTF(T) by Equation (6.6). Substitute this relation in Equation (6.6) again and consider the

time-varying temperature, and we obtain an alternative form for Equation (6.6):

t f ailure =
1

E(1/MTF(T))
(6.7)

Equation (6.7) can be used to derive the absolute time to failure provided that we know the

time to failure for different constant temperatures (e.g.,data from experiments).

By calculating the second derivative ofβ(T) as a function of temperature, it can be

verified thatβ(T) is a convex function within the operational temperatures. Byapplying

Jensen’s inequality, we haveE(β(T)) ≥ β(E(T)), which, according to Equation (6.6),

leads to an interesting observation: constant temperatureis always better in terms of EM

reliability than oscillating around that temperature (with the average temperature the same

as the constant temperature).

Similar to the methods for verifying the “average current model”, we obtain numerical
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solutions for the stress build-up equation using differentsquare waveforms forβ. Fig-

ure 6.3 compares these results and shows that the time to failure will be the same as long

as the EM processes exhibit the sameaveragevalue ofβ.

6.3.3 Combined dynamic stress

In reality, both temperature and current change simultaneously. In most cases, the variation

of temperature on the chip reflects changes in power consumption, thus directly relating to

current flow in the interconnects. In order to describe the EMprocess in this general case,

we can, again, divide time into multiple small segments, andin each time segment, assume

that both current and temperature are constant. The temperature and current stresses on

the interconnect within time segment∆ti is denoted by a pair of values(αi,βi). Following

the same technique as for the time-varying thermal stress, we compare the EM processes

in two metal lines (M0 andM1), and one (M0) of which is under time-varying thermal

and current stresses. We construct an EM process in the second metal line (M1) such that

M1 is subject to a constant thermal stress (βM1 = β1). Applying Theorem 6.1 reveals that

the stress evolution ofM0 within ∆ti , under(αi ,βi), is the same as that ofM1 under stress

(αi ,β1) for a time period ofβi
β1

∆ti. Thus, at the end of theith time segment, the stress

build-up ofM0 is equal to the stress evolution ofM1 at the time∑i
k=1(

βk
β1

)∆tk. Notice that

the current stress onM1 is time-dependent (i.e,αM1 = αi for a time period ofβi
β1

∆ti). In

order to find the stress ofM1 at ∑i
k=1(

βk
β1

)∆tk, the current profile (i.e.,α as a function of

time) forM1 should be considered:

αM1(t) =



































α1, t ∈
[

0, β1
β1

∆t1
]

α2, t ∈
(

β1
β1

∆t1,
β1
β1

∆t1 + β2
β1

∆t2
]

. . .

αi, t ∈
(

∑i−1
k=1

βk
β1

∆tk,∑i
k=1

βk
β1

∆tk
]
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Since the stress evolution inM1 is under constant thermal stress, we may apply the “aver-

age current model”. As∆ti→dt, βi → β(T(t)) andαi → α(t), we derive the EM reliability

equivalent current forM0 (or the average current forM1) as:

jequivalent=

R T
0 j(t)β(t)dt
R T

0 β(t)dt
=

E [ j(t)β(t)]
E [β(t)]

(6.8)

whereT is a relatively large time window, andj(t) is the corresponding current density for

α(t). Thus, the EM process inM0 can be approximated by an EM process with constant

stresses (i.e.,j = jequivalentandβ = β1). Using a similar derivation as for Equations ( 6.4),

( 6.5), and ( 6.6), combined with Black’s equation, we obtain the time to failure forM0:

t f ailure =
C

jnequivalentE(β(T(t)))
(6.9)

where jequivalentis defined by Equation (6.8), andC is a constant.
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Figure 6.4: EM stress build-up at one end of the interconnectwith time-varyingα (current)
andβ (temperature) functions (i.e., square waveforms). The circles represent the numerical
solution for time-varyingα andβ. The solid line is with a constant value ofα calculated
according to Equation (6.8) and a constant value ofβ equal to the average value of that
in the time-varying case. As a comparison, the EM process (dotted line) simply using the
average current of the time-varying case is also shown. These results show that EM pro-
cess under dynamic stresses (circles) can be well approximated by a process with constant
stresses (solid line). [61]
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Figure 6.4 compares the stress build-ups for different dynamic current and temperature

combinations. These results illustrate that the EM processunder dynamic stresses can

be well approximated by an EM process with a constant temperature (i.e.,E(β)) and a

constant current (i.e.,Iequivalentas defined in Equation (6.8)). Therefore, for an interconnect

with concurrent time-dependent temperature and current stresses, time to failure has the

same form as Black’s equation, except that the reliability-equivalent current (the actual

current modulated by the temperature factorβ (i.e., weighted averaging byβ)) and the

mean value of the temperature factor are used.

In fact, if the current and the temperature are statistically independent, we have

E[ j(t)β(t)]
E[β(t)] = E [ j(t)] in Equation (6.8). In this case, the reliability equivalentcurrent will

be reduced to the average current and we get back to the “average current model”. On

the other hand, if the current is constant, Equations (6.8) and (6.9) will lead us to Equa-

tion (6.6). Finally, if both temperature and current are time invariant, Black’s equation

(Equation (2.3)) is obtained.

6.4 Analysis of the proposed model

Equations (6.8) and (6.9) form the basis of our proposed EM model under concurrent time-

varying temperature and current stress. In this section, weuse these equations to evaluate

EM reliability. Specifically, we compare the reliability ofconstant temperature with that

of fluctuating temperature, and we show the difference of lifetime projection between our

model and the traditional worst-case model.

For any two temporal temperature and current profiles we can easily compare the EM

reliability, using our model, by:

MTF1

MTF2
=

j2equivalent2E(β(T2(t)))

j2equivalent1E(β(T1(t)))
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Figure 6.5: Temperature and current waveforms analyzed: (a) in phase cur-
rent/temperature, (b) out of phase current/temperature. [61]

whereMTF1 is the time to failure under time-varying temperature profileT1(t) and electric

current profilej1(t).

As shown in Figure 1.2, in real workload execution, temperature changes along with

the changes in power consumption (i.e. current). It is interesting to see how the interactions

between temperature and current profiles affect the interconnect lifetime. The possible in-

teractions between temperature and current form a spectrum, and the plots in Figure 6.5

show the two extremes of this spectrum. In this figure, a simple assumption is made that

the current is proportional to the difference between the steady substrate temperature and

the ambient temperature (i.e., 40oC). The temperature difference between the substrate and

the interconnects is fixed to be 21oC, which is a reasonable assumption for high-layer inter-

connects [22]. Using the data from Figure 1.2, the maximum temperature of the substrate

is assumed to be 114oC (i.e., 135oC at the interconnects), and we change the minimum

temperature to obtain different temperature/current profiles. Using these profiles, we can

compare the reliability equivalent current with the average current, compare the tempera-

ture factor using our model with those of average and maximumtemperatures, and finally

compare the MTFs in these cases (i.e., average current/average temperature, reliability
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of electric current, temperature factor (β) and MTF for different
peak to peak temperature cycles. All results are normalizedto the average current and/or
temperature case. (a) Ratio of reliability equivalent current (our model) to average current.
Both cases of current variation (in and out of phase with temperature) are included. (b) Ra-
tios of temperature factor (β) using average temperature, max temperature, and our model.
(c) Comparison of MTF for four different calculations: average temperature/average cur-
rent, maximum temperature/average current, our model for current in phase with tempera-
ture, and our model for current out of phase with temperature.

equivalent current/average temperature factor (β), and average current/maximum tempera-

ture).

Our results are reported in Figure 6.6, and we summarize our observations as follows:

• As the peak to peak temperature difference is small, both thereliability equivalent

current and the temperature factor predicted by our dynamicstress model are very

close to those calculated from using average current and average temperature. That is

because the temperature factor function (β), although an exponential function of tem-
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perature, can be well approximated by a linear function of temperature within a small

temperature range. Thus, the MTF predicted by using averagetemperature/current

provides a simple method for reliability evaluation with high accuracy.

• As the temperature difference increases, we can no longer simply use average tem-

perature/current for MTF prediction. Both the reliability equivalent current and the

temperature factor increase (degrading reliability) quickly as the temperature differ-

ence increases.

• On the other hand, using maximum temperature always underestimates the lifetime,

resulting in excessive design margins.

• One interesting phenomenon arises in the case in which the current is out of phase

with temperature variation. Recall that the reliability equivalent current is actually

a temperature factor weighted average current, and high temperature increases the

weights for the accompanied current. Thus, the reliabilityequivalent current is re-

duced compared to the case in which temperature/current aresynchronized. This

brings a non-intuitive effect on the reliability projection—MTF even slightly in-

creases as the temperature cycling magnitude increases.

In the above discussion, the duty cycle of the current waveform is fixed (i.e., 0.5).

We also investigated the effects of different duty cycles, but the data is not shown here

due to space limitations. In general, when the temperature change is small (e.g., within

10oC), using the average temperature to predict lifetime is still a good approximation (less

than 5% error) regardless of the duty cycle. While the temperature variation increases, the

difference between our model and using average temperatureis largest at a duty cycle

of about 0.4. On the other hand, the smaller the duty cycle, the larger the difference

between our model and using maximum temperature. Thus, using maximum temperature
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is reasonable only when the duty cycle is large (i.e., highertemperature dominates almost

the entire cycle).

6.5 Electromigration under spatial temperature gradi-

ents

In addition to temporal temperature variations, large temperature differences across the

chip are commonly seen in modern VLSI design. Ajamiet al.[7] showed that non-uniform

temperature has great impacts on interconnect performance. In this section, we will illus-

trate the importance of considering spatial temperature gradients for interconnect reliabil-

ity.

6.5.1 EM model with spatial thermal gradients

Due to the exponential dependence of diffusivity on temperature, EM in interconnects with

spatial temperature gradients has quite different characteristics than those with constant

temperature. Guoet al.[36] reported that EM in aluminum interconnect is strongly affected

by the relative direction of electron wind and thermal gradients, while Nguyenet al. [74]

found that temperature gradients greatly enhance EM in aluminum interconnect. Following

the stress build-up model introduced in Section 6.2, the atomic flux due to EM can be

modeled byJ = β(T)
(

∂σ
∂x −α( j)

)

, and the stress build-up at a specific location is caused

by the divergence of atomic flux at that location, i.e.∂σ
∂t = ∇J. When the temperature

is uniform across the interconnect, i.e.β(T) is independent of location, Equation (6.3)

is obtained. When the temperature is not uniform, the following equation is derived to
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describe the stress build-up under thermal gradients:

∂σ
∂t

−β(T(x))
∂
∂x

(

∂σ
∂x

−α( j)

)

− ∂β(T(x))
∂x

[

∂σ
∂x

−α( j)

]

= 0 (6.10)

whereσ, β andα are defined in Section 6.2. When compared with Equation (6.3),Equation

(6.10) introduces a third term∂β(T(x))
∂x

[

∂σ
∂x −α( j)

]

, which captures the atomic flux diver-

gence induced by spatial thermal gradients along the interconnect. Though temperature

gradient itself will cause migrations of atoms from high temperature to low temperature,

a phenomenon called thermomigration (TM), the atomic flux due to TM is generally be-

lieved to be much smaller than that due to EM [74]. Therefore TM is not explicitly modeled

in Equation (6.10). Jonggooket al. [50] investigated EM in aluminum (Al) interconnects

subject to spatial thermal gradients. They modeled EM from adifferent approach but

yielded an equation with a form similar to ours. Since dual-damascene Cu interconnects

have become the mainstream technology in modern VLSI designand have quite differ-

ent EM characteristics from Al [75], in the following, we focus on EM failure in copper

interconnects.

Various experiments [25,37] showed that, in copper interconnect, voids tend to nucleate

at the cathode end (near the via), and void growth is the dominant failure process because

the critical mechanical stress for void nucleation in copper is much smaller than that for

aluminum. With spatial thermal gradients in the interconnect, it is possible that the location

of void nucleation is no longer at the cathode end. However, in this case, void growth tends

to be slower than that at the cathode, because there are atomic fluxes both going into and

coming from the void in the middle of the interconnect [25]. Bearing these observations

in mind and assuming a void-growth dominated failure, we choose a boundary condition

for Equation (6.10) to model void growth at the cathode such that the mechanical stress

at the cathode end is zero (free stress at void) and the atomicflux at the other end is zero
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(complete blockage for atomic flux), or:

σ(x = −l , t) = 0, J(x = 0, t) ⇒
[

∂σ
∂x

−α( j)

]∣

∣

∣

∣

x=0
= 0

wherex = −l is the cathode end. This boundary condition is consistent with that used by

Clement [28] to model void growth due to EM. The void size at timet can be approximated

by [28]:

∆l ≈
Z 0

−l

−σ(x, t)
B

dx

whereσ(x, t) is the mechanical stress (tensile stress) developed along the interconnect at

timet andB is the elastic modulus. Because we are unaware of any closed form solution for

Equation (6.10) with the above boundary condition, we use numerical solutions to analyze

the impact of thermal gradients on electromigration.
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Figure 6.7: Effects of non-uniform spatial temperature distribution on EM induced void
growth. (a) Various temperature profiles along a 100µmcopper interconnect (left end is the
cathode). (b) Void growth with different spatial temperature profiles.

The temperature spatial profile along an interconnect is thecombined effects of joule

heating and substrate temperature distributions. Figure 6.7 (a) plots several temperature

profiles used in our study and their effects on EM induced voidgrowth. The length of the

interconnect is 100µm, and elections are assumed to flow from the left end (cathode)to
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the right end of the interconnect. Though all temperature profiles have the same maximum

and minimum temperatures, their void growth differs greatly due to the different thermal

gradients along the interconnect (Figure 6.7 (b)), resulting quite different failure time. In

order to investigate how thermal gradients affect EM induced void growth, we also plot, in

Figure 6.8, the mechanical stress build-up along the interconnect at different times, with

different thermal profiles. In spite of different temperature profiles on the interconnect,

in the final EM process stage (“t10” in Figure 6.8), a steady stress gradient is built up to

counter-balance the driving force of electron wind, i.e.∂σ
∂x −α( j) = 0, resulting in voids

with comparable saturation sizes (Figure 6.7 (b)).

However, as shown in Figure 6.8, the kinetic aspects of stress build-up for different

temperature profiles are quite different, especially when the relative direction of electron

flow and temperature gradients changes. For a “low to high” temperature profile, the tem-

perature increases linearly from the cathode end to the anode end (shown in Figure 6.7 (a)).

At the early EM stage, as indicated by “t2” and “t4” in Figure 6.8 (a), the stress gradient

near the cathode is negligible. Therefore the atomic flux at the cathode is only determined

by the electron wind at the temperature of that location, because the atomic flux is the sum

of the fluxes induced by the stress gradient and the electron wind (Equation (6.2)). There-

fore, in this case, the void growth at the cathode is subject to almost the same kinetics as

those with a uniform temperature across the interconnect. Later on in the EM process, the

effect of thermal gradients begins to play its role. As shownby “t6” and “t8” in Figure 6.8

(a), tensile (positive) stress is built up from the cathode end towards the other end, due to

the increasing temperature from the cathode end. The stressgradient created by this tensile

stress distribution forms an atomic flux in the same direction as the electron wind. Thus,

void growth in the cathode end is enhanced later by the increasing temperature. On the

contrary, Figure 6.8 (b) shows quite different kinetics forEM process with “high to low”

temperature profile, where the temperature is decreasing linearly from the cathode end
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Figure 6.8: Stress build-ups at different time points alongthe interconnect under spatial
thermal gradients. (a) Low to high temperature profile. (b) High to low temperature pro-
file. (c) Parabolic temperature profile. Electrons flow from the left to the right, causing
compressive stress (negative in the figures) on the right side of the interconnect. The left
end (cathode) is stress free to model the growth of a void. Thetime points (“t2” through
“t10”) are corresponding to the time points in the plots withthe same temperature profile
in Figure 6.9.

(shown in Figure 6.7 (a)). In the early stage, as in the case for a “low to high”profile, void

growth is similarly dominated by the temperature at the cathode end, as illustrated by the

stress distributions at “t2” and “t4” in Figure 6.8 (b). Subsequently, compressive (negative)

stress is built up from the cathode towards the anode, because of the decreasing tempera-

ture from the cathode, as shown by the stress distributions at “t6” and “t8” in Figure 6.8 (b).
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The stress gradient due to the compressive stress distribution in this case creates an atomic

flux in the opposite direction of the electron wind, retarding the void growth at cathode.

The stress distributions induced by EM with a “parabolic” temperature spatial profile at

different time points are drawn in Figure 6.8 (c). The kinetics of stress build-up in this

case are similar to those in a “low to high” temperature profile, because both temperature

profiles have similar temperature gradients near the cathode. On the other hand, in the late

stage of the EM process (as indicated by “t9” and “t10” in Figure 6.8), regardless of the

temperature distribution across the interconnect, significant stress gradient is formed in the

opposite direction of atomic flux and slows down the void growth, and finally the steady

state of the EM process is reached (or void growth saturates). In summary, in the early

stage of the EM process, the void growth is largely dependenton the temperature at the

cathode, while later on, the void growth is enhanced or retarded depending on the temper-

ature gradient near the cathode. Finally, void growth is suppressed by the back-flow stress

gradient just like in the case of the EM process with a uniformtemperature distribution.

6.5.2 Empirical bounds for void growth with non-uniform tempera-

ture distribution

In Section 6.3, our analysis reveals that the EM process withtime-varying temperature

variations can be approximated by an EM process using a constant reliability equivalent

temperatureTeq, as long asβ(Teq) = E[β(T(t))]. However, in the case where there is a non-

uniform temperature across the interconnect, we cannot finda similar reliability equivalent

temperature, due to the difference in the EM kinetics in the different stress build-up stages

as shown in Figure 6.8. Instead, we try to find two constant temperatures, such that the void

growth due to EM with non-uniform temperature can be boundedby the void growth with

uniformly distributed temperature equal to these two bounding temperatures respectively.
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The reason for our approach is as follows. Because Black’s equation is only valid for

a uniform temperature distribution, and many existing reliability analysis tools are based

on Black’s equation, by providing the bounding temperaturesfor interconnects subject to

spatial thermal gradients, one can still use these tools to evaluate the effects of non-uniform

temperature distributions.

Following our previous discussion on Figure 6.8, one can expect that the cathode tem-

perature can serve as the lower/upper bound temperature forvoid growth with increas-

ing/decreasing temperature towards the anode end. On the other hand, the void size is

proportional to the amount of atoms moved from the cathode end and the void growth rate

is determined by the atomic flux at the cathode. We would like to find the other bound-

ing temperature by bounding the atomic flux at the cathode. Consider an interconnect of

lengthl subject to a certain spatial temperature profileT(x), with both ends at zero stress

σ(0, t) = σ(l , t) = 0. In the steady state, there is a uniform atomic flux flowing through the

interconnect, expressed as (see Appendix B):

Jsteady= −

l
R

0
α(T(x))dx

l
R

0

1
β(T(x))dx

By examining the steady-state stress distribution along theinterconnect in the above case,

it can be further verified that when the temperature is increasing from the cathode, tensile

stress is built up from the cathode, and the atomic flux at the cathode is enhanced by the

stress gradients, a situation similar to “t6” and “t8” in Figure 6.8 (a). When the tempera-

ture is decreasing from the cathode end, atomic flux at the cathode is retarded by the stress

gradient, similar to “t6” and “t8” in Figure 6.8 (b). Therefore we propose to useJsteadyto

bound the atomic flux at the cathode of the interconnect subject to a non-uniform temper-

ature distribution. However, the stress at the anode is not free (Figure 6.8), which does not
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Figure 6.9: Void growth with non-uniform temperature distribution is bounded by those
with a uniformly distributed temperature. (a) Low to high temperature profile. (b) High to
low temperature profile. (c) Parabolic temperature profile.(d) V shape temperature profile.
(e) Inverse V shape temperature profile.
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satisfy the boundary condition forJsteady. We instead propose to use half length (the half

from the cathode) of the interconnect to calculateJsteady, as Figure 6.8 shows that the stress

at the middle of the interconnect is close to zero most of the time during the EM process.

Finally the bounding temperature is determined in such a waythat the atomic flux due to

electron wind at this temperature is equal to the calculatedJsteady.

Temperature gra-
dient at cathode

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Increasing tem-
perature in the
current direction

Tlb = Tcathode β(Tub)(α(Tub)) =

− l
2

R

−l
α(T(x))dx

− l
2

R

−l

1
β(T(x))dx

Decreasing tem-
perature in the
current direction

β(Tlb)(α(Tlb)) =

− l
2

R

−l
α(T(x))dx

− l
2

R

−l

1
β(T(x))dx

Tub = Tcathode

Table 6.1: Proposed bounding temperatures for void growth in an interconnect with length
l subject to a non-uniform temperature distribution.Tlb is the lower bound.Tub is the upper
bound.T(x) is the temperature profile.x = −l andx = 0 are the locations of the cathode
and the anode, respectively (as shown in Figure 6.7).

We would like to point out that since void growth at the cathode is only dependent on

the atomic flux nearby, the temperature gradient near the cathode plays the major role in

determining (enhancing or retarding) the void growth, while the temperature distribution

far away from the cathode is not as important. This observation is verified by testing with

various temperature profiles. (Due to space limitations, wecannot show them all here.)

Therefore, in the above discussion, we focus on the temperature gradient near the cathode

without assuming any specific temperature distribution along the second half of the inter-

connect. Table 6.1 numerates the proposed formulas to calculate bounding temperatures for

void growth with non-uniform temperature distributions, and only the temperature gradient

near the cathode is used to choose the appropriate bounding formula. The void growth with

different temperature profiles as well as those with uniformtemperatures are compared in
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Figure 6.9. In these plots, the void growth with interconnect thermal gradients is closely

bounded by the void growths with the proposed uniform bounding temperatures. Blindly

using the average temperature to evaluate the EM lifetime will either overestimate (e.g.

Figure 6.9 (a)) or underestimate (e.g. Figure 6.9 (b)) the void growth, let alone using the

maximum temperature. Wachniket al. [106] demonstrated that it is possible to construct

an electromigration resistant power grid by using shorter interconnect segments because

of the Blech effect [75]. This finding seems to imply that, under normal operating condi-

tions, the critical void size causing EM failure should be ata similar order of magnitude

as that of the saturation void size (e.g., as the case shown inFigure 6.7). Therefore, for in-

creasing/decreasing temperature at the cathode, the upper/lower bound temperature could

serve as a good estimation of the interconnect lifetime witha non-uniform temperature

distribution.

Joule heating in an interconnect usually results in a symmetric temperature distribution

with the maximum temperature in the middle, due to the much lower thermal resistance of

the vias on both ends. Therefore, the symmetric temperaturedistributions along the inter-

connect are of more practical interest. The“parabolic” and“inverse V shape” temperature

profiles shown in Figure 6.7 (a) are used to approximate this kind of temperature distribu-

tions. Interestingly, for these temperature distributions, as indicated by Figure 6.9 (c) and

(e), even the upper bound temperature for void growth is lower than the average temper-

ature. In the EM measurements of copper interconnects performed by Meyeret al [71],

they considered the non-uniform temperature distributiondue to self-heating, and tried to

fit their measurements with Black’s equation by using different temperatures (e.g. maxi-

mum, average, weighted average, via (minimum) temperature). They reported that the best

fit temperature is strongly weighted to the via temperature.Their findings agree with our

analysis presented here.
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6.5.3 Effects of combined temporal and spatial temperature gradients

So far we have discussed the interconnect lifetime prediction under temporal and spatial

temperature distributions separately. In practice, due tocircuit activity variations, one

might expect the spatial temperature distribution over an interconnect would change over

time. The electromigration diffusion equation (Equation (6.1) or Equation (6.10)) can be

extended to capture this situation by assuming that temperatureT is a function of both time

and interconnect location. However, we cannot obtain a closed form analytic solution in

this highly complex scenario. Instead, we propose to combine the results we have found

so far in the cases of temporal gradients only and spatial gradients only to estimate the

interconnect lifetime subject to both temporal and spatialtemperature gradients.
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Figure 6.10: Void growth subject to both temporal and spatial thermal gradients can be
bounded by that using uniform temperature and current.

At time t, the temperature profile across an interconnect is denoted by T(t,x), and the

current density isj(t). Using the formulas in Table 6.1, we can find the bounding temper-

ature att, denoted byTb(t). Applying Equations (6.8) and (6.9) for the case of temporal

temperature gradients toTb(t) and j(t), we could find an equivalent uniform temperature

and current to approximate the void growth subject to both temporal and spatial tempera-

ture gradients. Figure 6.10 shows one example. In this example, the interconnect Cu line is
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subject to two “parabolic” temperature profiles, with each one for half the time (i.e., 50%

duty cycle), denoted by “phase 1” and “phase 2” in the figure. We solve Equation (6.10)

numerically with temperature being a function of both time and space, and we plot the void

growth. This figure indicates that the void growth subject tothe time varying temperature

profile can be bounded by that using time invariant uniform temperature and current, as

calculated according to the procedures proposed here. As a comparison, we also plot the

void growth at the bound temperature of each temperature profile alone. If the critical void

size is close to the saturation void size, as shown in the figure, one can use the calculated

equivalent temperature and current to estimate the interconnect lifetime subject to both

temporal and spatial thermal gradients, using Black’s equation (Equation (2.3)). We have

also testes this for other temperature profiles and duty factors, and the results are similar

but are not presented here due to space limitations.

6.6 Design time optimization considering runtime stress

variations

In the traditional IC design flow, static and dynamic analyses are performed for the ini-

tial design to determine current loading information. Thenthis information is combined

with the worst-case temperature to find those design points violating the reliability spec-

ification [84]. However, as we have shown above, using worst-case temperature is too

conservative and could result in excessive design margins.Here we propose a design flow

incorporating runtime stress information as shown Figure 6.11. In this design flow, the

actual or projected current and temperature loads are fed into an accurate reliability model,

such as the one proposed in this chapter. We expect that the reliability projection from

these models will generally enable more relaxed design constraints and provide a wider
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design space.

Design Space
Exploration

Verification
(Simulation)

Accurate Reliability
Model Runtime Stress

(temperature/current/voltage)
Reliability
Estimation

Figure 6.11: A proposed design flow incorporating runtime stress information. [61]

For instance, when temperature fluctuates within a relatively small range (e.g., 10oC),

our model predicts that using average temperature is good enough for reliability evaluation.

Therefore, we could potentially reduce the number of designpoints falsely flagged for

design rule violations when using the worst-case temperature. One example is illustrated

in Figure 6.12 using data from a power grid design [108]. In this example, the worst-case

temperature of a design is 135oC, and Wanget al. [108] showed that there were a total

of 372 wires violating the reliability requirement by usingthat worst-case temperature.

However, if runtime stress information is available at design time, we can move some

wires that are outside the specified reliability threshold (10 years of MTF at 135oC in this

example) into the reliable bins by re-calculating the lifetime distribution using our dynamic

reliability model. Equivalently, we can shift the reliability threshold towards fewer years

on the original wire lifetime distribution diagram. Using the results in Figure 6.6(c), we

can estimate the benefits obtained, in terms of design marginreclamation, by considering

runtime temperature fluctuations. These results are shown in Figure 6.12(b).

This example only illustrates some potential advantages indesign optimization offered

by our dynamic reliability model. We expect that our model can be integrated into existing

reliability-aware design flows, such as the power grid optimization method proposed by
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Figure 6.12: (a) Distribution of wires violating the MTF specification using maximum
temperature (data extracted from [108]) with a total of 372 wires. (b) Reduction of the
number of wires violating the MTF specification under different temperature variations
(maximum temperature: 135oC). [61]

Wanget al. [108].

6.7 Summary

This chapter presented an analysis of interconnect EM failures subject to temporal and

spatial thermal gradients. For EM under time-varying stresses (temperature/current),

we proposed a dynamic reliability model, which returns reliability equivalent tempera-

tures/currents. For EM under non-uniform temperature distributions, we obtained close

bounding temperatures to estimate the actual lifetime. Therefore, the commonly used

Black’s equation is still applicable by using our constant reliability equivalent tempera-

tures. Our analysis reveals that blindly using the maximum or average temperature to

evaluate EM lifetime is inappropriate. Our results not onlyincrease the accuracy of reli-
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ability estimates but enable designers to more aggressively explore the design space and

to reclaim the design margin imposed by less accurate, more pessimistic models. Existing

constant-temperature models require designers to observea static worst-case temperature

limit, but the analysis presented here enables temperature-aware designers to evaluate the

system reliability using runtime information, thus increasing the confidence about the ac-

tual behavior of the system. The dynamic nature of our reliability model also makes it

suitable for DTM, which will be the subject of the next chapter.



Chapter 7

Temperature-aware Runtime Reliability

Management for High Performance Systems1

7.1 Introduction

The advance of technology scaling (along with resulting increases in power density) has

made thermal-related reliability a major concern in modernIC design. For example, in

the deep-submicron region, experts widely regard electromigration as a dominant failure

mechanism. Designers must therefore rely on temperature-dependent reliability models to

derive the expected lifetime of their circuits, increasingdesign margins (for example, wire

width) as necessary to meet requirements.

Worst-case power dissipation and environmental conditions are rare for general-

purpose microprocessors. Designing the cooling solution for the worst case is wasteful.

Instead, the cooling solution should be designed for the worst “expected” case. In the event

that environmental or workload conditions exceed the cooling solution’s capabilities and

temperature rises to a dangerous level, on-chip temperature sensors can engage some form

1This chapter is based on the published paper titled “Improved Thermal Management with Reliability
Banking” [64].
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of “dynamic thermal management” (DTM) [16, 94, 96], which sacrifices a certain amount

of performance to maintain reliability by reducing circuitspeed whenever necessary.

During execution, many programs or workloads exhibit temperature fluctuations

caused by inherently phased behaviors. Existing DTM techniques ignore the effects of tem-

perature fluctuations on chip lifetime and can unnecessarily impose performance penalties

for hot phases. The disadvantages of these techniques become more obvious in systems

such as Web servers, in which hot phases usually imply an increased number of service re-

quests. The engagement of cooling mechanisms then affects the server’s quality of service.

In this chapter, using electromigration as the targeted failure mechanism, we propose

runtime dynamic reliability management (DRM) techniques based on our dynamic reli-

ability model [64] introduce in the previous chapter. By leveraging this model, one can

dynamically track the “consumption” of chip lifetime during operation. In general, when

temperature increases, lifetime is being consumed more rapidly, and vice versa. Therefore,

if temperature is below the traditional DTM engagement threshold for an extended period,

it may be acceptable to let the threshold be exceeded for a time while still maintaining

the required expected lifetime. In effect, lifetime is modeled as a resource that is being

“banked” during periods of low temperature, allowing for future withdrawals to maintain

performance during times of higher operating temperatures. Using electromigration as an

example, we show the benefits of lifetime banking by avoidingunnecessary DTM engage-

ments while meeting expected lifetime requirements.

High temperature limits the circuit performance directly by increasing interconnect re-

sistance and reducing carrier mobility. However, it has been shown that ( [94]) using DTM

to compensate the temperature dependency of clock frequency induces very mild perfor-

mance penalty. On the other hand, Banerjeeet al. [10] showed that temperature induced

reliability issue tends to limit the circuit performance infuture technology generations. In

the following discussion, we assume that the temperature threshold is set solely for reliabil-
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ity specification, and circuits can operate correctly abovethis threshold whenever allowed.

Although extreme high temperature may cause immediate thermal damage for IC circuits,

we study a range of operating temperatures only with long-term reliability impacts (i.e.

temperature induced aging). High temperatures causing immediate or unrecoverable dam-

age are assumed to be far above the range of normal operating temperatures studied here

(e.g. the temperature used in accelerated EM test is usuallyaround 2000C [106]). There-

fore, we assume that a monitoring and feedback mechanism is implemented at runtime to

ensure that circuits operate well below such temperatures.

7.2 Related Work

The concept of dynamic reliability management is first introduced by Srinivasanet al.[97].

In their work, they proposed a chip level reliability model and showed the potential bene-

fits by trading off reliability with performance for individual applications. They assumed

an oracular algorithm for runtime management in their study, and they did not consider

the effects of inter-application thermal behaviors on reliability. Later work from the same

authors [98] refined their reliability model and showed the improvement in reliability us-

ing redundant components. In this chapter, we focus on practical runtime management

techniques for the worst-case on-chip component (i.e. hottest interconnect) to exploit both

intra- and inter-application temperature variations. Thecombination of their model and

our techniques is expected to bring more advantages and is open for future investigation.

Ramakrishnan and Pecht [82] proposed to monitor the life consumption of an electronic

system and project the system lifetime based on the monitoring results. We take a similar

approach to monitoring the stresses on the circuit continuously, and we also intelligently

adapt the circuit operation to maximize the circuit performance without reducing reliabil-

ity.
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7.3 Lifetime banking opportunities

Due to activity variations, the power consumptions of on-chip components (i.e. caches,

FP/INT units, branch predictor, etc.) are not constant. Therefore, there exists not only

chip-wise spatial temperature gradients but also temporaltemperature gradients for each

component.
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Figure 7.1: Temporal temperature variation. (a) Single program workload. (b) Two-
program workload with context switching. [64]

Figure 7.1 depicts the temperature profiles for two different workloads that are com-

monly seen in general purpose computing. Figure 7.1(a) represents a single program work-

load and Figure 7.1(b) represents a multi-program workloadwith context switching. In the

single program workload, temperature changes over time dueto the phased behavior in the

executed program. In the multi-program workload, besides the execution variations within

each program, inter-program thermal differences also affect the overall thermal behavior

of the workload. For example, in Figure 7.1(b), the workloadis composed of one cold pro-

gram (applu) and one hot program (gcc). Thus the temperature fluctuation in Figure 7.1(b)

is quite different with various context switching intervals. Though there are different ther-

mal behaviors for different workloads, one can still find some common characteristics as
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compared with server workloads, which we will discuss in Section 7.6. In Figure 7.1, tem-

perature variations occur in a manner with small granularity in both magnitude and time

interval. More formally, the temperature profile can be decomposed into a constant tem-

perature component (average temperature) and a high frequency component. The analysis

in the previous chapter reveals that the constant temperature component in the tempera-

ture profile is approximately equal to the reliability equivalent temperature, as shown in

Figure 7.1(a). It is the high frequency component that provides opportunities for lifetime

banking. When the actual temperature is under the reliability equivalent temperature, the

lifetime is consumed with a slower speed, which allows subsequent execution above the

reliability equivalent temperature.

7.4 Dynamic Reliability Management Based on Lifetime

Banking

In the previous chapter, we derived the lifetime model for electromigration subject to dy-

namic stresses (Equation (6.8) and (6.9)). Considering voidgrowth limited failures such as

those in dual-damascene Cu interconnects [75], let current exponentn = 1, we can rewrite

MTF by combining Equation (6.8) and (6.9) as:

Tf ∝
1

E

[

j(t)

(

exp( −Q
kT(t) )

kT(t)

)]

Or equivalently, by eliminating the expected-value function, one can express the MTF in

an integral form:
Z Tf

0
j(t)

(

exp( −Q
kT(t))

kT(t)

)

dt = D (7.1)
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whereD is a constant determined by the structure of the interconnect. Equation (7.1) mod-

els interconnect time to failure (i.e., interconnect lifetime) as a resource consumed by the

system over time. Functionr(t) =

[

j(t)

(

exp( −Q
kT(t) )

kT(t)

)]

can be regarded as the consumption

rate. In DSM copper technology, void growth failure (e.g. atvias) is the major EM in-

duced failure mechanism [29], andr(t) can be regarded as the void growth rate (i.e. the

atom drift rate at the cathode) in this case. Equation (7.1) provides a model to capture the

effect of transient behaviors on system lifetime. One interesting case is whenj(t) = 0,

which occurs when the system is inactive as commonly seen in systems with non-server,

user-driven workloads. When this happens, the atomic flux becomes zero while the effect

of the back-flow diffusion near the cathode created by the EM atomic flux in active peri-

ods is worth careful examination. If the inactivity happensin the early stage of the void

growth, the back-flow diffusion is negligible and the void simply stops growth during the

power-down periods. If the back-flow diffusion is comparable to the normal EM atomic

flux, which happens at a very long time after EM begins (e.g. atthe order of several years).

This back-flow diffusion tends to reduce the void size at the inactivity periods by refilling

the void with atoms. However, in order to have significant impact on the void size already

formed, this healing process has to last for a duration comparable to the time it took to grow

to the current void size, e.g. several years. The inactivityperiod in normal usage is usually

much less than this time scale. Therefore, the void size is essentially unaffected in inactiv-

ity. Our simulations confirm this observation and more detailed discussion on this aspect

is out of the scope in this paper. In summary, the void size remains unchanged during the

inactive period if the inactive period is much less than the total active time. Equation (7.1)

accurately models this phenomenon by specifyingr(t) = 0 during the inactive periods.

Ideally, we would like to monitor the temperature and current for each individual in-

terconnect to build an exact full chip reliability model. Inpractice, only a limited number

of temperature sensors are available on die, and a detailed and complex full chip reliabil-
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ity model is not suitable for runtime management due to the computation overhead. In this

study, we use the maximum temperature measured across the chip at runtime, together with

the worst-case current density specified at design time, to calculate the dynamic consump-

tion rate. This is a conservative but safe approach. Thus, the results obtained in this study

provide a lower bound for the potential benefits delivered bythe proposed DRM method.

When DVS is applied, the worst-case current density in the IC interconnects should be

scaled according to the voltage/frequency setting used. The relationship between current

density, supply voltage and clock frequency can be modeled by transferred charges per

clock cycle [13]: j ∝ CV
T = CV f, whereC is the effective capacitance.

When a chip is designed, usually an expected lifetime (e.g., 10 years) is specified un-

der some operating conditions (e.g., temperature, currentdensity, etc.). We usernominal to

denote the lifetime consumption rate under the nominal conditions (e.g. reliability con-

strained temperature threshold). During runtime, we monitor the actual operating condi-

tions regularly, calculate the actual lifetime consumption rater(t) at that time instance, and

compare the actual rate with the nominal raternominal by calculating
R

(rnominal− r(t))dt,

which we call the “lifetime banking deposit”. Whenr(t) < rnominal, the chip is consuming

its lifetime slower than the nominal rate. Thus, the chip’s lifetime deposit is increased.

Whenr(t) > rnominal, the chip is consuming its lifetime faster than the nominal,and the

lifetime banking deposit will be reduced. According to Equation (7.1), as long as the life-

time deposit is positive, the expected lifetime will not be shorter than that under the nominal

consumption raternominal. Figure 7.2 illustrates this SDRM technique. For example, in the

interval [t0, t1], the reliability of the chip is banked, while in[t1, t2], the banking deposit

is consumed. At time instancet2, the banking deposit becomes less than some threshold,

and a cooling mechanism has to be engaged to quickly pull downthe lifetime consumption

rate to the nominal rate, just as is done in conventional DTM techniques. In other words,

our SDRM technique adopts DTM as a bottom-line guarding mechanism.
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Figure 7.2: Simple dynamic reliability management (SDRM). [64]

Therefore, the difference between conventional DTM and ourS DRM lies in the case

where the chip’s instantaneous consumption rate is larger than its nominal rate. In DTM,

the lifetime consumption rate is never allowed to be larger than the nominal. In SDRM,

before we engage thermal management mechanisms we first check to see if the chip cur-

rently has a positive lifetime balance. If enough lifetime has been banked, the system can

afford to run with a lifetime consumption rate larger than the nominal rate. Otherwise, we

apply some DTM mechanism to lower the consumption rate, thuspreventing a negative

lifetime balance. In this study, we use dynamic voltage/frequency scaling as the major

DTM mechanism. Since SDRM only needs to monitor the actual lifetime consumption

rate and to update the lifetime banking deposit, the computation overhead is negligible

compared to that of DTM.
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7.5 Experiments and analysis for general-purpose com-

puting workloads

7.5.1 Experimental set-up

We run a set of programs from the Spec2000 benchmark suite on aprocessor simulator

(SimpleScalar [18]) with the characteristics similar to a 0.13µm Alpha 21364. We simu-

late each program for a length of 5 billion instructions, andobtain both dynamic and static

(leakage) power traces, which are fed as inputs to a chip-level compact thermal model

Hotspot[94] for trace-driven simulation. In our trace-driven simulations, we include the

idle penalty due to frequency/voltage switching, which is about 10us in many real sys-

tems [94]. Furthermore, since leakage power is strongly dependent on temperature, we

scale the leakage power trace input dynamically according to the actual temperature ob-

tained during runtime, using a voltage/temperature-awareleakage model [118]. Since the

Hotspotmodel is highly parameterized, one can easily run experiments on a simulated

processor with different thermal package settings. In order to obtain meaningful results,

one should carefully choose the initial temperature setting for the Hotspotmodel. For

each new thermal package setting, we obtain its initial temperatures by repeating the trace-

driven simulations until the steady temperatures of the chip are converged, as suggested

in [94].

We implement both DTM and SDRM in theHotspotmodel and set 110◦C as the tem-

perature threshold for both runtime management techniques. Both schemes use a feedback

controlled dynamic voltage/frequency scaling mechanism to guard the program execution.

For example, in DTM, when the actual temperature is above a certain temperature thresh-

old, a controller is used to scale down the frequency/voltage, ensuring the program will

never run at a temperature higher than 110◦C. Our SDRM scheme uses 110◦C as the
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nominal temperature for the lifetime consumption rate. If the program never runs at a

temperature less than that of the nominal (i.e., without banking opportunity), our SDRM

scheme will perform the same as thermal threshold-based DTMas the DTM policy is al-

ways engaged. On the other hand, if the program never exceedsthe nominal temperature

with full CPU speed, neither mechanism is engaged. Finally, we record the simulated

execution times for fixed length power traces as the system performances under the two

runtime management techniques, and use “performance slow-down” , defined as

(simulated time w/ runtime management−simulated time w/o runtime management)

simulated time w/o runtime management

as the metric to compare both techniques.

7.5.2 Single-program workload

Figure 7.3 plots the dynamic process for both conventional DTM and the proposed SDRM

techniques for benchmarkgcc. The feedback controller in DTM effectively clamps the

temperature within the target temperature (110oC) by oscillating the clock frequency be-

tween 1.0 and 0.9, resulting in a reliability equivalent temperature less than that, and caus-

ing unnecessarily frequent clock throttling (Figure 7.3 (a)). On the other hand, our SDRM

technique can exploit reliability banking opportunities during the cool phase, and delay the

engagement of throttling, while maintaining the specified reliability budget, as proved by

the reliability equivalent temperature shown in Figure 7.3(b).

Figure 7.4 shows the performance penalty for both DTM and SDRM with the same

thermal configuration. Only those benchmarks subject to performance penalties due to run-

time management are shown here. As clearly indicated in the figure, performance penalty

with the SDRM scheme is always less than that with DTM scheme, when the thermal
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configuration is the same. On average, the SDRM technique reduces the performance

penalty by about 40% of that due to DTM (from 7% to 4%). Also shown in the figure is

the performance of DTM with a more expensive thermal packagewhose convection ther-

mal resistance is only one third of the other’s. As one can expect, a more expensive thermal

package can reduce the performance penalty. Figure 7.4 shows that, on average, SDRM

with a higher thermal resistance can achieve a performance very close to that of DTM with

a lower thermal resistance. These results imply that, if thetolerable performance lost is

fixed, the application of SDRM allows the usage of a much cheaper thermal package than

that required by the conventional DTM technique.
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Figure 7.3: Temperature and clock frequency profiles in different thermal management
techniques for benchmarkgcc. (a) Conventional DTM (threshold temperature =110oC).
(b) Reliability banking based DRM (reliability target temperature =110oC).

In addition, using the SDRM technique, one can explicitly trade-off reliability with

performance by targeting different lifetime budgets. Thatis one can increase the nominal

lifetime consumption rate when lifetime target is allowed to be reduced. Figure 7.5 plots

the performance of SDRM averaging over all benchmarks at different lifetime budgets,

with shorter expected lifetimes enabling faster execution. However, reducing lifetime by

10% only increases the performance by about 1%.

When compared with the conventional thermal threshold-based DTM, a distinct feature
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Figure 7.4: Performance comparison of DTM and the proposed SDRM. The results for
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DTM include two different thermal configurations. [64]
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Figure 7.5: SDRM performance at different targeted lifetimes. [64]

of S DRM is its ability to “remember” the effects of previous behaviors. If the lifetime

balance is high due to previous deposits, SDRM will be more tolerant of higher operating

temperatures for longer time intervals, thus reducing the performance penalties due to con-

ventional DTM slow-down mechanisms. In summary, the advantage of SDRM over DTM

is largely dependent on the inherent variations in the temperature profile of the workload.
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7.5.3 Multi-program workload

Another interesting program execution scenario is a workload of multiple programs with

context-switching between them. When a hot benchmark and a cold benchmark are exe-

cuted together, the average operating temperature should be between the individual bench-

marks’ operating temperatures. For example,gcc’s own operating temperature is around

115oC andapplu’s is around 70oC. Figure 7.1(b) plots the temperature profile of a hy-

brid workload composed ofgcc andapplu, with different context-switch time intervals.

Note that, in our simulation, the multi-program workload isconstructed using the power

trace of the individual program, and the overhead of context-switching is not modeled and

simulated. Since we are only interested in the relative performance of different runtime

management technique, such simplification should not affect the final conclusions.
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Figure 7.6: Average performance comparison of DTM and DRM on amulti-program work-
load with different context-switch intervals ((a) 50µs, (b) 5ms, and (c) 25ms). [64]

As one expects, the smaller the context-switch interval, the less temperature fluctu-

ation, with the thermal package of the chip working as if a low-pass filter. When the

context-switch interval is increased, individual benchmarks can show their hot/cold prop-

erties, and the temperature variation in the workload becomes obvious. In order to investi-

gate how multi-program workloads affect the performance ofDTM and DRM, we reduced

the temperature threshold of the targeted lifetime from 110◦C to 90◦C. Figure 7.6 shows

the performance penalties of DTM and SDRM for this multi-program workload with dif-
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ferent context-switch intervals. We observe a similar trend shown in the single-program

workload. SDRM outperforms DTM with the same thermal package configurations. As

the context-switch interval increases, the performance ofS DRM becomes closer to that

of DTM with a much smaller convection thermal resistance (three-fold smaller).

7.6 Dynamic Reliability Management for Server Work-

loads

We have investigated the application of banking based DRM in workloads for general-

purpose computing. As we will see, the disadvantages of thistechnique become more

obvious in server systems such as web servers, in which hot phases usually imply an in-

creased number of service requests while the engagement of active cooling mechanisms

then exacerbate the QoS provided by the server. In the following, we first discuss some

distinct characteristics of server workloads in terms of both thermal behaviors and per-

formance requirements. We then propose a profile-based dynamic reliability management

(P DRM) technique that can extract more benefits from lifetime banking for those server

workloads.

7.6.1 Characteristics of server workloads

In general-purpose computing, the temperature variationsof workloads are largely due to

the inherent phased behaviors (i.e. phased activities or context-switches). These varia-

tions usually occur in a very small-scale time interval, which is comparable to the thermal

constant of chip thermal package. Server workloads, in contrast, are dependent on user

requests, which vary with a much larger time scale with tens of hours [15, 32]. There

are several distinct characteristics in the server workloads like those presented in [15, 32].
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First, there is clearly a cool phase (lower request rate) anda hot phase (higher request

rate) in the workload distribution. For example, in a workload trace for the 1998 Winter

Olympic Games, the request rate increases from around 50 (req./s) in the cool phase to

above 400 (req./s) in the hot phase, an eight-fold difference. Second, as a consequence

of the workload and associated processor utilization variation, the power consumption of

the processor varies greatly (a two-fold difference in the Olympic Games servers), which

implies a large variation in temperature. Third, each phasesustains for a very long time in-

terval. Thus, each phase reaches its steady-state temperature and stays at that temperature

for most time of the phase interval. This is quite different from general-purpose computing,

where the interval for each thermal phase is very short and the steady-state temperature is

seldom reached before the next phase arrives. These distinct thermal characteristics make

our lifetime-banking-based reliability management promising for server workloads.

In the hot phase, conventional thermal threshold-based DTMclamps the maximum

temperature to a predefined threshold by slowing down the processor, thus possibly ex-

acerbating the situation. In contrast, banking-based runtime management can exploit the

banking effects of the long cool phase and delay or reduce theperformance loss due to en-

gagement of a cooling mechanism. From an average user’s point of view, the QoS provided

by the server is largely dependent on its performance in the hot phase, as most requests are

made during that time. Therefore, in our study,we use the performance of the hot phase as

our performance metric for comparison.

7.6.2 Dynamic reliability management for server workloads

In order to evaluate our runtime management technique on server workloads, we construct

a hybrid workload in a way similar to that of the multi-program workload, but with a much

longer context-switch interval. This synthetic workload is composed of a cool phase and
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a hot phase, running Spec2000 benchmarksappluandgcc respectively. Figure 7.7 shows

the temperature profile of the synthetic workload we use to mimic the thermal behavior of

server workloads. From various experiments, we find that thethermal time constants of our

simulated system are in the range of tens of milliseconds. Therefore, by simulating work-

loads in a time scale of several seconds, we can ensure that the portion of time in the profile

spent on the transient behaviors from one phase to another isminimized, just like one may

see in a temperature profile for server workloads. Although the total simulated time is short

(i.e., about one second) compared to a real server workload,Figure 7.7 indicates that the

time interval for each phase is long enough to reach the steady-state operating temperature

of the individual program. The temperature variations within each program also mimic the

workload variations in both the cool and hot phases of a real server workload. Therefore,

the time units shown in Figure 7.7 could be interpreted as scaled down from a much longer

time interval (e.g. several hours). One disadvantage of oursynthetic workload is that power

peaks due to individual requests in the cool phase are not modeled. However, the effect

of those intermittent power peaks on reliability banking isnot significant, because of the

filtering effect of the thermal package on temperature.

In our synthetic workloads, the cool phase is followed by thehot phase, and lifetime

will be banked first and then withdrawn. In other workloads where the hot phase is fol-

lowed by the cool phase, DTM can be applied in the hot phase if there is no previous

lifetime banking, and lifetime will be banked in the following cool phase and prepared for

withdrawal in the future hot phase. Thus, our lifetime banking based approach is effective

in spite of the detail of workloads (i.e. the order of cool andhot phases). We define the

duty cycleof the cool phase as the portion of time the cool phase occupies in the whole

length of simulation. For example, in Figure 7.7, the duty cycle of the cool phase is equal

to 0.5. In our experiments, we also construct workloads withdifferent duty cycles of the

cool phase (e.g., 0.6 and 0.75), and in all of these workloads, individual programs reach
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their own steady-state temperatures.
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Figure 7.7: A constructed workload used to mimic the thermalbehavior of server work-
loads. [64]

The application of the SDRM technique to server workloads is straightforward, just

like in the context-switched multi-program workload studied previously. However, our

simulation results reveal that SDRM is not the best choice for server workloads. In the

workloads of general-purpose computing, since each phase is very short, the lifetime bal-

ance deposited in the previous cool phases can support the subsequent over-consumption

of lifetime for an interval comparable to that of the hot phase. SDRM can minimize the

impacts on the phase within these workloads. However, in theserver workloads, the inter-

val of the hot phase is much longer, and temperature rises steadily towards the hot phase

steady-state temperature. At the same time, due to the exponential dependence of life-

time consumption rate on temperature, the lifetime balanceis consumed more and more

rapidly, despite a previous long cool phase. Figure 7.8 demonstrates such a process in the

time interval[0.6s,0.68s]. After 0.68s, the lifetime balance becomeszero. S DRM per-

forms during the rest of the hot phase just as it behaves in thesingle program workload.

Therefore, only a small portion of the execution in the hot phase benefits from the lifetime

banking by the cool phase.
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Figure 7.8: SDRM (simple dynamic reliability management) on the synthetic workload
shown in Figure 7.7.

Due to the above reason, one should find a more strategic way tospend the lifetime

balance in order to maximize the performance in the hot phase. Since in steady state,

temperature can be modeled as a function of the operating frequency, one can find the

relationship between lifetime consumption rate and operating frequency. Letf (t) denotes

the operating frequency curve in the hot phase, andr( f (t)) be the corresponding lifetime

consumption rate. The problem to find the maximum performance operating scheduling

while satisfying the reliability constraint can be formulated as a constrained optimization

problem as follows.

Max(E[ f (t)]), subject toE[r( f (t)] = R, t ∈ hot phase

whereE[ ] is the expected-value function, andR is a constant in the hot phase that is de-

termined by the lifetime balance deposited during the cool phase as well as the nominal

lifetime consumption rate. We assume that, in the hot phase,system performance is pro-

portional to the clock speed.

Figure 7.9 plots clock frequency as a function of the lifetime consumption rate. It is

obvious that the relationship between clock speed and lifetime consumption rate forms a
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Figure 7.9: Relationship between clock frequency and lifetime consumption rate.

convex curve. According to Jensen’s inequality, it followsthat (as shown in Figure 7.9)

f (E[r(t)]) ≥ E[ f (r(t))], which implies that, in order to obtain the best performance, one

should operate with a constant consumption rate. In other words, one should distribute the

lifetime balance evenly across the hot phase. In order to calculate the desired consumption

rate in the hot phase, one has to know the duration of the hot phase. Currently we as-

sume that this information can be obtained through profilingtechnique thanks to the high

regularity of the workload distribution for servers.

With the optimal operating condition in mind, we introduce our (P DRM, profile-based

dynamic reliability management) technique, which is a natural extension of our SDRM

with the awareness of the optimal operating points in the hotphase. When the server is

running in the cool phase, PDRM works the same way as SDRM with lifetime balance

banked. When the server enters the hot phase, PDRM calculates a new nominal lifetime

consumption rate based on the lifetime balance and the duration of the hot phase (obtained

through profiling). Then PDRM acts just like SDRM, with the new calculated nominal

consumption rate, which can further exploit some banking opportunities due to temperature

variations within the hot phase.

The profiling only provides apredictionthat allows the CPU to jump to the best operat-
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ing point during a hot phase. In some cases we might not be ableto obtain accurate work-

load profiles. However, with our PDRM technique, the inaccuracy of workload profiles

only affects the the performance optimality, and does not result in violations to the lifetime

budget. That is because our technique always tracks the actual reliability consumption rate

and compares it with the nominal lifetime consumption.

7.6.3 Simulation results for server workloads
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Figure 7.10: Performance comparison of different runtime management techniques on the
synthetic workload shown in Figure 7.7 with different duty cycles of the cool phase: (a)
0.5, (b) 0.6 and (c) 0.75. [64]

We simulate the synthetic workload shown in Figure 7.7, which mimics the thermal

behaviors of the real server workload, with different runtime management techniques. We

change the program switching time so that we can test on 3 workloads with different duty

cycles of the cool phase. We compare the performance slow-down in the hot phase and

the results are presented in Figure 7.10. Both DRM techniques outperform DTM, and

P DRM performs the best. The performance of SDRM is slightly better than that of

DTM and much worse than PDRM due to the reasons discussed in above. On the other

hand, PDRM can fully exploit the banking benefits of the cool phase. For example, when

the cool phase occupies 60% of the total time (i.e. as indicated by (b) in Figure 7.10),

P DRM can reduce the performance penalty from 16%(DTM) to only 6% (or equivalently,
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the execution speed of the hot phase is increased by PDRM by about 9.5% over DTM).

Interestingly, for the case when the cool phase occupies 75%of the total time (i.e., (c) in

Figure 7.10), no performance slow-down is incurred for bothDRM techniques, because

the reliability equivalent temperature for that workload is less than the reliability nominal

temperature. Thus, in that case, the lifetime balance banked in the cool phase is enough

to support the full speed execution in the hot phase, while DTM clamps the hot phase

temperature to the reliability temperature, resulting in about a 13% performance penalty in

the hot phase.

7.6.4 An analytical model for PDRM for server workloads

In order to fully understand the potential benefits of pDRM on server workloads, we

present a first order analytical model, providing some insights of our proposed runtime

techniques. In this model, we approximate server workloadsusing square waveforms as

shown in Figure 7.11. The solid blue line represents the temperature/performance profile

with DTM. The temperature profile with PDRM in the cool phase overlaps with that of

DTM. And P DRM allows operating points above the reliability temperature in the hot

phase, as presented by the dotted green line in the figure. We want to find out what is

the allowable performance difference between the dotted green line and the solid blue line

(i.e., the performance gain of PDRM over DTM), subject to a fixed lifetime budget. Here

we make an assumption that the processor can operate at a clock frequency higher than

that clamped by the thermal threshold. There are two aspectsto this. First, temperature

excursions will require a reduction in frequency, thus reducing performance somewhat, but

should still outperform a strict, temperature-limited form of DTM because the temperature

dependence of frequency is mild [94]. Second, many ICs are actually under-clocked due

to thermal limitations. In both cases, there exist possibilities that we can over-drive the
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processor in the hot phase to meet the QoS requirements without sacrificing reliability

lifetime.
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Figure 7.11: Modeling thermal behaviors of server workloads using square wave-
forms. [64]

As one can see from Figure 7.11, two factors might affect the potential performance

boost by PDRM over DTM: 1. the difference between the steady-state temperatures in

both the hot phase and the cool phase, and 2. the duty cycle of the cool phase. We set

the reliability temperatureTn = 105oC, associated with the clock frequencyfn = 3.0GHz.

This setting means that in the hot phase, the maximum performance achieved by DTM is to

operate at 3.0GHz. If we can assume that the dynamic power consumption of the processor

is proportional to the cubic of clock frequency, the steady state temperature can be denoted

by T( f ) = K f f 3+T0, whereK f is a constant andT0 represents the ambient temperature of

the thermal package. Accounting for the contribution of static power consumption to tem-

perature, we set a higher ambient temperatureT0 = 55oC, and obtainK f = 1.85K/GHz3.

Let ∆T denote the temperature difference between the hot phase andthe cool phase,f2

the allowable operating clock frequency in the hot phase by PDRM, andα the duty cycle

of the cool phase. The following equation should be satisfiedto retain the same lifetime
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budget with PDRM:

[rn(Tn)− r1(Tn−∆T)]α = [r2( f2,T( f2))− rn(Tn)](1−α) (7.2)

wherern is the nominal reliability consumption rate at temperatureTn, r1 is the consump-

tion rate in the cool phase, andr2 is the consumption rate in the hot phase with clock

frequencyf2 and temperatureT( f2). The left hand side of the above equation represents

the reliability balance banked during the cool phase and theright hand side represents the

banking deposits to be consumed in the hot phase. Although the temperature dependence

of static power is not taken into account in this model, we feel that it captures the key re-

lationships between performance, operating temperature and reliability consumption rate,

and is thus sufficient for our purposes.
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Figure 7.12: Performance speed-up due to lifetime banking on different workload charac-
teristics. [64]

Using the above analytical model (i.e. Equation ( 7.2), we can calculate the perfor-

mance speed-up by PDRM (i.e. f2
fn

in the hot phase) as a function of∆T and the duty

cycle of the cool phase. The results are presented in Figure 7.12, which shows that the per-

formance speed-up is highly dependent on the duty cycle of the cool phase. When the duty

cycle of the cool phase is fixed, the increase of temperature difference will also increase

the speed-up. However, after some value (e.g. about 20oC), the temperature difference
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has a minor effect on the speed-up, due to the exponential dependence of the reliability

consumption rate on temperature. Because the extra reliability balance brought by further

lowering the temperature in the cool phase is negligible when compared to the very high

consumption rate in the hot phase. This figure suggests that the “sweet spot” for perfor-

mance speed-up with PDRM lies in the case when the duty cycle of the cool phase is more

than 50% and the temperature difference is more than 20oC, and we can expect more than

5% of performance speed-up. Fortunately, as shown before, many server workloads satisfy

these requirements.

The simulation results of DTM and PDRM from Figure 7.7 are re-plotted in Fig-

ure 7.12. The workloads for these data are similar to that shown in Figure 7.7, with the

cool phase duty cycle equal to 0.5, 0.6 and 0.75 respectively. The reliability tempera-

ture is set to 90oC, while the temperature of the cool phase in these workloads is about

70oC. These simulation results show a similar trend to that predicted by our simple an-

alytical model, though our analytical model is not calibrated against any specific simula-

tion data. Therefore, these simulation results confirm the applicability of our analytical

model. Compared with the simulation results, it seems that the analytical model underes-

timates the performance speed-up by PDRM. Two major reasons might help explain the

discrepancy. First, in our analytical model, we use a cubic relationship between power

and operating frequency, which exaggerates the effect of clock frequency on the temper-

ature, leading to a more conservative estimate of the performance speed-up. Second, in

the simulations, we include the idle penalties for frequency/voltage transitions due to dy-

namic frequency/voltage scaling, while in the analytical model, we do not assume any extra

performance penalty for DTM.
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7.7 Summary

In this chapter, we detailed the use of the temperature variability and lifetime resource

models to develop novel DRM techniques that reduce the performance penalties associated

with existing DTM techniques while maintaining the required expected IC reliability life-

time. When the operating temperature is below a nominal temperature (i.e., the threshold

temperature used in DTM techniques), lifetime is being consumed at a slower than nom-

inal rate, effectively banking lifetime for future consumption. A positive lifetime balance

allows the nominal temperature to be exceeded for some time (thus consuming lifetime

at a faster than nominal rate) instead of automatically engaging DTM and unnecessarily

suffering the associated performance penalties.

For general-purpose computing, simulation results revealed that SDRM provides per-

formance improvements over traditional threshold-based DTM without sacrificing ex-

pected lifetime, or allows the usage of cheaper thermal package without sacrificing per-

formance. For server workloads, simulations on synthetic workloads demonstrate the pos-

sibility to increase server QoS by using PDRM when service requests are aggregated. A

conservative analytical model further identifies the “sweet spots” of server workloads that

benefit from our PDRM. Although the DRM experiments presented in this paper do not

explicitly study the scenarios with long periods of inactivity, which are commonly seen

in non-server, user-driven workloads, our lifetime banking techniques can be applied in

a straightforward way, because our dynamic reliability model (Equation (7.1)) also holds

true in these situations. Consequently, much better performance gains would be expected

compared to those obtained in the server style workloads presented here, because more

lifetime banking opportunities are available during thoseinactivity periods.



Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Directions

With the advance of technology scaling, power and thermal issues have been among the

limiting factors facing IC design, due to both the emergenceof mobile devices and increas-

ing complexity and clock frequency on a chip. Higher temperatures not only degrade sys-

tem performance, raise packaging costs, and increase leakage power, but they also reduce

system reliability via temperature enhanced failure mechanisms. In order to ensure the

system operates normally in all corner cases, designers have to use worst-case assumptions

when designing a complex system. Due to increasing PVT (process, voltage, temperature)

variability in systems on future technologies, worst-caseassumptions result in excessive

design margins by imposing extreme design constraints, which leads to cost-inefficient

designs. In order to solve the problem, post-design runtimemanagement techniques are

needed for future systems. The advantages of adaptive runtime management are two-fold.

On one hand, runtime management can adapt the system to the workload variations, reach-

ing higher efficiency by reclamation of design margins. On the other hand, by monitoring

the operating conditions continuously, runtime management can avoid those extreme cases

which rarely happen, thus relieving the the worst-case design constraints.

146
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8.1 Conclusion

In this dissertation, we study power and thermal impacts of workload variations in various

applications, and investigate runtime management techniques to exploit these variations

to reduce the increasing power and temperature constraints. In the area of power-aware

design, we apply efficient low power techniques in runtime byexploiting workload exe-

cution time variations. In order to attenuate the thermal constraints, We explore the effect

of temperature variations on circuit reliability, developa reliability model under dynamic

thermal stress, and investigate architectural techniquesto maximize circuit performance

without violating IC lifetime. We argue that by combining our techniques with existing

design time based optimization techniques, we should be able to continuously enjoy the

advantages brought by technology scaling. Specifically, weobtain the following results.

• An efficient method to find the optimal intra-task procrastinating voltage/frequency

scaling for single tasks in practical real-time systems using statistical workload infor-

mation [66]. Our method is analytic in nature and proved to beoptimal. Simulation

results verify our theoretical analysis and show significant energy savings over previ-

ous methods. In addition, in contrast to the previous techniques in which all available

frequencies are used in a schedule, we find that, by carefullyselecting a subset of a

small number of frequencies, one can still design a reasonably good schedule while

avoiding unnecessary transition overheads.

• A formal feedback-control algorithm for dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS)

in a portable multimedia system to save power while maintaining a desired end-to-

end decoding delay [59,60]. Our algorithm is similar in complexity to the previously-

proposed change-point detection algorithm [91] but does a better job of maintaining

stable throughput and is not dependent on the assumption of an exponential distri-

bution of the frame decoding rate. For approximately the same energy savings as
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reported by [91], our controller is able to keep the average frame delay within 10%

of the target more than 90% of the time, whereas the change-point detection algo-

rithm kept the average frame delay with 10% of the target only70% or less of the

time executing the same workload.

• Even though end-to-end delay is an important QoS metric for mobile multimedia

players which receive incoming streaming data through the network, playback dead-

line missing rate is a more practical metric for high qualitymultimedia playback.

By regarding a multimedia playback system as a soft real-timesystem, we model

the decoding process as a discrete-time system excited by random input sequences

representing the incoming stream. Using this novel stochastic process model, we

apply formal methods to analyze the decoding system and design a feedback-based

on-line dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS) algorithm to effectively reduce the

energy consumption during multimedia playback. We implemented our technique in

a laptop computer equipped with a DVS enabled processor, andresults reveal the

proposed algorithm is indeed a good trade-off among energy,playback quality, hard-

ware cost and playback latency [65].

• Thermal effects and their induced reliability issues are becoming a limiting factor

for performance, even if aggressive low power design techniques are available. We

present a physics-based dynamic electromigration model for estimating interconnect

lifetime subject to temporal and spatial thermal gradients. This model returns re-

liability equivalent temperature and current density thatcan be used in traditional

reliability analysis tools. Our models reveal that blindlyusing the maximum or av-

erage temperature to evaluate EM lifetime is inappropriate. Our results not only

increase the accuracy of reliability estimates but enable designers to more aggres-

sively explore the design space and to reclaim the design margin imposed by less
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accurate, more pessimistic models [61].

• Our dynamic reliability model reveals that reliability canbe modeled as a resource

to be consumed at a temperature dependent rate. This novel view enables the use of

the temperature variability and lifetime resource models to develop banking based

dynamic reliability management (DRM) techniques that reduce the performance

penalties. When the operating temperature is below a nominaltemperature (i.e.,

the threshold temperature used in DTM techniques), lifetime is being consumed at

a slower than nominal rate, effectively banking lifetime for future consumption. A

positive lifetime balance allows the nominal temperature to be exceeded for some

time (thus consuming lifetime at a faster than nominal rate)instead of automatically

engaging DTM and unnecessarily suffering the associated performance penalties.

We develop DRM techniques for both general-purpose and server workloads. Simu-

lation results reveal that these techniques provide performance (QoS) improvements

over traditional threshold-based DTM without sacrificing expected lifetime, or al-

lows the usage of cheaper thermal package without sacrificing performance [63,64].

8.2 Future Directions

Although uni-processor system is used as the test vehicle throughout this dissertation, the

presented techniques can be readily applied to both distributed (multiple) processor sys-

tems and other off-chip components such as memory and I/O devices. There are several

interesting direction in which the work described in this dissertation can be extended.

Procrastinating voltage scaling for multi-task real-timesystems.It has been shown

that procrastinating voltage scaling for multi-task real-time systems is superior to

other existing techniques in energy saving [117]. However,in that work, ideal volt-
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age/frequency scaling (i.e. continuous scaling) is assumed. The techniques presented

in Chapter 3 can be applied in this scenario to derive practical procrastinating voltage

scaling for multi-task real-time systems.

Improvement in the dynamic interconnect reliability model. One limitation in the ap-

plication of our dynamic interconnect EM model is that our analysis is currently

based on two-terminal interconnects, such as those seen in global signal intercon-

nects and power/ground distribution networks. Recently Alam et al. [8] proposed

lifetime predictions for multi-terminal interconnects. It would be useful to extend

our current model to account for multi-terminal interconnects.

Improvement in chip level reliability model. Recent research on material and device re-

liability has shown that temperature- and voltage-dependent dynamic processes also

govern other failure mechanisms, such as stress-migration[97], negative-bias tem-

perature instability (NBTI) [116] and gate oxide breakdown [111]. It is possible to

derive consumption-rate-based dynamic reliability models for these failure mecha-

nisms just as for electromigration in Chapter 7. A simple yet conservative way to

incorporate multiple failure mechanisms in the reliability-banking framework is to

apply lifetime banking for each individual failure mechanism and obtain each mech-

anism’s allowable operating point with the techniques presented in this article. We

would then choose the safest one of the allowable operating points (that is, the low-

est operating frequency) for circuit operation. Thus, no reliability budget violation

will occur for individual failure mechanisms; however, performance gain will be

minimal. A more complicated approach could trade off reliability budgets among

different failure mechanisms without compromising systemreliability.

The banking techniques presented in Chapter 5 focus on the worst-case component

(the hottest interconnect metal in the chip). Because our techniques guarantee that
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the worst-case component will satisfy its reliability constraint, we can safely claim

that they don’t violate system reliability. Nevertheless,this approach is conservative

because temperature distribution and current density are uneven across the chip, and

we can model the chip as a system consisting of serial and parallel components. A

more sophisticated approach would trade off reliability among different components

without violating system reliability. Such an approach would require a complex

reliability model such as the one presented by Srinivasanet al [98].

Power and thermal management in multi-core and distributedsystems.Due to se-

vere power/thermal problem, it becomes inevitable as shownin industry trend to

shift from the pursuit of higher clock frequency to chip multi-processing (CMP).

In CMP architectures, each core (i.e. processing element) might not produce much

heat individually. But the congregate thermal effect still imposes a great challenge

for thermal management. Each core needs to operate at a different clock frequency

to alleviate the total thermal effect without sacrifice of performance. It would be

an interesting optimization problem to co-operate multiple cores in a power- and

temperature-aware fashion. In the other hand, Power and temperature in large scale

computing infrastructures such as Internet data centers have become the key con-

cerns. As CMP multi-core systems can be thought as miniaturesof such large scale

distributed systems, similar optimization problems are tobe solved in these large

scale systems [12].

As much of the existing work on power- and temperature-awaredesign focuses on

the processor unit, the physical effects of peripheral components such as memory,

disks and I/Os become more prominent. In order to achieve system-wide optimiza-

tions, dynamic techniques to coordinately manage individual system level compo-

nent are urgently needed.



Appendix A

Optimal Speed Schedule for Multi-task with

Memory Stalls

Assuming that there are two tasks which must be finished before deadlineD, the total

memory stall time when these two tasks are executed is denoted by Drm. In other words,

a fraction ofrm of the total task execution time is devoted to memory access.Let Drmr1

denote the memory stall time of task 1, the memory stall time of task 2 can be expressed as

Drm(1− r1). The ratios of CPU computation time (at full speed) to the memory stall time

in the tasks arep1 andp2 for task 1 and task 2 respectively. Task 1 is executed with CPU

speedf1 and task 2 withf2. Therefore the execution time for task 1 can be expressed as

Drmr1p1
f1

+ Drmr1 and similarlyDrm(1−r1)p2
f2

+ Drm(1− r1) for task 2. The relation of these

parameters can be illustrated in Figure A.1.

Due to real-time constraint, it must be satisfied that

Drmr1p1

f1
+

Drm(1− r1)p2

f2
= D(1− rm) (A.1)

On the other hand, the power consumption for CPU computation and memory access can
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Figure A.1: Time distribution among task execution. Note that, in general, the memory
stall time is interleaved with CPU computation time during task execution.

be modeled as cubic functions of CPU clock speed:

P = a f3 ,for CPU computation

P = b f3 ,for memory stall

Therefore, the total energy consumed by the two tasks can be calculated as:

E( f1, f2) =
[

a f2
1Drmr1p1 +b f3

1Drmr1
]

+
[

a f2
2Drm(1− r1)p2 +b f3

2Drm(1− r1)
]

(A.2)

Given the timing constraint Equation (A.1), we would like tofind the optimal execution

speedf1 and f2 such that total energy consumption is minimized. This can besolved using

Lagrange multiplier method and it turns out that the optimalexecution speeds satisfy:

[2+3
b
a

f2
p2

] f 3
2 = [2+3

b
a

f1
p1

] f 3
1 (A.3)

Thus, the energy-optimal speed schedule can be found by solving both Equation (A.1) and

(A.3).

Notice that whenp1 = p2, f1 = f2. A uniform speed to execute the two tasks yields

minimal energy consumption in this case, which is the same asthe case when the two tasks

are purely CPU-bounded.

When p1 6= p2, we are interested to investigate how the energy consumption using
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uniform speed deviates from the optimal solution. Letfuni f orm denotes the uniform speed

to execute both tasks. The real-time constraint requires that

Drmr1p1 +Drm(1− r1)p2

funi f orm
= D(1− rm) (A.4)

The energy consumption using a uniform speed is

E( funi f orm) = a f3
uni f ormD(1− rm)+b f3

uni f ormDrm

Finally, it can be shown that the ratio of optimal energy consumption to that of using

uniform speed can be expressed as:

E( f1, f2)
E( funi f orm)

=

a
b

[

f 3
2 ( funi f orm− f1)+ f 3

1 ( f2− funi f orm)
f2− f1

]

(1− rm)+ f 3
1 rmr1 + f 3

2 rm(1− r1)

a
b f 3

uni f orm(1− rm)+ f 3
uni f ormrm

where f1, f2 and funi f orm can be solved by Equation (A.1), (A.3) and (A.4). Therefore,

Eoptimal
Euni f ormspeed

is a function ofrm, r1, p1, p2 and a
b, and independent ofD.

Figure A.2 compares the optimal energy consumption with that using uniform speed

for both tasks, with different values ofrm, r1, p1 while assuminga= b. Several interesting

observations can be made from this figure.

1. Whenrm is relatively small (e.g.rm < 0.1), the energy difference is within 5% in

spite of the values ofr1, p1 and p2, as indicated by the plots on the top half in

Figure A.2. Recalling thatrm represents the portion of the total allowable execution

time occupied by total memory stalls (sum of two tasks) during task execution, this

suggests that, when the total memory stall time is small compared to the available

execution time, using uniform speed schedule is still desirable.

2. In spite of the value ofrm, whenp1 andp2 are both small or large, the energy con-
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Figure A.2: Comparison of optimal energy with that using uniform speed at different val-
ues ofrm, r1, p1 andp2 (a = b).
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sumption using uniform speed schedule is very close to that of the optimal. Recalling

that pi (i = {1,2}) represents the ratio of CPU computation time to the memory stall

time when taski is executed at full speed, largerpi implies the task is more CPU-

bounded, while smaller implies more memory-bounded. The observation suggests

that when the two tasks have similar performance bottlenecks, using uniform speed

schedule is still one of best solutions.

3. Only whenrm is relatively large (e.g.rm > 0.1) and the two tasks have quite distinct

performance bottlenecks (e.g.p1 = 0.2, p2 = 4.0 for memory-bounded vs. CPU-

bounded), is uniform speed schedule inferior to the optimalschedule.

The results presented in Figure A.2 assume thata = b. In real systems, one might expect

thata > b, since CPU operations usually consume more power than memoryoperations.

One can verify that this condition actually increases the suitable design space for uniform

speed schedule.

With the above observations at hand, we can evaluate whetheruniform speed execution

is still the best choice for real MPEG playback applicationswith the timing characteristics

similar to those shown in Table 5.1. There are two cases:

• Case I: There are two distinct tasks for each frame during movie playback: decode

task and display task. As revealed from Table 5.1 and Figure 5.3(b), decode task

is more CPU-bounded while display task is strongly memory-bounded. According

to Observation 3, it is better to execute these two tasks at different speed. That is

exactly what we did in our experiments–we display frames using a fixed low CPU

speed.

• Case II: Decode multiple frames using one single speed whenever possible. Table 5.1

shows that the decoding task is CPU-bounded disregard the frame type. Therefore,
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according to Observation 2, decoding multiple frames with uniform speed is ex-

pected to achieve near-to-optimal energy saving. That’s one of the key ideas behind

our feedback DVS system design to emphasize speed uniformity as illustrated in

Section 5.5 of Chapter 5.



Appendix B

Electromigration with Free Stress at Both Ends

Consider an EM process with zero stress at both ends of the metal line and with non-

uniform temperature distribution across the metal line. Inthe steady state, the mechanical

stress along the line reaches its steady distribution, or∂σ
∂t = 0. And the following equation

is hold (from Equation (6.2)):

∇J =
∂
∂x

(

β(T(x))

(

∂σ(x)
∂x

−α(T(x))

))

= 0

with the boundary conditions:σ(0, t) = σ(l , t) = 0, whereT(x) is the temperature profile.

Therefore,β(T(x))
(

∂σ(x)
∂x −α(T(x))

)

= J , whereJ is a constant and represents the

steady state atom flux. Thus, in the steady state of EM process, there exists a constant

atomic flux from one end (cathode) of the metal line to the other (anode). It follows that
(

∂σ(x)
∂x −α(T(x))

)

= J
β(T(x)) . By integrating both sides of this equation along the metal

line, and noticing thatσ(0) = σ(l) = 0, we obtain−
l

R

0
α(T(x)dx = J

l
R

0

1
β(T(x))dx. And
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finally the steady state atomic flux can be expressed as:

J = −

l
R

0
α(T(x))dx

l
R

0

1
β(T(x))dx
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